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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents the res~lts of theoretical and experimental
investigations into the behaviour and ultimate load capacity of
latticed lower panels with cross-bracing diagonals made of
equal-leg, hot-rolled steel angles under the effEcts of in-plane
loads
Loading t~sts to collapse are catri0d out on cross-bracings in
reduced= scaLe two-dirr,ensiunalframes of various arrangements.
The So~thwell-plot of deflection measurements immediately prior
to first yield of the diagonals is used to define equivalent end
eccentricities and effective length factors, which therefore
account f0l"geometric and mat~rial imperfections of the test
spec imens.
A proposal for new design formulae for calculating the
resi~tance oC struts is pres~nted. The new design equations are
based on the secant formula and are calibrs"ed against the
experimental results.
A computer model is developeJ based on flexibility equutions
which do not require an ILerative analysis orocedure. The
non-linear effects are Riven through the inclusion of Berry
staLility funct'ons. The effects of eccentric forces and nodal
restraints are simulated at all joints in which diagonals and
main chords an' connect.ed . An additional I,'or\elis formulated
uslng ~ mainframe finite-element rod!, demonstrating "hat it is
now posai bLs to psrf orm nun-linear analyse!' of comp Lvx frames
including asyrnmerrir memne rs.
Experimental results from this and other Investigat!ons are
compared with ultimate load predictions based on the new design
equatio~s and the computer models. and also usual buckling
curves for design of steel transnission towers. In all cases the
prop0sed models give acceptable predictions ot the behaviour and
ultimate capacity of the bracings.
In particular. failure loads caLcuLat ed witt. the new design
equations snuw improvements with respect to pr~dictions based on
current design uuckling curves. These equations. therefore, can
be used tor de~ign of steel latticed tower structures with angle
members.
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(a) A self-rupporting t.ransm1ssion line steel
tower. Note th~ lateral panels with
cross-bracings. (b) La reraI panel with steel angle
crossed diagonal s connvc t ed bar-kv t ovbs.c k at the
crossc ove r ~cinto
Typ icaI transmission t ovvr bolted conru-c t Lon .
The framing eccentricity ey is defined ~y the
di3tance between the section's orthogonnl x-axis
and the centre ofthe main chord's ~onnected leg.
ASCE design curves f0r struts j~ c~oss-bracing
systems, and details of princilal dimensions.
ECCS design curves for strlt;j in cross-bracing
systems, and details r '"p: .ncLpa I dimensions.
Experimental research ll<ported by Jsami et al
[2J-23). The angle specimens are welded to tee
sections, and these are connected to the testing
machine. The planes of load are indicated with a
star (*) for the three end conditions (a), (b) and
(c) •
Research on cross-bracings of lateral panels in
st ee l, ':uildings [35-46 J. (a) Diagonal Lnt.e rac t Lon
at cro&s-over joinL, where f' is the tie's lateral
rest raLn t coefficient. (b) Case of no restraint:
full-wave, first mode of buckling. (c) Case of
fuli ;estraint: half-wdve, second mode of
buckling.
Two-dimensional model llsed by Elmes in his
cnmf-uter analysis of c lss-bracing in transmission
towers [51J. Node (c) i~dicates the cross-over
joint, as in Figure 1.01. (b).
Typical model used by Behncke tn his experimental
analysis of cross-bracing in transmission towers
[11]. Note ~at the transverse beams in the frame
imposed f u . "!straint to the main chord's
torsional [Lcdtiond, also preventing out-of-plane
deflections of the outside bracings.
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Typical experimental cross-bracing model. as
reported by Wood [49] and CIGRE [63]. Note that
the outside bracings and the main chords were
connected to transversal beams. The compression
members in the outside panels of brdcing were
rein~orced agB~nst buckling at midspan by
redunQ~nt bracings.
Strain gauges in the frames abovp w~re located un
the v-v plane aa shown here. on b.ir.h central
diagonals. thus only allowing for calculat.ion of
axial forces in the bracings.
Cross-bracing deformation h ist ory l'f'pot'tj by
Behncke (11]. BBe also Figure l.Ol-b. a) Unloaded
frame: no deflectio:1s. 1>' Low loadsl the tilland
strut deflect in the same out-of-plane dir-ection.
c) Close to failure' ~e tie gives support at the
cross-over joint c. Deflections at midspan of the
strut increase. d) r"Uure: typical a sv'nme t rLcaI
cr09~-bracing failure ~ode. These reaU1LS are
confiI~ed in the present investigation.
Locked-in 8ystems of crossed diagonals.
Various experimental frame and bracing
ar-rangements in the present investigation. (a)
Normal frame. parallel legs. (b) Locked-in system,
inclined legs. (c) Normal frame. inclined legs.
,d) an te) Additional frame arrangements with
inc l Ir: : legs and redundan t br acings.
Thv experimental frames were designed to 9i~ulate
conditions of the bracing& and main chords R~
parts of a larger panel.
G'netal test setup in the present investigation.
General ,iew of testing rig assembled on the floor
of the Ibboratory.
View of various elemtnts in the main rig.
includinR special regulation rods for adjusting
thl vertical displacements of the outside
bracillgs.
A view of the reaction-support frame. connected to
the foundations.
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Special vertical rods with CBrdnn's ~cintB.
'l'u r nhuc k Le .md horizontal suppo r t If the
experimental frame. Also s~owing tte out-nf-plane
regulation rod at the reaction-level crOBs-over
joint.
Turnbuckle, load :e1l and out-of-plane regulation
rod at the load-level cross-over joint.
Assembly and detail of compression leg support,
which was designed to allow for free torsional
rotations of the main chord, as opposed to the
fixed support conditions in frames shown in
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of the main chord.
Assembly and detail of tension leg support. which
was designed to aUm! for free tor 'J ioriaI rotations
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conditions in f rame s shown in Figures 1.08 and
2.01. The angle oc indicaten slope of the main
chord.
Load-pack and load Hupporting frame, which is
connected to the foundationa. The hydraulic jack
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152 rnm. It is ope ra t ed from a Losenhausen
un!,orsal testing machine
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 - Elementary concepts
This investigation examinos the deflection and buckling
characteristics of cross-bracing used in the lateral panels of
self-supporting t ranstni esi.online towers, shown in figure 1.01,
with particular interest in the effects of eccentricity of load
and end restralnts on the behaviour and ultimate capacity of the
diagonals.
'b)
Figure 1.01: (a) A self-supporting transmission lhe stoel
tower. Note the lateral panels with cross-bro.cings. (b) Lateral
panel with steal angle crossed diagonals connected back-to-back
at the cross-OVer joint.
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Cross-bracing systems comprising tips and struts connected at
their cross-over joints act as shear-resisting members, with one
dLagon.i l in t ension lind the other in compression. These lateral,
in-plane forces normally arise from t.heaction of external
torsional moment~ produced by unbalanced longitudinal loads,
such as stringing and maintenance operdtions, collapse of an
adjacent tower 01: broken conductors.
As in most tower mpmbers, cross-bracing diagonals are made of
hot-rolled steel angle sections, which are economic and readily
available, easy to manufacture and transport, and adaptable to
most structural shapes. However, while the angle members arB
very convenient structurally, the actual behaviour of the loaded
tower is highly complicated Rnd very difficult to reproduce in
theoretical models. In particular, the performance of the
lateral bracings is significantly influenced by the geometric
characteristics of both the tower and the angle sections, and by
the connection arrangements. These effects can be summari.zed as
follows:
- The geometric configuration of the structure determines the
distribution of forces throughout the bracing.
- The angle section's torsional stiffness and minor axis of
inertia bending sr.LfEr.ess are small in comps rLson to its
stiffness about the major axis.
- The steel ungles are bolted to other flexiLle elements of
the tower through only onp leg, as shown in F'Lgu re 1.02. As
a result, Burne degree of eccentric loading is nearly always
unavoidable, and the members BrB consequently subjected to
combinations of axial forceG and bendl~g moments. This
particular condition, t vp Iral o f most. bracing members in
jl
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st~el transmission towers, may be represented conveniently
by a beam-column under biaxial bending.
- The bracing elements in a tower are restrained at the joints
against rotation about hoth orthogonal axes x and y, Figure
1.02, and this has an important effect on the resistance of
the members. The degree of end restraint at any particular
joint depend~ upon the number of connecting bolts, the
flexural and torsional rigidity and the axial loads of all
the adjoining members. This is further complicated by the
use of a gusset-plate and packings.
- In the particular case of cross-bracing diagonals, the tie
supports the A"rut at tne interconnecting Joint, hence
reducing the strut's unbraced length and IrnpzovLng its
buckling resistance. Experimental r€'8ults show that the
amount of lateral support at the cross-over joint is not
constant, but is a function of the increasing forces and
lateral deflections in the l'racing.
Figura 1.02: Typical transmission tower bolted connection.
The framing eccentricity ey is defined by the distance
between the saction's orthogoral x-axis and the centre of the
main chord's ~onnected leg.
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- In addition. it has been observed that the overali stabilIty
of the brar'ng depends upon the ratio of tension to
compression force in the diagonals and. finally, that this
ratio of bracing forces is influenced by the external
loading and boundary conditions, the geomecric configuration
and the internal structural actions in the towers.
All these combined effects result in the diagonals undergoing
significant out-of-plane deflertions, twisting and generrl
non-linear behaviour from the onset of loading. Failure oE the
hracing at medium and even at high values of slenderness ratio
is normally initiated by the yielding of the extreme fibres in
the compression member, followed by inelastic buckling in the
direction of the section's major axis of inert.ia. At 10-.<1'values
of slenderness ratio. however, yipld may occur first in the tie,
prematurely reducing the load-carrying capacity of the bracing.
These considerations. together with other factors such as
rolling and manufacturing tolerances. varLa t Lons in quality of
material, as well as residual stresses. make the reb~onse of the
whole tower under ultimate loads to be in most cases out. lde the
range of accura t theory,
Significantly. though. framing eccentricities, as well as end
and intermediate restraints, are not generally included in
analyses of steel towers, In traditional de3ign procedures a
tower is assumed to be a lat.ticed sy stem Ir. which irid LvLduaI
members behave as though pin-ended. and joints are designed ~o
as to ensure that the centroidal axes of all incoming elements
meet at one point, The member axial strl'sses reSUlting from a
given set of loading condltions are calculated using this
simplified model.
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Similar limitations exist' in definitions of the failure strength
specified in design codes, where the ability of angle diagonals
to resist compresBive loads is treated as a buckling problem, in
which empirical effective length factors account for the unknown
effects of eccentricity of load and joint restraints.
Experience shows that bolted structures designed on this basis
generally provide the required overall load capacit). However,
some design problems are still not completely resolved, in spite
of many individual and international research initiatives. Test
data often indicate that there is considerable dir,pa~!ty between
tower member forces calculated in computer ana:yses and member
loads measured during prototype tests [1J. It has been noted
that forces on the more heavily loaded elements in a structure,
usually legs and tnain chords, are more accurately computed.
However, loads in the majority of structural elements in a tower
are relatively light and uncertain. Thus, failures still occur,
normally at unexpect ed locations. This suggests that, to some
extent, the complex behaviour of the loaded structure may not be
represented effectively by existing models.
As is cillar fL"om the discussion above, transmission line tower
design has to take account of a multiplicity of factors. In
practice, howev er, designs are based on certain simplifying
assumptions, as reported in the following Section.
1.2 - Current design recommendations for tower members under
compressive loads
In conventional st ress analy sis, the transmission line tower is
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8ener~11y considered as a spatial truss. Solutions of
force-displacement linear equati:ms are based on the undeformed
geometry of the st:.ucture. although some computer programs [2-4J
may include in the analysis the additional forces and ~oments
induced in the mpmbers by nodal displacements.
Strictly speaklng. however. lattic2d steel towers ar? spatial
frames. in which bracing members behave as ',eam-columns with
elastic rest raincs. Moreover. most members an a tower are. under
sorn" or other load condition, stressed _11 compression. and mUllt
therefore be designed as struts. The exact second-order anal/~is
of such structures may ultimately become hopelessly complex if
all the relevant variables are considered. and certainly
impra~(ical and expensive for industry design purposes.
Al t erua t LveLy , s IrnplHied me thod s of structural analysis can be
employed which reduce the necessary computations to more
~easonable limits. Designers use buckling curves defined by
semi-empirical formulae given in tower design manuals. These
methods are approximate and are based on past experj~nce and en
numerous tests on p rot.ot ype towers. Rec omrnendat ions from two of
t' most commonly used manuals for tower derLgn are examined in
~e following Sections.
1.2.1 - The ASCE Manual No 52
This guide for design of self-supporting steel towers [5) nas
been in use by electric power utilities and tower manufactur~rs
since its first publication in 1971. An updated version taa been
issued in 1989. in which desLg. recornmenda t i ons for new
~atelials and new tower configulstions srI' included.
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In the case of tower mernber s made of hot-rolled steel an~lefl,
the u Lt Ima t e ' omp re s s Lv e load in the £>l/1~t.ic range is determined
by the Euler: hur k l lng load as f o I Lows :
f I.J 1t .... (1.01)
fy
where fult is the ultimate compressive stress in the strut and
fy is the guaranteed yield stre9~ of mat.erial, bot.h in MPa,
In the i ne la s t ic range. h0wl,ver, the ultimate load is gi.ven by
t ne Column Research Council (now Structural Stability Research
,:ouncil) [6] equation as f o l Lows i
-a 1 - .... (1.02)
In these e1uations rk is the relative slenderness ratio. given
hy the following:
kL
ur
k is the effective length factor, and kL/r is the strut's
I'ffective slenderness ratio, which is determined by using
expurimentally-bused ~quationu of the type:
kL/r c+d(L/1)
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whe re c()pfficienls t: and dan' il functi on of the en(l
cond i ti on s of Uw t owe , members and a re 'iett'rmined
ernp 1r i r a 11y ,
.. E is the modulus of eldsticity of material in HPa.
Thus the s rr s s s limit for Flilst~(' analysis is g Iven a s
fk = v2. which can ~lso be expres9pd by the following stress
ratio:
fult 0.5 fy
In ro rms of the s t rut' f: geoGlPtric dimensions. however. the
elastic limit is given by:
kL I! C" •
where:
C:C tt v,ZE/f)')
Local bud, I inp is avo ide d by 1 twit ing the w idt.hv ro= t h Lckrre s s
ratio bit au follow!),
( h It) 1 im 2l0/v (ry)
where hand t Lrp as ind1cBted in Figure 1.03,
For c r o s s v h rarf ng sv s t ntns it 1;; con s i de r e d that tho d Lagonu I in
t en s i on givP!! support III th~ I ro s s vovrr joint wlH!n till' ratio of
r on s ion to i omp tr- s s ion fo CPS in r h» bracing i s equal to or
g r e a te r than 0.6. Th!' cr i ti , a l nlf'rlLiprnl'sd ratio for buc k l ang
load iii g ive n by r he following exp re s s i on s :
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ASCE ~L\i\l' AL No Cl2 BUCI\UNG CUHVES
St c e l q u a l iIy 300-W (:300 ~IPa)
f I -ult ty
::•.
0.7 - '--"',,---.
<.
O.t.' t ''''''---".
.' <, _,"-,
o.s I
i0.4
1
-
0;\1
0.2 L._
Kl, /r :::L II"9 v 9 v
0.7 1.05 1.4 1.75 2.1
Re la t ive slo nde rn e ss ratio
b
b/taB-{t.R)/t
Figura 1.031 ASCE design curv~s for struts in cross-bracing
systems, Bnd details of princi~nl dimensions.
where rv Bnd [x are tne radil of gyration about the v and x
c.lI.(,S respectively. and Lg nnu Ls are strut lengths, as shown
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"
in Figurp 1.03. ASCr~ buck l ing curves for cross-bracing diagonals
mAde of steel angles of quality 300-W are also included in
Figure 1.03.
1.2.2 - The ECCS Manual No 39
The ECCS manual [7) wah published in 1985. giving buckling
cur:veB and r:econunendations for design of steel sectl.ons used in
r ran am i s a Lon l~np towers. It includes (Ul"VeS for hot-rolled
ateel angiAs BY well aR cold-formed sectiona. The buckling
resistance of the strut i9 obtained by Bolving the following
('quat ion:
")
r.o (I - I'i(
ful t
) ••.• (1. 03)
jll which:
- ku 19 tho factor in the pprry-RobertBon formula which
nLlows for Impe rEe c r Lons , including end eccent.rLci t Les , and
is expr!>RRed no,
kO w O.125(I'k - 0.2)
fult is thl' u l t. imur e '"\'mprp!;f;ivp stII'S!; in thl' s trut in
MPa.
- fy is thl' yield 5t[295 of material in MPa.
is obtained a~ follows:
I'k '" c + dro
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Lrn
where E is the mndu l u s of « l n s t it Lt.v of me re r ia l in MPa. NoH'
that the (plativ!' slenderness ratio r'o is obtained without
c on sLdo ring the o f f ert o f end condit ion s , thus e ssurn ing
initially that the buckling lHngths are the centre-tn-centre
distances between bolts lncated at the inters~ctlonB of member
design lineD. The ratio ro is then modified for different end
conditions by introducing the c oe f f LcLen t s c and d which a re
also, in this case, detprmined empirically. The limit againot
local and torsional buckling i9 calculated froml
Ib/tllim c 0.Sb7 vlE/fyl
The d i.mens ion s band tare shown in Figure 1.04, t.ogethl'rwith
the ECCS buckling curvpa for croAR-bracing diagonals made of
steel 300-"l.
The d es ign r erommend atLcn s out.Li no d abov« have , tor th!l .dOflt
part. proved a daqua t e and r e Liub Iv , For oxump Iu , '),mIHu11y
sotisfcctory [eAultR ubtained from tbe U9H of thl' AfCE Manual No
52 (5) for design of latticed !it!'!>! tOWEH'1l 0; l Lne r up to 500 ltV
heW!' he en r epo rt ed by F'Lnz i [8J. !iowl'vpr. Hnu t.at.Lonn have be en
idpntified in !'xi9ting design procpdur~G. Dn the following
S('ction Bhows.
1..2..3 - I.imitllt.ion!l of t.he de s Lgn rt1"C.JI!Ilt'lidut ,! 'lHl
Thl' sizes of new t01rlPt'S huv ",'1'11 Ull't!"l';ing"" a f urur ion of
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ECCS ~L\C\L\L No 3D BCCKLING CUHVES
Sled quality :WO-W (:300 MPa)
Re lat.ive stcn dcrne ss ratio
b
Figure 1.04: ECCS design curves for struts in cross-bracing
grADter Alectric power demands. This hus rABulted in taller
structures. which suffer larger deformations induced by thelr
heavier leads. At the same time, the internal in-plune forces
and moments as well as the nodal distortions ~nd restraining
actions have alpo increased with inrreasinR size of tow:;~.
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Design curves currently in use, based 0~ an empirical
interprp.ation of ~est results, may not give correct results in
these larger structures, especially at extreme ranges of
slenderness ratio, resulting in premature failures.
Tests conducted in South Afri~a on a 765 kV, 40 metre high rigid
suspension to......er, for example, result.e d ir several failures of
main legs at less than the specified design loads (9). These
failures were apparently triggered off by premat~re instability
of the adjoining lateral cr09s-bracings. Yet, no indication
exIsted in the elastic analysis, nOlO in the dimensioning of
members, after allowances for safety, of the possibility of such
failures. The detailing and the erection procedures were also
found to be faultless.
Other interesting examples of unexpected tower failures have
been reported by Short (10). He observed that most premature
prototype failures are due to design simplifications. which may
result in incorrect detailing of tower members. Some of the
limitations are:
- Insufficient knowledge of the actual restraint provided by
nodal points and intermediate supports.
- Excessive con~entration of stress in holes of tension
members.
- Redundant or supporting members which are nominally
un st resaed . 'lowl'ver,secondary "rtf'ets in t he structure,
such as bl'ndlng due to oUl-ot-plane eccl'ntr~ ities, may
indur v I'lif~h t:ll (PH in t hv se rnernbe rs, r esult.Lng in rhs Ir P'1l
f nt Iure and subsequrn t collapse o f thp supported Legs.
- 1.13 -
Experimental results from tests perfomed on reduced
two-dimensional frames with cross-bracing systems [11) also show
differences in the ultimate capacity of the diagonals with
respect to the predicted failure loads. It has been found that
the calculated results are conservative at high values of
slenderness ratio, with the diagonals failing at higher loads
than expected. This implies an inefficient use of the angle
nection's total load capacity per unit weight of steel,
At lo~ values of slenderneqs ·~tlO on the other hand, design
curves give optimistiL fa'lure loads, .esulting in the diagona d
failing ae lower loads than expected. This latter anomaly has
more serious implications and may be the origin of severe
structural damage, since cross-bracings with short unbraced
diagonals are located in the top bays of the lateral panels,
where aXial forces are higher, with no significant nodal
distortions and lateral displacements. The axial stress
components and the effect of eccentr. city of load are
~redominant in this region, resulting in either tor&ional
buckling failure by twisting of the cr0ss-sect!on, local
buckling failure even at safe width-to-thickness ratios bIt, or
prema t. re v ieLd ing of the t.snnLon member at the croasvove r
jJint, which typically occurs prior to buckling in
cross-bracings with short diagonals.
Finally, while design buck li i.g curves make allowance £or va ri ous
end conditions of the members, including eccentricity of load
and. Lnc reasad end restraints produc ed by t!IP use of mar!'
.onne crLng bolts, they do not consrder other etf!>cts, such 1'5
additi0nal restraint from bracings in adJarpnt bays, different
size and slope of the main legs, ~s well as relative inclination
of the braeings. It is later d'monstrated in this thesis that
- 1.14 -
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some of these factors have considerable influence in the
performance of the diagonals.
1.3 - Review of previous i~vestigations concerning the behaviour
nnd resistance of typical tower members
Due to u~certainties and simplifications in the design process,
most t over models of important transmission y st erns are tested
to destruction prior to cor.unencingproduction. These full-scale,
proof tests are traditi.onally performed to confirm the ability
of the complet~ towers to withstand the design loads, and also
to assess the maximum resistance of the structures. Data on the
distribution 0f member forces and connection behaviour are not
normally recorded, although information obtained from prototype
tests has been used to improve loading specifications and
structural deRign techniques.
Consistent research on full-scale steel towers has not been
common illthe past, perhaps due to the limitations of
conventional tower testing stations, the difficulties, cost Dnd
time involved in tower research, and also the ever-changing
requirements of different t ransm i ssLon systems in terms of tower
models, loads and dimensions. It has t hu. I,ppn difficult to
(·staolish accurate relationships between Loaduu;. WHi member
strength based on the observed behaviour of these towers.
In response to this lack of research data, the EPRI tower
testing station a t the Transmission Line Mp['hanical Research
Cen t re [12-14) has been established, albeit only recently, in
order to improve the quantity and quality of prototype test
Ln f orme t Lon through accu Ls i ti on n!:arcu rar.eIHl<.ireliable membe+
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loads and behaviour, evaluation of member strength and analysis
of current design techniques.
Before this, however, ~valuation of member and tower r~sponse to
loaed was possible only through research on individual angle
struts and on bracings in simplified testing frames. Results
from Game relevant investigations are summarized in the
following Sections.
1.3.1 - Single-angle columns
As stated before, the eccentric attachment of steel angles in
transmission towers induces additional biaxial moments in the
members due to the amplification effect of axial loads. This
normally results in yielding of the external fibres in the
compression angles prior to elastic bucklipg. This problem has
been studied extensively and both analytiC'a! and experimental
wo rk has been carried out to determine the behaviour and
ultimate capacity of angles in the elastic and inelastic
regions, and for various end conditions.
Firstly, th~ analysis of flexural buckli~g of individual members
is based on Euler's earl)' formulation on conc e.vt rLcaLly loaded
colunms. Mon, related to angles, the elastic behaviour of a
generic thin-walled, open section member under symme t rLcaI
biaxial ber "Lng was initially studied by Goodier (15), who
developed the basic differential equations of equilibrium for a
simply supported member. Timoshenko subsequently arrived at the
same expressions [16J, after an analysis of pure bending of
prismatic elements and pure torsion of members with open
cross-sections. These preliminary studies were based ~n previous
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the Jr2tical analyses in conn~ction with the development of new,
light" ~ight sections for use in aircraft structureh.
The exact solution to Goodier's system of differential equations
was given by Culver [17J, although approximate procedures had
previously been !n use for some ideal boundary conditions.
Culver's complete solution ~equires the use of twelve boundary
conditions to evaluate as many constants of 1-'_aration. After
calculation of the displacements, the stresses at any suctior of
the column can be evaluated in terms of the different stress
components due to axial force, bending and warpi~g.
More recently, Trahair solved Goodier's differential equaLions
fo~ elastic behaviour of an individual member with elastic end
restraints [18J. He made use of numerical techniques and also
simulated tests on singlp.-angle columns which had originally
been performed by Foehl [19J. Trahalr's solution introduces
restraint coefficients in the boundary conditions, which are
defined as the ratios of the actual end restraining moments to
the moment!' ;::.>quiredto develop full end fixl.ty
Further research developments include the study of lnAlastic
b!'!wvtoU[ of beam-c olumn s wi.th end restraints. This problem has
been so i veu for angle struts through a number" of succesnive
th'oretical and experimental investigations performed by
Trahair, Vsami and Galambos [20-23J. These authors have
ronducted extensive research in which forty six eccentlically
lOhded single-angle columns with slenderness ratios between 60
and 200 were tested to failure under three different end
conditions. The eccentricitieR were modelled by welding the
angle ends to structural tee .sections. as shown in Figule 1.0::'.
The tests included equal-leg and unequal-leg angles. in bath
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easel made oE mild steel f.ndhigh te~~ilp eel.
In the theoretical model adGpted by Usaml [:2;, elso .hn~~ in
...gu re 1.05, struts were treated as end-restrained coLumn s under
biaxial bending, wi~> particular' a t t ent ion to their Ii.e Last ic
behaviour. The end r est rain cs were modelle i after the observed
behavl,ur of the welded cee sections at the end uf the angle
struts, as described in Rererence (20J. The end restraints are
represented in the theor0tical model by rotational sprines,
located in directions which are parallel .0 rhe two ~egs of the
angle. The most important conclusions of Usami's investigation
relate to the ability of the model to predict inelastic failure
of eccentrically loaded single-angles with end restraints The
behaviour 0' the angles can be summarized as follows:
- Typical non-linear deflections and also tvisting occurred
frnm the beginning of loading. D.spl~cements at the center
.
t Il-l 1f rn· .{f}-I ,(a) (b) (c)I
I
I
I~l
'/
.t
"':~~/~
= =b--=, , I
Figure 1.05: ExperImental research reported by Usami et 01
[20-23]. The ang~e specimens are welded to tee sectiens, and
the~e arc conpected to th~ testing machine. The plB~e6 of load
are indicated with a star (*) for the three end con~itions (a),
(b , and (e).
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of t he ro l urnn WPH' p r edornin a n t 1; l",rpendlcular to the plane
of loading. w i rh sma l l d i s p Lacemen t s in the same p l ar,e . The
co l umn s burlc l od in e l a s t i, ally art!'! y io l.d Lng had taken p Lac e
at ttIP c rt t i r n l !l""tion. R"'Hllts from t o s t.s w+ r.h uno qu a LvLe g
a n gl o s c un f irme d t h a : Ill·' ma x Imum n'~i"tilncH is ob t a I ne d
,\1, .i l a r to tlw plan!' of loud i ng .
An <'lcpPtimellt.'11 Lnvr- s ti ga t ion was conuuc t od by Kennedy and
Mil,lugulll l21,). in vh ic h s ingl « and doub l e ang I« struts with
sjpndprnpSN (atl(l~ of up to 90 WpIp tpytpJ to failurp. Thp axial
l o a d s v,prp al'plipd rorurnr r ic a l l y , with p Inn.vd and .:ixed en-I
ron d i t f on s . Thl' It"'t re s u l r.s r ompu r e t av ourn o Ly with rho o r e t.Lca I
p r e d i r tt on c for f l e xu r n l , to rs Innn l a iu lO'lll r a.i l u r e moue o .
e l a s t i r ilPha,j,IltJ! (It ',ing]p-angl" s r ru t s undo r pcC!'Otric l ond s .
It WBB shovn in t h i s inv o s t r gn tLon that '1 c omp Iex , non-linear
mr.dld can 111' Ilspd to s irnu l a t e t h » buhuv i ou r o t s Ing l o s t ru t s
and, with s orno l tm i ra r Lon s . to p r s d Lrt their failure l oudn . A
tip" i fIn .r 1r o t ior: 1': t hu s I "['''nIDI,'n h-d . in ",t: iell .' f r ert ive lunge!)
'ncton' art' \1",,<1 ttl r o l a r r- til.' ill 1\1,11 PI 1'1l1 I icu l Iv l.outvd (Inr~ll'
f(P!lul t : o t ll'H"arch in ~;1PL1!;t ie In n t abi l i tv ot \JPllm-cIllumnn
VI"t., l'il'!I.'nt.od ]I" Lu in l'HI,' [26J, ~,tudil"l Oil pq\lal-lc'g and
11ll'''!llill·lPli. anl',l,,,, iruLud« thp tlp)Ullill-t<>Isionnl ~n!jt[,l'ility of
f l e x o r a J t o r 'tllthll instability .inu l v s i : "1 "j'llllilf I'olllJll1~s
and i'p~iidull1 ~;.trtl.;~iP!' \fil'IP t,ll,-I'tl .nr o It'!'ount in r.h t s IPf~(lI]tl·h.
t!owPVI' I , ,\lfltt,I[V tn I'II'Vlliti" .u.a l vs»: on lIIll'quill-1p!l nnglt'(" it
Wi\~;
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thp rno rv f avou rn b l o u r r angvn.r-nt . 'l'h i s t'tfpl't i9 govP no d by t.hE>
sll'l1dprnt'Sfl lilt Io , and it i~ d omon s r ra t o d r har short s t r uts w iLl
gi vv higher u l t imnr « l rn d s wtth tllP short I!'!/, our s t.and Ing
i n s re ad
TnHt~ wprl' ('onduct!'d In Allntrnlio on Rlnglp and dOllbl!'-nnglp and
TI'P s r ru t s hy Kiti:-rl1chuJ and LEW [L7.28J. Tlwy c ompa r e d
pxplflmpntul rPRllltn with theorpticul prodictionn of the BloGtie
and iue l a a t ie bvhnv iour of strut". Th» columns wpre
nimply-oupported und eOl1cpntricnlly louded. Thpoe results
l'omparl' wpll with dp~iRn (l,llidpR l'uc[pl1tly in uoe in Auutrlliio
and thp Unitpd Statps.
Two n'cpnt I'upprn by Al-Suy"d and Bjorhovdl' re po r t e xpe r Iment a I
nnd thporntieul ntudieq on thp buckling [eDpOnOp of
un ro s t ra ino d , conconr rLr u l l y loudo d nngl o ro Iumnn [2.9.3~lJ. Equal
ond unl'qual-lpK unglpR werp llo~d to I'Htn\)liuh plootic nnd
inplsntir failure chnroctprtnticN. Corpt"l [pgiduul strODe
mpaAuremontn woro madp using tho mothild of 9Pctioning. It wan
found that till' max imum comp re s s iv« re n i dua I tltn'OflP[l occur at
tilt' IIP!'l HId e t r h» tOPll of r ho ang l o a , with n maximum vu Iuo of
72 ttl jll.t ot r lu mt'or;un'ti vll'ld s t re s s of tl1O' mnr.n r Iu L.
i\)-SlIYl'd and Ilj(lT'hov,jp roruLudo d that till' tl exu rn I .. to r s Lonn I
p't,dp lit f a il u rr- i~li',,';'dblt' in anp,lt' moml.o rs , t ho r o f o r e this
nlHluld IlP ctwci'!'d (I'. 1.11\ o dd i ti onu l limit s t.are . TI1\' tnf Iunnc» of
lilt' w id t hv t o v th ick no un rat io bit wan in. Ludo d in r ho s r udv , but
: t \"11[; ad(n,,\.rll'dgl'd that tart 111'[ [t'::I'llleh Wll!; re qu i red for it
O1()lP con,plt'tc l1J1npU!1mpnt ot it!i t-ltfpct.
l'il\a1lv. II thl'lltPlle"1 ann l v s i r. WH'; ,,'ndu( Il'd bl' Lui "11
lInl'qllul-lt'g Ilnglt';; [HJ. Iii!; mud!'l In. llitil'!' Ill" plrv('tr; o t
in i t i u l cl(lnl<pdll!'!;;'; find t w i s r lUg. a!; \~~'ll 11;' ,,! ro n iduu I
1.ill
s t re s s e s . Lui p r o p o s s-u .:\11 i r t PI act ion "quat ion f o r des igning
unequal-I!'!', ang l e n . It was o s t.a l-Li s h e d , in a gr .... ment with
Al-Suyed and Bj o r hov d e . 'hat ro s i du a l f;trp<;"ps h av e a
do Le t u r i uu s "ffpct on thl' re s i s t.anc» of s t r ut s .
This brit'f ~pvipw includeD only thosp Rtudips which ore of
Ln t e r o n r to tll1:; r e svu r rn , although lhprp if] a c on e Ldo r ab l e
amount of literature on the invl'btigation of the bOhavi()ur of
be am-co l umn s , including q ingl e- and compound= ang l e st ru ts .
ComprehaCRivp literature survpys havp been published by Chpn ilnd
SDntnthudaporn [12J and MadugulB Dnd Kennedy [33,34J.
It cun be concluded that single-angle struts with elastic end
restrain '1 nhow ehe following ch e r evt.e r Lu ti rn whe n nub j e c t to
biaxial r ond ing :
- Gen~rDl non-linear hehuvi0u[' from thp onDet of 10adinR.
- Twisting c.f the s err ion about its nhe a r centre.
- Cun s i de r ab l e <ief1pctlon in 11 d l re cti on ppr[,pnd.l.cular to rhu
((1l\1l1'ctl'd leg.
- Yi r Ld ing o f til!' «x t u rnn l t ibu's du» to bl'lHlinp, p~fect pt l o t
r o "lIlHti,' budding.
Lllihi in~', ('OP(I(' it Y (It tilt' nt rur j n !lif',nit i run t 1y nffl'ctod by
till' boun du r v .ond i t Iun-. .
Initial impt>lf!'l'tillll!; an' Iwglifl.ibl.· in .ompn rt r.on wi t h r ho
ilL fp(,t o f Pll'pnt r i . i r v nf a x i a l 1('lHis. •
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1.3.2 - GroBB-bracing systems
Un Iort un a t.e ly not much is known about th!' bl'huviollr of crOAS
bracing nyRtvmH, Rinee a very limited Bmount ot information
PXiH R on pxp!'(im~ntnl rt'~ultR ani on nnnlytical predirtiona 0£
tho ultimate> ro s i s t unc v o t r ho cr o s so d d iag onu c s Ull il'r different
loa~ings and Rnd restraint ('onditions. The few published reports
on thps!' probJ oms can be d Iv iIo d into two 6rollPS I
- Studies Oll square or rectangular roof nnd wall rrosH-bracinK
nrrnnRpmp~tg found in steel buildings, which nrp subject to
La t ernI wind or rrane load s .
• Studies on c(onn.brucing ~y"tpm9 found in lateral panels of
communication and t ranum i n n t on I In« t owo r s undo r tho ('ffeet.
of t o rs i onu l l r.adn on t hv t('Wf't'.
Both CaRAS are pxomlnpd in the followinG Sprtiono.
Lateral pBnel~ of utoul buildings
ThoNI' /lIP nqllll!p or [I)(tlJnglllElt P/lfll'l<J, in which t.h!' diagonal,
on' divided a t th o CrIlB!;·(lVpr j o iut into two «qua I nub np an-. ,
l;i~tut'f'1,Ob. Th '.Jpndl'tll!'f'" lilt ill" a rv high, nnd t ho re t o r-. ttlt'
!' t f !' r t·; (l f t h« "n d r .. !l I I il 1n t ~ IIn d 1', 1'1' n t r i,' i t y 0 flo a d n u I I'
bfil('ing plod\I' p'; .m \l1l!<.n(lwn t.d io "I t o n s ion III "llml'l'l'fdliOl\
tOl('p in ttl!' d .,'golHl hril( 1l1g I1lPll1hPI s ,
, ,
~ • t· "
Traditi0nal practice in steel building design considers that
lateral loads affecting cross-bracing systems are resisted only
by the tension ~ember, o~ tie, thus ignoring the cont ••• Llon of
the compression member, or strut. This a ssump t ion implies that
tho tie does not support the strut against buckling at the
cross-over joint, reBulting in conservati~e designs.
In a simpln analysis, the tie in the cross-bracing system ca~ be
considered as an el9stic support to the strut at the
intpr.onn~cting joint, as Indicated in Figure 1.06-a, where f'
is 'he tie's elastic lateral stiffness, which can h' calculated
f ro.n e qua ti on s of equ i Li brium of a simply- suppo rt ed member under
tenslon load, and a transverse force that represents the action
of the other diagonal.
Tho following caBBS can bo identified for D constB~t compressive
lond in the strut:
(a)
(b)
\ c)
Figure 1.06: R~~eDrch on cross-br~cingo of lateral panels in
steel buildings (35-,.6). (.u) Dio(ional interaction at croas-ove r
j oIut , where {j' 19 the t.J'!'~ lata raI restraint cce f f icLnn t .
(h) Cllnl~ of no restraint, ful1-\~ave, firot mode of buckling.
(c) Coso of full restraint: halt-wav~, Gecond modo of buck11ng.
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- The two d i a gona l s ,:" not ltltet«(lpnected, i:,1 which case
fl'~O, and no l a r e r a i restraint is provi .. d hy the tie.
- The diaR(lnals are interconnected, but there is no force in
thE' t if'. in th i s r a s» a part ia l lateral t"E's':,raint is given
by t h e tip's flexural s tt Lfnv s s , as follows
rl' 48EI/L3
whet!' 1 is t h« s e c ti on t s momr n t o t i ne r r.La , lind E is th»
moduluG of elasticity.
- The diagtlnals arf' intpr('on~pctpd, and the force in the tie
increases consistently at a rate which CBn be higher or
lower than tll!' f\lrcp in ,hI' strut. The coefticipnt /3'
Lnc r e a s o s with the oul-ot-plan£> de I Lec rt cn s o t t.ho b ra c Lng
and the I o r ce in the til' until it r aach o s a r r Lt Lc a l value,
after which the tie provides full support at t.he cross-over
joint ro r add Lr i or a l loan.
In t hv first two ,'aSPH tlw "ifP'·,lVP l ongt.h t a c t o r is k=L, and
th» rr i t i"ill load is giVI'l] 1Y rhe Eu l e r .. last i( !1IH:kling load,
with th .. strut fa i l ing :n tiw rh.r re rt e zLs r I: hilll-wavl', first
ModI" o f huck l ing , Fif',ul'P l.ob·b. In thp thin.1 t:lISP, thfl
"fiP('liv!' l o n gr h f,il'tnr in \(,~n,'J ( f o r lnng rm-mbo r s in which the
pffpct '>f "(,(,Pllt 1 it' f o rro s, can bp i jmo r s d ) , and t.h» c t i r i c a I
l on d Ls , at l o a s t hr-o r e t it ally, .. qUill ttl t our t Lmo s til!' Eu l e r
hurk Li ru; l o a d . T d' strut t n i l.« ire ttl!' vha ra ct v ri s t i c: lull-,,,'!','t!,
It follow'; t h a t an int'tPH';t-. in th .. r a t i« o t r e n n i on to
(·ornprps~'i'~n t o t (l'i 111 t h e hra\'lnt,~, wh i .h .an bv s imu l a t e d by a
.".1" '1"11 "f tlw ptfpctivl' lPI1~lh f art o r k , will be re f l e c t.e d by
, , !'PIi\SP of th e strut's buck Li n:: r e s i s r.anc e thu s
Ir'~utin~ to thp overall load capactty of the frarr~.
St u d ie s on thp,'!' pff,>cts o r (~ing()n(ll forces s t t he
int e r c onnl-'n ing joint have bf'en ron duc t e d by 'Lirno s he nx o [351, De
Wolf and Pe lLi cc ione [36J, Kitipornchai and Finch [37J, and mo re
recPDtly 11 s e ri e s I', investigations have bepn carried out hy
Picard [38-43]. Similar studies are also rpported by EI-Tayem
[4"J and S:oman (45,4('';. Tllt'most impo rtan t conc Lu s Lon s can be
summu r t z e d a s t o l l ows :
- 1'":,, contribution of th» rornp re ss i on member to the
cross-bracing load capacity ,'ann(1t bp ignored.
Pr-ovi de d tha t ["reps in tllf' tenldon ,"pm!>!'ran' higher than
the minimum critical valu!', a (pstraint if) enforced at the
lo"prCGnnpcting joint, allowing the strut to foil in the
8econd mode of buckllng.
- Thp 13lProl RtiffnARs ~' dpveloped by thp tie is a function
"f the flpxural ri~idity of the tension mpnilipr and the axial
torcr' in t he tens inn nu-ml-e r.
- Tna load capacity ot thp bracing is significantly influenced
t',f rh» rn r in of tpll!l.on to conp re ss Lon f o rre s in the
Lateral panels of steel tr an smi s s Lon towers
Torsional loads in a lattice transmission tower induce shepr
forces in the transverse And longitudinal panels and. as B
result. r h« in t.e rn a l b rari ng s are loaded in na i rs of
ten s iori-vornp res sLon rnemhers , This arrarigerne n t p res en ts special
problems becaus~ of the complexity ot the interactiolls between
diagonals and main legs. as well as between diagonals
themselves. However. very few theoretical models have been
developed to describe these hracings. and experimental data are
a lso uncommon.
Lateral panels with crossed diagonals were tested by Carpena
[41.48] in an investigation sponsored by ENEL. the Italian
Elpetri" Pnwo r Authority. Ho t.v ro lLed s te s l nng Le a of various
sizes and c o ldv t o rmo d s te e l membe rs or various ah ape s were used
in the investigation. Test results were compared with buckling
curves in the e la s t ic and » Lasti c c p la s t ie r eg i on s , in an effort
to e s r ab Lisb t',l' l'fficiPD( Y o f d i f f eren t steel sections.
In this invr s t igut it'll it was s hown that t he ah i I ity of a
p a r t Lc u I a r s e ct ion to c a rr v n c omp r e s s Iv« load can IH' s xp re s s o d
IlG follows:
AI v (I) , (A) I r
L. which;
- A is thp urpa of
is t h« mome n t o , ine rr ia about an a x i » pl'rpenliicuiar to
t lu" bu.k I 1111'. pl ane ,
r is t h« radius of gvrut ion o l.out t h» mino r axis.
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The pa rame t.er KE was found t () hp .nnv en i en t fo r cornpa rIscn of
HI.,pl sect ions in the elastic region. since it is proportional
t.o the weight of material r equ i re d to s u s t.ain a g iv en load P on
a known member Ipngth L. Ca rp en a < oruLude d that a t')wer using
.o ld-To rme d s t ee l sect ions (with h igho r l.lckling resistance)
requirB3 fpWB~ mBmbBrs than D sjmilar structure made of
hot-rolled ang le s , with addit ional savings in the number of
bolts, cost of manufacturing, and transportation and erection.
A similar inve~tigation on c[oRs-bracing systems was reported by
Wt'od [I,q J, in which a large number of t psts w ..r e conducted on
two-dimensional frames with c[osspd diagonals cocnected with 1,
2 and 3 bolts, 3nd with slendernesq ratios greater than 120.
It wns found that thp tailu[p stress in all diagonals was higher
than the calculated buckling strps~, Bnd that th~ ratio of
failure stress to design stress increases with increasing
slenderness ratio. These reBults thus clearly confirm that
traditional design curves are incrp~singly conservative for
l on ge r ro Lumn s .
Wood's report contaIn non-dimensional buckling rurve8, which are
baspd o~ lineRr regregoion analyseR of the lest reGUILs. These
curves can be applied to design aftpr including the local values
of 9te~1 elastic limits and satety factors,
In South Africa, Kemp [SOJ [Pveals an parly interest in the
<'ffpcts of f rr c« d i s t r ibu t i un in thp b ra r ing s a n d ec<pntricitiP!l
in r.he mernbv rs of s he a r p ano lc of l a rti r.. "d stppi towprs.
S'I!>SPfjUpnt Inve s t igot ions by Elmps [.)1) <HI a Ih"0['Pli{'II1 mo d e l ,
a n d Be hnrl.» (.tIJ on «xpe r ime n t a l tramps, d emon s t ra t e th£> cornplex
and prpd')!I!inant.ly nonv l ine a r twhavi<1ut of ('rOSHI'd diagonals.
E'.mes' c omp.i: er analysis of c r o s s -Lrac ing [51 J is based on a
t\olo-dimension;,)model in whicl! the member ends are attached to
supports with variable r o t a t ioua I fixity, Figure 1,07. This
representation of the bracing is consistent with the observed
out-oE-plane def: ections of the diagonals. The eccentricity of
loading is modelled by cons1dering an offset equal to the normal
ftaming eccen'.ricity, which is the distance between the plane of
contact cf •wo adjoining ..iemb ers and the centroidal axes of the
angles.
The effects of various parameters were examined. usually by
varying one at a time. [t was established that the load-carrying
capacity of the bracing is cJnsiderably influenced by the
following factors:
- Variable end restraint and eccentricity of load.
- Rat10 of Bxial forces in the diagonals.
- Slenderness rat10.
T! (
~
, yt
"ys
T._(
S THIJT
Figure 1.07: Two-dimensional model used by Elmes in his
computer analysis of c rosa-Lru cIng in t ran srni ssion towers (51).
Node (c) indicates the cross over j o in t , as in 'If,ure 1.01 (b).
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- Size of the angle sectionq and elastic limit of material.
- Relative inclination between the diagonals and slope of the
main legs.
Subsequently, Behncke [II] conducted laboratory tests on
equal-leg angle specimenb, using frame arrangements as bhmm in
Figure 1.0B. Slenderness ratios of 90, 140 and 160 were
considered with one Ind two-bolt end-cocnections. From
evaluation of test results it was possib~e to identify the
tactors whl~h influen~e the resistance of the bracings and, most
importantly, these analyses permitted the researcher to isolate
and describ~ typical failure patterns fer the bracing. Results
from this investig3tion are examined in mure detail in Chapter
2.
~'j ton l1ydU'IH,,.,:~
Figure 1.08: Typical model used by Behncke in his
experimental analysis of crcss-bracing in transmission towers
[11J. Note that the transverse beams in the frame imposed
full-restraint to the main chord's torsional rotations, also
preventlng out-of-plane de f Lect icn s or the outside bracings.
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Or h e r important '3.( ()["8 in r e rms o f ul t ima r e resistance of tower
brae ings are in i r ial impe r f «. t iun s , s u h as re, idu a I stresses.
lind the fl e x i b Ll i r y of the ,"unnp,"t i, n s . Some a s pe ct.s o f these
problems an" lA\ iew= d in t h s t il Low ing Section.
1.3.3 - Additional effects on column behaviour
Commercially avs Ll vb Le deel s e cti on s "enetaUy contain material
and geometric imperfect 10n5. It is well known that differenti.l
cooling during the fabrication p~ocess of hot-rolled steel
sections. such as ang l e s , zn duce residual stresses in the cross
section. As a consequence. yielding may occur prior tu buckling
in some parts of the sect ion. resulting til a reduction of
stillness and subsequent loss t ~trength.
Fu r t he r, transport of s t e e l columns and si s o storage and
handling operations ffiay induce initial crookedness or
out-of-straighlness. whIch results in loaL-defl~ction or bending
eft", t s due t(, the ax La I loads. The re su Lti ng add i t Lone I
s tr s s ss- s o t ten ,'au~;p p r erna t u r e f s i Lu r e c r t , -a c o rumns .
Th e s « f'fte<ts a r « l nc Lud e-! in the do s Lgn guidelines given by
ASCE [5J (Sf'\' Equa t ion s (1.01) and (1.02) in Section 1.::.1; ani
ECCS [7J (SPt> !"'IU!ltlon (l.O~)) in Section 1.2.2) for bl'ck.i.i!1f\ of
struts in the elastic ~nd inelastic regions.
Examination of results from previous invesrigaltons indica\~s
\tIP following with r e s pe cr to in i ti a l imp"rir'ctions in s t e e I
('olumns:
- Whilp rh- det r irne nr a I in t l ue r.c» of re s i dua I Cit r e s s on
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I-sections is well known, its e f f err.s on Heel angle sections,
and p a rr icv l a r l y small Si7PS, is not wpll documented [31).
- The yield stress of the steel has Little effect on the
magnitude of resldual stresses in relIed sections. Rather, the
magni"ude and distribution of rpsidual stresseb depend on the
.ize and type of the cross section (decreasing for smaller
sections), and on the cooling conditions [75).
- thE combined effect of residual stress and initial crookedness
on e i the r s t r a i ghr. or deformed columns is not equal to the sum
ot the separate parts, and this varles with the level of
slenderness ratio [75].
- Bu-k Ll ng e qua t ions in r.he Ine Las ti c rang!' which are related to
the e ff e c t s of residual s tr e s s e s , seP for nxamp Le the ASCE's
Equation (1.02) in Section 1.2.1. give a close app r ox Ircat Lon
of the values of the secant f o rmu la for low and medium values
of slenderness ratio [6).
- The ettect. of p"centric connections, typical of s t ruc t u r e s
with steel angle members, is dominant over small values of
iritial deformations. Further, ail initial 1>0'\07 o r cu rv a t u r e can
be cOl1sidpred in r h e limit case as a constant deformation
represented by an equivalent eccentricity [34,70J.
It is .onc l udo d that the pffpcts of t he s« factor'; (which an'
predominant ly random) on typical arigl e sect i on s in lu te r a I
b r arLng a of s te e l t.owo r s can hl' in. Lud sd in ,!t'sip,n equations by
mo an s o f omp i r i ra l P(l'dVtllpllt l'«(,pntri,itipc" ("i~;uming that:
a) TIl!' s r.i u t s tail whpn t h e maximum stlf";S due to the f'ombint'd
,>1i»ct ~ if n x i a l 'ad and bending reocht's the yield point, and
h) 'l'h« rna t.e ri a l is ppriPl'tly .. l.u s t f r up In thf> v iv l d point [6).
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Finally. c o lumn behaviour: is also influenced by the flexibility
of the ronue c t i ons . Unfortunately. not much is kno ...."11 abou t this
problem. largely belduge ot the many variables which influence
the j0ints between two or more members. Two problems are
normally related to connections between two or more members in a
transmission structure:
The first is the resistance of steel an~les subjected ·0 tensile
forces. It has been f ound that the r e s i starue of t.he c orme c t ed
members is usually less than the nominal tensile strlngth of the
section. This difference can be attributed to the concentration
of axial and llParing stresses around the holes. This p rob Lem is
agg~avat.ed by t.he fact that the edge distanceB and spacing
between bolts are reduced as much as possible during design in
order to reduce the size of the joint.s. Bnd also bv the use of
gusset-plateR at connections wi~h B large number of bolts. due
to size and manufarturing restrictinnR.
The resistance of bolt~d connections of st~el towers has been
in~estigated by Kennedy [52J. MarRh [531. Bodegom [54J and
WilhoitI' [55J. Host ,jpsign guidps r eco.nme nd re duc t ion s of the
net area of angles which Bre connt ted thro~gh only one leg.
'flit' second p rob i em is ronne ct Lon t Le x Lb i Li ty . Cunne c ti on s a re
modelled as e Lt.h-r pe rf ec tly f ric ti un le ss and pinned. or
perl',.-tly rigid and fi xed , In r ea Li rv . ac t us I bo Lt od conno rt i on
f Ls x Lb i Li t v Li e s anvwhe r« [,PtwPP!l t hv se tW{1 idt'al, pxl.pmf'
ra se s . Fu rt he rmo re , t h i s "flt'l t has cun si de ra b lo Jnf luvnre in
t h» bphuviour and re s i s t.a-ue \11 mernbv rs in stp!'l tramps. At t hv
'iiH.W limp. thp mo de Ll ing o f (·unll,·(·t ion hrha v i ou r is usually
complex. s inrv the momeut.vr o t a t ion.i ; P'SjllH1St' of t h« conne c ti on s
is non= Li ue a r • and c!PTH':lds on v a ri ou s t uct or u ,
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The Ln t lue nre of {'(>nnerti on s bE't,.,epndiagonal bracing and main
legs In transmission Ilne towe~~ has been investigated
exper~nentally by Loril [56J. It was found that connection
tlf'haviour is influenced hy the numhe r and diameter of the
con~ecting holts and also by th2 movement of bolts in their
holes. further variation in connection behaviour and re s i sr.an..e
of the hracing is introduced by the use of a gusset-plate, as
well as by the ·hickness and steel quality of the plate.
Kemp Rnd Behncke [57J have simulated special boundary conditions
in their analyses of two-dimensional frames with cross-bracing
diagonals. These will be examined in more detail in Chapter 4.
Further reading on the influence of connection behaviour on the
Atability of generql steel structures can be found in u recent
work pub Li shvu by C)'Pll (58).
1.4 - Conclusions
As shown in the above review, urr en t ds s i gn procedures for
members in Rteel t ransm i ssLnu towers have (,prtnin 1imitat ions.
It emergpp that the appr~ximatP, Bpmi-pmpirirnl solutions given
in towel' design manun ls for the ossp'·';men· of failure loads of
croNs-brsting d_ag0nnls do not always provide adequate,
con s i sron t d.'s,'riptions o f th» Ilhs,",r'vpdlwhaviollr of tho'!
bracing.
I t i r; 3 1 s" a p p a I Pli t from t llf' »v a lud t i.on " f P r eV i0us
inv- s r iga t L'I1,; (111 i.n d i.vidu mt'mhprs, ,1'; ,,,,'II as br ac Jng s in
r wo-«! t{TWOS ion a l f I allies and hoJ t .'d ,(1nnt'( t ions .ommon , y f ound in
nf">! t(lWf'rS, r ha t ';<'lTh' (If t h» n(",-1inl'<11 pth'ct!; which
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influence frame resistance are very ulfficult to simulate in
analytical models. Evpn the most sophisticated =omputer programs
currently in use for non-linear structural analysis of steel
frqrnes present problems for modelling the particular
charactpristi~s of end restraint, e~centticity and cross-over
lwhaviour of non-symmetric members such as steel angles.
Consequently, there is a need to develop more sensitive
experimental and computer mndels fnr anBlyzi~g these frames, and
partic~larly cross-bracing diagonals in transmission towers. New
propc sal: are requ i.red which allow for the inclusion of t'le
impc.rtBnt variables of end eccentricities and elastic restraints
frJm the main 'egs, and also the effects of the relative
inclination of diagonals, the relative size of legs and
bracings, and the slope of main legs.
1.5 - Thesis: outline of contents
This thesis, therefore, presents the results of experlmental and
theoretical investigations into the behaviour and ultimate 1081
capacity of ~lane frames with cross-bracing diagonals made of
equal-leg steel angles under the effects of in-plane loads. It
also proposes new solutions for calculating the buckling
resistance of struts. Specinl attention is paid to the influence
of both frnme and member sert iun s ' geom"tric chsrac t erLntLc s ,
boundary c ond i t iPIL1 and structural act il 18 on the e Last I.c
bnhnv j ou r of tlw bracing.
Chapters 2 and 3 deal with an extpnsivp ~xperimpntal rpsearl'h
prog rarnrnein which loading t r- sts to ro llap s« WPP' carrLod out, on
Crosq-oracinhs in redllcpd··sC"(I1pplaue framo s of various
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a r r ang eruen rs . in order tel obtain r e l t a t-Le results in a
r nn r.r o l l e d environment. The material of the angle diagonals was
hot-"olled steel uf Grade JOO-W, with a guaranteed yield stress
of: "r.l [>0]. A survey of towers built in South Africa for
vari0L v~l d~2 levels was conducted, and the results of the
survey werL ed to establish rational limits in the analyses
and to p r opi r ti on the experimental mode Ls according to real
dimensions. Special mechanical devices were designed for the
simulation of appropriate in-plane and out-of-plane boundary
conditions, as explained in Chapter 2.
:he experimental results are presented and discussed in Chapter
3, in which the secant f orrnu l •. and the Southwell-plot of
deflection measurements immediately prior to first yield ace
used to assess the end eccen~ricities and effective lengths
leading to til(' Ob"Pl-ved failure' stresses in the different
experimental models.
A p ro po s a l f o r n£'w design t ormu l a e for calcu~f.~ing the
resistance' of s t r urs with the +nc l us Lon of the more important
p a rame t e rr is p r e s en t ed in Chup t s r 4. Rv su lts from the
laborotor"1 t'xpPllmpnts hove been used to calibrate new d!'~ign
equ a t.Lon s , which "onsidet tlw etfpcts of t ho re Ln tIv e positions
of bracing and main le~s, a9 well d9 the dirpct.ion of the planes
cvn t.a Ln i rg the p:1d r e s t faint B. 111 part Lcul a r , empirical
e qu iva Le nt pccentricit ips a r e defined for this find sub se quen t
m-ide l s w'r i rh account tnt initial imperil', r.Lon s (".g. re s idua l
s trs s s ) . Ro s u l r s t r orn "thpf pxp!'rilll!'nral l nvo s t i gu t Iun s on
cr o s s.vd d i a gr-na l s an' a l s o pvalllatpd using r h i s mOLL>].
Ch ap t v r ~l is "pnc"Irl!'d ....r r h a non v Li ne a r f l ex i b i l i t y ane Ly s i s of
the elaHic behav Loc r of t.wo-dimensional f rame d s tructu r e s with
("rOS~-I'la("ing d i agona l s . Tht' d,'flpi"tions and momsn t s abour t hv
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principal axes u and v et the intermediate nodes in "he
theoretical model ate considered simultanp(,usly. together with
the ou t -nf-plane eccentric actions and restraining moments from
the main legs about the nrtnogonal axes x anJ y, Figure 1.02.
These restraints are rerrepented in the model by the components
of the torsional and fiexural stiffness of the main legs in the
directions of the bracing diagonals. The eccentricities of the
ax i a l force P at the end connections an' assumed to be the
normal framing er.c en tr ic i t y ey ahou t the x axis. and ex
about the y axis. as indicated in Figure 1.02.
Th~ end-moments and node displacements of individual el~ments
are assumed to be the unknowns, which are solved using rotation
compatibility. joint equilibrium and sway equilibrium equations.
Special displacemnnt compatibility equations at the cross-over
joint are used for the solution of cros~·over forces. The
torsional rigidity of the diagonals was not considered in this
analysis. 1.1e model W!l5 progranuned in FORTRAN 77 for use in
either a personal or a main frare computer.
Chapter 6 describes an additional computer model of the
cross-bracing system. which was developed using the
finite-element code ABAQUS [60J. The ull.mute lOUd capacity of
som« 01' th e exr.erirnenraI f rame s h- s bepn determined with this
model. arid the results ate .ornp ared ·,ith the above f Lex i b Ll i t.y
approach and with t h« te sr result!'.
A general discussion is p re senr.e d HI Ch ap t.v r 1. including
t'vnluatlons of all t'xIH'rim<'fltal and an a lv t ira I re su lrs . Chapter
7 is a l s o devntpd t o t h» a:Jthlir's roruLus iou s and
r e rommr-n.Ie t ions t o r further r e sea rch , t o llowe d by a list of
apllPndil'"s a ru! bdtl l1lgraph.( ill rp[en'n(f's,
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In spite of considerable difficulties !.n terms of both
experimencal and computer modelling, this thesis succeeds in
improving the understanding of some particular structural
problems whirh are produced, inter alia, hy complex non-linear
behaviour. The proposed computer models for anal' sis cf
cross-bracing systems, although simple in principle and
conseption, are not appropriate for use in practical design
100)'", 'i owe ve r , their application has opened the way to simple,
'IIo'ep zeci se design equations. Results from these analyses a re
in good agreement with exrerimental evidence.
1.6 - Research publications
Preliminary find.ngs and some of the final conclusions of this
l"vestigation have been included in technical publications by
Bo unc ke and Kemp (57,72,74).
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CHAPTER 2
THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION: METHODS AND PROCEDURES
2.1 - Introduction
In this Chapter an e xp e r i.rncnt a I r e sea r ch programme is presented,
in which steel angle crossed diagonals us"d in transmission
towers are examined This investigation is based on similar
studies reported by Wood (49), summarizing CIGRE experimental
d'sults (63), an d Behncke (11).
In the CIGRE project [49,63] nume rour tests were conducted on
typical tower panels with cross-bracings. These testq were
perfonned at conventional t.ox....e r lesting stat.lons, and the
tull-sr.ale frames, shown in . igure 2.01-a, were designed within
the range of sizes frequently found in real towers of various
voltages. The slupes of legs and diagonals indicat.ed in Figure
2.01-a were constant for all t!:c' t e s t. alternative", and the
variables were the slenderness ratio of the tracing, defined by
Lg in Figure 2.01-8, the si~e and steel quality of specimens,
the s i ze of main legs, and thp nurn're r and diameter of connecting
bolts.
From t he Ln s trume nta t i on and l ora r i on s of s t r a in sens or s
indicated in Figure 2.01-11, it can he assumed that only the
app l ied Lo ad s and the ax ia l f orco s in t hv d l ag onn l s Iller!'
recorded. Fur t h errnor e , the exp= r in.er;' a l results wpre not
cor r e La r ed with a t ne or e ti ca l rnode l o t he r than the Euler
buckling equ"ior', i t hu s impLi ri t l v assuming elastic behaviour of
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Angle
transducer
Actua tor
Figure 2.01-a: Ty~ical experimental cross-bracing model, as
reported by Wood (49] and CIGRE (63]. Note th.t the outside
bracings and the main chords were connected to transversal
beams. The _ompression members i" the outside panels of bracing
were rejnforced against buckling at midspan by redundant
bracings
u" ,,' '::~::):fu'
y
Figure Z.Ol-h: Strain gauges illthe frames above were
loca~ed on the v-v plane as sho'ffihere, on both central
diagonals, thus only allowing for calculation of axial
forces in the bracings.
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the diagonals), and no quantitative evaluations were given on
the relative or comb ined influences of the important factors
such as the lengths of struts, connection arrangements,
intermediate supports and main leg restraints.
Nevertheless, the buckling curves obtained from regression
analysis of these experimental results given in [49] can be used
for design, within th~ same range of slender.ness ratios as those
used in the experimental procedures.
Behncke [Ill, on the other hand, conducted tests on similar but
reduced-scale frames, as shown in Fdgurs 1.08, under laboratory
conditions. Deflections and strAins wer8 measured on both the
tie and the strut, at mids,an and also at the cross-over joints.
Based on the analysis of these resu:ts, the behaviour of typical
cross-bracing systems was descrLue d as f ollows r
- The struts did net reach their elastic huckling load. In all
tests, including values of slenderness ratio as high as 160,
yield of the extreme fibres due to bending and 9~ial
compressive force occurred prior to collapse, thus
reflecting inelastir instability.
·,1
- For slenderness ratios of 140 and 160 the values of maximum
strain in the tie was alw1Ys lower than those in the strut
for simi La r axial load,.. ','helie, however', also yielded
prior to failure at a slenderness ratio of 90 due to the
increasing effect of axial force, indicating that some
transfer of load between the diagonals took place after th&
strut had lost its load-carrying capacity
- Lateral displacements of both hracings occurr£d
symmetrically at low load Le vels in a direction
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perpendicular to the plane o~ the frame. However, the
out-of-plane stiffness of the diagonal in tension increased
with higher loads anrtlarger lateral deflections until a
node was enforced a( the cross-over joint. As conditions
approached failure. there was a change to anti-symmetrical
deflections in the strue, while simultaneously large
deflections developed :n the subspan in which instability
was dominant, about the minor axis of inertia of the
section. This deformation hist.ory. shown in Figure 2.02,
generally followed a similar pattern in ell the tests at
inr.reasing loads.
(a J
bee
-~!~
--4t:_ I y----
Cd -----0>----- a C
C
( b)
T 0 el e T~------~------~--+- e e T-----__~ --1_-4-
(e) (d)
Figure 2_02: CrOSS-bracing deformation history reported by
Behncke (11). see also Figure l.Ol-b. a) Unloaded frame: no
~eflection3. b) Low loads: the tie and strut deflect in the
same out-of-plane direction. c) Close to failure: the tie gives
support at the cross-over joint c. Deflections at midspan of
the strut increase. d) Failure: typical anti-synunetrical
cross-bracing failure mode. These results are confirmed in the
present investigation.
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- Finally, it was confirmed that the effects of eccentricity
of load Bnd end restraint were not cons~ant, but changed as
a function of the slenderness ratio.
It was also established, for the particular test conditions in
the investigation referred to abcve , t ha r, the resistance of the
b rac ing s was primarily influenced by the following factors:
- The length ratio r=Ls/Lg, defined br the slope of the
main legs, ~, and by the relative inclination of the
diag0n~ls, ~, as indicated in ~~ure 2.03. Dia~onals with
leng zh ratio .=1.0, co rre sporn ;:1!?, to frames w Lt n pa re lleI
legs, required higher forces to v llap se in cornpa rison wi .h
hracings with identical slendernJss ratio but with length
ratio r<l.O, curresponding to frames with inclined legs.
Figure 2.03: Loc~ed-in systems of crossed diagonals.
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'I'he end restraint, which is de f ine d by: (a) the number of
bolts in each r'I'nnec:tinn, (b) thp flexural and torsional
stiffness of the ~ain legs, and (e) the adjacent panels of
bracing relative to that "I the centre p aru- 1 of diagonals.
It was obsprved that any increase of ~nd fixity generally
resulted in an improvement of the resistance of the bracing.
Experiments all reduced-scalp structures o r on simpl Lf ied f r a: "'5.
such as d e s c r Lbed above. present tt.p problem of an e xc c s s ..ve
number of influences. which are us', 'ly very difficult to
ldpctify. control and evaluate. Investigators have to isolate
the test specimens from all possible loading and bour.. ry
Effects. as well as eliminate initial imperfections. in order to
assess the material behaviour. Similar p r ob l e.i.s are e nc oun te r ed
whpll rr y ing to simulate t he be hav iou r of an expe r Imeu t a I model.
either theoretically or by means of any other method of
analytical evaluation.
In the original exper 'ntal research conducted by Behncke [II].
fat' example. it was PI » i bLe t.o identify the following problems:
The sizes of the main legs were dispropnrtionately large
compared to the sizes of the diagonals.
- Th a relative Lnc Ll na t i on of the b r aci ngs with r e spvc t to the
frame's horizontal axis. paSO". is usually an upper extleme
in typical tower paDPls.
- Th» frame suppo rt s anI conno c ti ng br-arns imposed full
restraint to torsional rotations of the main legs. see
Figure 1.08.
- Test s of d i a gon a I s ia 1(,(,](,,<1- irr fr amos , a s shown in F'igun>
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2.03. gavp un «rr a in t ,",ul t s . In p a rt IvuLu r. hI' ra t.Lo of
s.x i a l fo r re » in t he til' and st rut was not. c nn s t an t
t h r ou gh ou t the experiments. po s s ib l v du» tll mov emen t s of the
supports.
As a re s u I t of these and .,\ her impv r fpc r inns. r h-- observed
strength o f the brari ng s was h i nl.e r than it shou l d have hl'en.
le ac Lng to op t irn i s t Lc fa i lu r e p rvd iction s in the t he o r e t ieal
mode l ,
BBSpd on t hv s e findings. a npw !'xi'" r irnen ra l pr "gl .unm« W8&
established. as described in the following Secti<.ls. in order to
identify and quantitatively assess the most significant factors
influencing the budding rha ra r t e r is t l c s of c r o s s c b r ac i ng
diagonals.
2.2 Description of the experimental research pr og r annne
A th""tPtical non-linear a •. a l v s i s p r ov e du re was u s e d in this
invest i ga t ion for mode l l I ng t\<w-dimpl1s ion a I frames of v a r ious
configurations. Sevprul tpsts on frames with various bracing
arrnngempnts wpre thl'reforp tpquirpd to providp pxperiml'ntal
verification of the analytical results.
1:1 ,·taking r ho s e r e s t s and th!' cornpur o r r e su l r s a(Tt'pudlip, thp
dimensions of t h« tramps had r . ,,,npspood with t h» Iln·al1gpments
and r e Lati ve sizes of diag'Hl,lL most f re quvn tl y found i'1 tnt-'PiS
pi various t ype s , It was t he r e t cre l'''cP';sarv to obtain s omo
avv r a gv v a l ue s wh Irh wpr!' .ommon t 11 [J1(1<,t t owvrs of any t vp« and
vo lt.age , and t h» lang" of laboratory px!,primPllt!; wpn' r hvn
con ducte d on a few tramps which WPlt' I <,{'p'st'ntativI' o f t he
... ~.~. J -
average panel dimenGions. This problem is discus oed in the
f o l l ow i.n g Spn i on .
2.2.1 - Tower Gurvey
A survey was conducted in which the ge ome r.ry of various
trans~ission structures built in Sout~ Africa was examined.
ind ica t Lng " wid" range o f extreme values. which made it
~omewha' difficult to establish basic parameters for reference
pu rpo se s . The survey incl ude d self-supporting t ows r s of the
following charactpristics.
Vollage Tower type
132 ltV SUHi'(~nsinn
Strain, light angle deviatlon
Tprminal
27'\ and
400 kV
Suspension
Strain, light nng le deviation
Strain, heavy angle deviation
Tenllinal
A liAt of the observed extreme values of vari0us parameters 1n
panels with cross-bracings jR included in 'he table below.
Variable
Slenderness ratio Llr (diagonals)
Slupfl of l e g s l'< ( )
Re la t iv!' ini 1 in a t ion 11 ( )
Ratio of lpg/bracing arPdH
Ra t r o of I/L t,lef;/bril(ing}
MIN MAX
gO.a 130.0
1,.0 8.0
_\0.0 sO.n
2. I.. 4 • :~
{~ .~.. :.,4. II
Lg/ rc , \ollH'tP L" is t hr- : tlp,Pst un s uppo rr s d s ub s p an , as
l n d ira t rd in Fi!!,u[t' ;',03. a nd tv is t hv ra d iu s of gy ra t ion
- .'.8 -
about the minor axis of th» ang l« secti,m.
F'iom the design point of view, the Lnc l.' 's ox and f3 shown in
Figure 2.03 determlnp the length of the unsupported subspans of
diagonals and legs, and also influence the distribution of
forces in ~he members. The slope m of the main legs is ~
relatively standard parameter, and is proportional to t r a t i >
of height to width of hasp o f t he towers, which generally
changes very little. The inclina~ion f3 of the diagonals depends
on the position of the brac~ng in the p3nel, which is set to
improve the compression resistance of the main legs. This
requirement varies with the loading conditions, the geometry of
the panel and the sizes of the members.
The ratio of areas and the ratio of relative stiffnes_ were used
to evaluate the relative size of the diagonals and main legs in
the tower panels. The relative stiffne&s is givec by IlL, where
I is the moment of inertia about the section's minor axis, and L
is the lengt~ of bracing Lg, or length of main leg Ll, as
shown in Figure 2.03.
With regard to member connectionn, it was observed that mOit
members in the panels are connected to the legs with two or more
bo Lts , with t he exce p t i on of suspension towers for Lowe r
voltages, which are usually designed with single-bolt
connections. However, thiS io alsu a function of the sizes of
bolts and members, the quality of steel of bolts and angles and,
finally, of requirements contained in th~ design specifications.
Til!' ex[w Limen t a I t !"ClIPes \.;eP' r llll s d» s igrH'u ir~ <1(' ro rdsnre wi t h
t he ab ov e typical d imen sion s o t If'<11 r ow= rs . hu t, in vh'w of tlw
av a i lah le space and a Ls o r.hv maximum load rap ari t v of t.he
«x t s r.Lng equipment and supports in the Labo r ar o rv , t o a redur ed
scale.
The direct metiod of model analysis and the method of
dimensional analysis were used to define the relationshipF
between the models and prototype frames. It was found "hat the
most convenient linear scale was approY;mRt~ly 1.8, resulting in
the following dimensions for the experimental steel angles and
bolts:
Main legs
Diagonals
Bolts
L70x70x6 through L90x90x8
LI.Sx45x3
M12
However, two additional angle sizes were considered, due to the
following restrictions:
- Main legs of L70x70x6 accept only one-bolt connections
without a gUBset-plate. The introduction of a plate is not
desirable due to eh" unknown add I t Lona l rest.raint in the
joints. Legs of L8Jx80x6 were thus included as minimum size
of main legs for two-bolt c c.nne ct ion s .
- Th e width-to-thickness ratio, bit, of the LI.Sx45x3 diagonals
is neDr the allowable llmit for Itpel of 300-W quality,
which m.y result in local failure of the Dtrut's flanges
prlor to flexural buckling. Therefore L40x40x3 angles were
alRo included as diagonals.
The size of '~glps In the 0utsidp panels of bracing was ~50x50x5
t o r all t e srs ,
- .'.10 -
arrangl'mentR
2.2.2 - Characteristics of the expe r Imen t.a I frame and bruc Ii.g
NUnWr,1\lS 'pst'; Wf'll' c on durr e d on pi,;hr principal frame
a rrangvme nt.s , such as shown in Fip,ures 2. 04-a and 2. 04-c, as
wpil as on alternativp arra~gements, such as locked-in systems,
Figure 2.(,4-b. and dLsgona l s with re dundan t l-rac Ing s , as in
Figurps 2.04-d and 2.04-1'.
The experimental frames and d i agvna l s were de s i gn ed ,
c on s t r uc t s d , a s s ernbl ed and tested in a rr o r danc e with typical
tolerances and r ec.ommenda t ions present ly in use in South Africa,
as contained in Eskom's Codp of Practice [64].
Thl.' test programme con s i s te d of at least one de s t ruc ti on test
for pach set of s ps c imsn s . Howev!'r, V'UiOllS nun-destructive
tests were performed in each case, in ~LJer to assess and
(a ,I (b) (C)
Figure 2.041 Various experimental frame and bracing
arrangements in the present in"estigation. (a) Normai frame,
parallel legs. (b) Locked-in system, inclined legs. (c ) Hot'lnal
~ram~, inclined legs.
. ,.
confi"'m the obRerved behaviour of diagonals and frames. lind also
for calibration purposes. The main variables for these
ex~erirnent.s are listed in Table 2.01. and can bE' summarizpd 'IS
follows:
Lmgth of specimens and slenderness ret io (Columns 5-6).
- Relative inclination of diagonals. angle P. and slope of
main l.e gs , angle 0: (Columns 2-3).
- End condition, repre3ented by one or two-bolt conrections
and by two d Lf f e ren t leg sizes (Co lumn s 8-9).
- Alternative arrangements of bracing.
The test rigs WE're s pe c ia Lly designed to elLninate as many
influences and constraints from the supports as possible. thus
simulating conditions existing in continuous panels connected to
other parts of the structure. as illustrated in Figure 2.05.
This required a particular system of testing equipment. which is
examined in the following Sections.
(d) (e)
Figure 2.04: (d) and (e) AdditiDnal frame arrangements with
inclined legs Bnd redundant br~cings.
- 2.12 ..
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:ABLE 2.01
Hnin chcractoriBti~" of tho test frames and opccimcna
Frame Diagonals End I
cha rac te ris tics L4Ox40x3 Conditions I
Test --,----1
'Oeoignntion Leg sLze
I
801es
(nun) H12
3 5 8 9
102 B 40 0.789 800 100 317 L80x60xA 2
202 0 30 1. 000 1000 130 n9 L80xSOx6 Z
302 0 40 1.000 1000 130 333 1.80xOOx6 2.
402 0 50 1. 000 1000 130 339 L80x80x'> 2
502 8 30 0.850 1000 130 333 L80x80x6 2
602 8 40 0.789 1000 130 325 LBOxBOx6
702 8 50 0.713 1000 130 3H :"80x80x6 2.
801 8 40 0.789 1:?50 160 333 L80xOOx6
802 8 ~o 0.789 1250 160 321 L80x80x6 2
B03 8 40 0.789 1250 160 339 L90x90lCS
I 804 8 40 0.789 1250 160 329 L90x90xB 2
L.
\
\--- -~-----\- .-- --
\
\
\ /
\ ,
\ /
.. /
'v
Figure 2.0S: The experime~tal frames were designed to
simulate conditions of the bracings a~d main chords as parts of
a larger panel.
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2.2.3 - Experimental equipment
The general test setup is shown i!' ur e s 2. 06-a, 2. 06-b and
2.06-c. Three auxiliary struct~res ~ere needed to keep the
d~fferenl elements in position and also to comply with the above
requirements, es describ~d below:
1- The main supporting structure, which could be adap··.ed :.0
test bracings of any dimensions within the range of sizes
considered in this programme. The experimental frames were
suspended horizontally from angle beams in the main rig by
means of steel rods ended in Cardan's, or uriversal joints.
These bars and joints, which are depicted in Figure 2.07,
had the following functions:
- Restrain out-cf-plane frame movements while allowing
in-plane displacements with a minimum of friction. To t.hat
end, the clamps c0nnecting the bars and the beams were
provided with lubricatea rollers.
Permit free rotations of all nod e s at wh Lch the frame was
connected to the rods, in all directions.
- Provide for out-of-plane adjustment, in order to control
the position of the frame relative to a plane containing
the applied and reactive forces.
Two additional vertical rotis with Cardan'~ joint.s were used
to adjust the out-of-plane deflections OL the cross-over
points in the panels adjacent to the main diagonals, as
indicated in Figures 2.06-a and 2.06-~.
- 2.14 .
ElevatiPrl
11F
Floor
--yr--""--"-------
l'Z
58 58
I
Figure 2.06-8: General test setup in the present
investigation.
Notation
MF - Main supporting frame, Figure 2.06-b.
RS - Reaction-support frame, Figure 2.06-d.
LF Load-pack support frame, Figure 2.11.
SB - Horizontal supporting beam, Figure 2.06-c.
VR - Vertical rods, Figure 2.07.
Vr - Special regulation rods. Figure 2.06-c.
HJ - Hydraulic jack. Figure 2.11.
TS - Tension leg 3upport, Figure 2.10.
TB - Turnbuckle, Figures 2.0S-a and Z.OS-b.
CS - Compression leg support. Figuru 2.09.
LC - Load cell, Figure 2.0S-b.
- ;'. l'i -
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• d
Figure 2.06-b: General view of testing rig assembled on the
floor of the laboratory.
Figure 2.06-c: View of various elements in the main rig,
including special regulation rO~b for adjusting the verticnl
displacements of the outside tracings.
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Figurc 2.06-d: A view of t~e reaction-support frame.
connected to the foundations.
. )
Figurc Z.07: Special vertical rods with Cardan's joints.
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In t yp icn i transmission tower par.els , these joint scan
either De fixed to transverse be a.ns o r support , as
indicated in Figures 1.08 and 2.01. or be free to displace
in the out-of-plane direction. as in the central panel of
cross-bracing. As the test frames simul1ted I 'nditions of
similar' s t ruc t u res corinect.ed to other par ts of a tower. us
in Figure 2.05. it was felt that these nodes had to displace
out of the plane of the frame to some extent.
Although these d e f o rma t Lon s were I ,t considered !IS a
v a rLab Le in the p re sen t Lnv ee t Lg a . .(In. it is known that the
out-oE-plant> displacements of these joints have an eff~ct on
the behaviour of the bracing. Bearing the above
considerations in mind. and also to establish a standard
p roc edu re , the following empirical crit ..rion was adopted to
c.m t ro I these de f Lec ti on s r
- All three c ross c ov e r joints. i-1. i and 1+1 in Figure
2.06-a. were initial~y set at the gam. horizontal level
(usually a small deflection was recorded due to 'ne
bracing's own weight).
- At paeh load s te p , and prior to taking any r ead ing s . t h s
out-ct-p1ane displacements Dt the eros ·over joints in the
outside paneld of brBcing were adju~ted with respect to
the cpnlr31 crOSG-OVal UR follows:
Yi-1 ~ Yi·Bi-1/8i
Y~tl
in which:
. ;'.18 -
y i ind ica t e s rh« mea su re d ou t .,ut-plan!'
d ..'t l e rt ion s at t h» c r- n t r a l -v e r j oin t at
palh loa,' i.n t e rv
- Bi-1. Bi and Bi+l i.nd i r a t« w i ci t.h o f the
pan ....l at rr.e 1""p(,·('tlvl' cr o s s=ove r joints.
Thuf in a frame with parallpl legs. tor pxample,
OIL -of-plane d i s p l a cerr.e nts were 5E>t equal at all t h r e e
cn)~S-OVE>r joint" throughout th ... r.e s t .
2- A ~econd structure ~as fiesigned to c:arry the reactiOtlS from
the bracing and main tension and compression leg I!!rlbers to
the f ourid a t ions, as shown in Figure 2. 06-d. These suppo rt.s
had ,hp following cha r a c r.e r i s t i.rs :
- The tpst fldmp was [PHtrained in thp X direction at the
lowp! cross-ovpr point by a turnbuckle and shac~les,
connected to the reaction framE>work, see Figures 2.06-a
and 2.D8-a. ThE> position of thE> test frame in the X
d i r e c rLon was a d j us t e d lvy act irig "1\ the t u rnbuck l e . A:l
id~ntiral mechanism was uS9d at the top of the frume to
apply the forcps, thus ensuring similu( boundary
con d i t ion s , St'!' r"i~,ul'l'2. 08-b.
Ttl!' c omp r e ssion leg acted on II herru s phe r Lra I joint '11.J on
iI doub l v axial ball lwa!'ing resting on r.h« suppo rt ing
s tr u.tu r ..., as s hown in Figul"<' 2.0Q, This a rrangumen t
about all thrpp ax e s X, Y and Z. It was, howpvpr, possible
to a d j u s t t h e position o f r h« :;UPIH1tt i n t.h e Y d i r e c t ion ,
- .'. 1q -
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Th e t.o n s ion lpg a cte d 'W; a s imt la r dvv i ce , also comprising
a hemispherical joint ,I!\d axial ball be'lrings, see figure
2.10. However, its J~.;ign was morQ elaborate, due to the
difficulty of trunsmittin~ a tension force from the main
leg, with variable slopp, to th" restraining frame,
through a non-friction joint Fr ee rotations were
permitted about all three axes , as well as a(15ustments in
t~e Y di.rection.
Both the tension and compression joints were effActively
located at the centrp of th" hemispheres, and were
subspqupntly aSRumpd theoretically as simply-supported
h ing-s s . The se j o In t r WPie designed to carry a maximum ax i a l
force of 150 kN.
3- A third structure supportpd tie hydraulic cylinder from
which tbe test forces wet'" applied, and was also anchored to
the fOuddation!'. The jack was mounted on a double-channel
b~am ~~ich allowed for lateral displacempnts Bnd adjustment,
as indicated in Figure 2.11. A steel rod connpcted the jack
to a load cpll and, finally, to the bracing at the top of
thr ~[ame through a second set ot shackles Bnd turnbuckle,
as in Figure Z.08-h.
This rathp[ comple~ test installation was developed through
9Pvpral non-destructivp tAst on various trame arrangements. It
1"1 Im ina r.eJ most I)f the effect s Lndurs J t y t h» hounda ry
cond i t ion s or. tbe t o s t spe cime n s at all loud l eve ls , such as
cu tc o f= p lane f ram« d i sp lrn-orne n t s and, in parti ru la r , r o ta ti on a l
[Ps.raints to tht> legs, as well us to the I1ndps connecting the
f ranu and t hi- lateral b ra: ing,
,.1 ~ . (. '1. Oil-a: 'I'u tn uuck 1<' and l rr-p l ane s uppo r t of the
"XPPI hH'l\tal fi ume . Al s o siwwiL., tlw ()ut-nf-plane rugu l at Lon
rod Ilt t!le !,I'act i'~iI·,l('v.·l cro s s -ovo r joint.
Pigure Z.OS-hl TUt'nbucklo, l()ad colI and nut-af-pinna
r o gu l ntLon ro d ,n th» l o.ut-Tove I C[\)~;~j-llVt'r joint .
•) . ~) 1
Pfll1Lti tiP
fr,UT1P
fl,1 inc ho rd ' s
lunu i t ud ina l
J\i~
...
FigUI.· l.n9: As s emb l y and de r.ni l of r omp r o s nLon l('g s uppo r t ,
which was dpsignpd to allow for t ro» tor. on a l ro t atLon s of the
main chord, as oppo3ed to thp fixt'd support conditions in
frnmp: shown in Figur!'s 1.08 and 2.01. The onglR ~
indicntPG nlop~ of th" main chord.
- /.}/ -
xy
>
(J)
!
MClin chord's
lonqitlJdlnCll
ax : s
Figure 2.10: Assembly and detail o f t ens r..n leg support,
which was designed to allow for free torsional rotations of the
main chord, as opposed to the fixed support conditions in
frames shown in Figures 1.08 and 2.01. The angle ((
indicatos slope of the moin chord .
.- 'i. ,_'\ -
The hv d rau l l r s y s r em was ron t ro l Lo d from a Lo s e nh au s e n un iv e r s a l
testing machine, wh irh allowed f o r aut oma ti r regulation of
e i r hs r ron s r a nr or vat iab] ... l oa d ing ~;J1!,pd during t h e te s ts , In
addition, I o a d s rnu l d hp k"pt «on s t an t at any Le ve l , f o r as long
as r o qu i [I'd,
A single-at t ion hv d rau l Lc jack was used to a pp l y the loads, v Lr.h
a maximum capacity of 550 kN and a stroke of 152 mm, see Figure
2.11.
~
\
,,1
j
c).
Figure 2.11: Load-pack and load supporting frame, which is
connected to the foundations. The hyGraulic jack has a cS,'Beity
of 550 kN, with .1 maximum stroke of 152 mm. It is operated from
a Losenhausen universal testing machine
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2.2.1, - Instrumentation and measurements
The frame beha v iou r .r t incH'asing loads was controlled by the
following Ln srrume nr ot ion:
Strain'; were measured at various po in t.s on both diagonal
specimens by means of electric-wire strain gauges. The
s rrain gauges were located in sets of three, as sh own in
Figure 2.12. Using these strain readings, it was possible to
calculate the axial forces and principal bending moments at
each location in the specimens by solving the following
matrix equation (see Appendix AI:
Ek {Ei) (MJ {i' i} .... (2.01)
in which:
E is the modulus of elasticity of material.
k is a strain gauge factor.
- Ei are the recorded stroinR.
M is a matrix cal,ulated from the known geometric
properties of the angle's cross sect jon and the
position of the strain gauges, a9 indicated in Figure
2.12 and also in Appendix A.
- Pi are the unknown axial f o rc es and berid Lng momentr.
about the princ.pal ayes of the angle spction.
Assuming linear strain d is t r ibu t ion , it wan a lso poss ih Le to
'''it ima to Ult' maximum s t rPf"; at the ('xlr erne Li b rss of the
De t le rt ion s wpr'> rru- a su red a t various po in t s using digital
linear displacement t~ansducers, as indicated ip Figure
Z.13. Th~ prJcedure for calculkticg the deflections of the
heels of the angles is given in Appendix B. Locations of
particular interest were the central cross-over joint, in
the out-of-plane directinn; and at midspan on the
compression diagonal b~acinK' in the in- and out-of-plane
directions. Additional readings were taken at the top of the
frame, in order to evaluate its in-plane translation.
TIE STRUT
9.6
-, ,J,\
11.6 ~~>< -.
-,
~
I~'d,/
3.5/ -,
0J ..".
"X'~6
y(+Ve)
y(+ve)
Figure 2.12: Typical location of strain gauge sets on the
main diagonals and on the outside ~racings. The figure also
shows details of the gauge position" (1), (2) and (3) in the
tie and strut diagonals.
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Figure 2.13: Lucation of displacement transducers in the
testing frames. The most important readings were the in- and
out-of-plane deformations of the central diagonals. A detail
also shows the a9sembly of the transdlcers.
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- Twelve high-precisian digital ro ta r ion t.ran sduc e rs (also
knoW'l as inclinometers) were used ta nlnnitnr rot3tions of
the nodes at which the b ravi ng spel imeris and the main legs
were connected. ot interest wpre the main legs' torsional
and flexural rotations, as ,,211 as the flexural rotations of
the end of the central panel of hracing. The locations of
the angle t.ransducers and typical assemblies are shown in
Figure 2.14.
Scanning was pe rf o rme d by a Fluke 2240-B p rog rammab le
data-logger, and data were ~ecorded on magnetiC medla by means
of a personal computer terminal-emula.tor routine. A FORTRAN 77
program was then used to read the data and convert the voltage
readings into meaningful exoressions of forre, bendi~d,
displacement and rotation. lhe flowchart depicted jn Figure 2.15
summa rizes this p rov ess .
2.2.5 - Material properties and dimensions of test specimens
The width and thickness of all steel diagonal specimens were
measured carefully at various points using B micrometer and
vernier, and it was found that the majority of dimensions were
within the tolerances recommended by South African Standards for
hot-rolled steel angles [59,64). The cross-sectional properties
werp then calculated fllluwing the prllcedure and tqualioll~ given
by Madug~la and Kennedy [34].
After evaluation 01 these results, it was determined th~t the
prrors Ln tr odc re d by igno ri ng small dimensional variations wou ld
not be larger than the el ors introduced b; calculating the
areas and other propert "s, neglecting, as usual, the toes and
- 2.28 -
Figure 2.14: Location of an~le transducers (inclinometers)
at the four important nodes in the test ing frames. Readings of
interest were the flexural end rotations in the 1iagonals and
the torsi.onal main chord's r'Jtations. A detail also shows tbe
assembly of the inclinometprs.
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Figure 2.15: Flowchart depicting tho recording and processing
of test datd .
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f i Ll e r radii o f ttl" a ngl o s. I\s a "(lnspquencp. r e s t re su lt s
ca l cu l a ti on s wpr" hilSpd on th e nominal d irne n s i on s of thr-
d i r.gon a I 5pP( irnen s as indio at 1".1 III t hI-' SIlllth At r iran St.e e l
ManuiI, [59J.
DingC)IHll t o s r !;pf1('im(ln~; wprf.l cut t r orn aug l» :;tppl burs o f
vomme rc i a i le n g t h s . TW(l r v s t ,Ollp(lnS Wf'rp (lhtainl'd from = ach bar'
at two different spctions, namply in the middle and near one of
the pxtremes. Tension tests wprp performed "[1 these samples, as
t'E'commendpd in RS18 [65J, Th e re s u l t j nj; dvelag" ten;;ilp v i e I d
s t re s s o s t or diagonal s prcirnen s i n "~',its which wen' condt.c r e d to
d e s t rurt ion are 1 istp<1 in Co l umn 7 nf Ta b l e ? 01.
2.2.6 - Test procedure
The test frame was Jsspmbl!'d on tht' fluor of the laboratory and,
with the help of a cran~, 11ftt'd into posltion and suspended
frl1m thp main supporting Htruc~UIP hv means of vertical rods
with Cardan's joints, Sf'!' FigUIp 2.06-a and :.'.06-\1.
In n s e c orid s t e p , the vvr tLca l r od s wt'n' ad j u s t e d until t h»
f rame wa s in a ho r i z cn+u I po s i t l ou . In wh i r h the c e n tr o Ldn l axes
o t t he lpgs \{PIP co LnrLd e n t with a plant' dv fLne d by the
,'pnl '1'-1 in e of t hv suppo r t s , a s ind i cn tr-d in Figure> 2. 06-a. A
sririt-lpvpl was uspd tor this opprati~n. Tht' flamp was thpn
,'llnnpcte>,j to tlll' ho ri z on t a l supp o r t , FigUII' :'.08-a, t o t h e
r vn s i on and romp ro s s i on s uppo rr s , Figurp<i ,'.(/q and 2.11), a n d to
till' IIHld-pal'!1 t h rou gh ttw l"ad 'I'll, Fl~',Utt'" .,'.OB-b and 2,11.
SLlb~"qu ..ntly, ttlt' pos i t i on o f t lu- t r am» wa!; adjustpd urr ing 1)[\
t h e r u rnburk Le s , un i. i l Its 1ur;,',itudinill a x i. Wil!) pI'II'"ndil"luar'
~'~. j 1 -
to a Li no j o i n ing the ''''ntlnitis {1[ [loth ma in If'gs' h em i s ph e r Lca l
s upp o rt s . 'I'h e l ora t ion of t h» load-pi' was also adj u s t e d until
i ts l:entre axis was l"'qlendicular to .If' frame's longitudinal
axis, as shown in Figure 2.06-a Th e s» stat. ion s at the
supporting be ams wen' rna rk e d in s dv ar ce fo r all ts s t
a lre rn a t iv o s , with r h» he lp 01 a r h e odo l i re .
The framp WA~ now in place, rf'ady tor tpsting. The preceding
steps wI'rl' takpn consistently to make sure that:
- Thl' frame. th" loads and thp supports wer" all in th" samp
horizontal plane. TIIP f rame 'ias al'le to displace La t e ra l lv ,
but w i t h ou t possibilities t,f out-of-plane distortions.
- The loads were initially distributed evenly hptwRI'n the
diagonals, thus in p ri nri p le r e duri ng th e po s s i b i Li t io s of
v riable ratios ot tpnsion-to-eomprpssion axial forces. This
ratio has an effect on the bu~kling resistance of the
St.IutS.
- The axes of the tenHion and romprl'ssion main supports were
in lille with the longituclinal cpntroidat axps of the main
legs, thus excluding the introduction of undesirable bending
e t t oc t s .
The Ln s t rurnants Wl'tp t h en In s ta Ll e d , c onnorr e d to t.h»
duta-loggp[ and, after applying 10mI' prpload (usually 1-2 kN) to
t igh ro n ,hp v a ri ou s ';hal"klps and connert inn p La t e s , in i ti a l Lz e d .
Loads Wl'[" "PI'J jt'd fr(1111 tilt'h vd ra u l it" [ n c k .11 a pp rox irns re lv
.on s t ant l v idt flH!;ing ra t o s , and l,'ad inrr omen t s ""PtP de to rm ine d
bv rt'Hl-tl'w mon i t o ring oI til!' s r ra in 11''1>'1 a r t h« rr i ti ca I
S~( r ion as ind i ra t ed bt·1'nw:
- Below 100D m i crov st ta in s . load increments of ,')kN.
- Betwpen 1000 and 1300 m i rro c s t ra in s , ioad inc reme ..t s of 1
kN.
- Over 1300 micro-str~ins Bnd up to failure, increments of 0.5
kN.
Loads were kept stable at eR~h step for B reBsnnable time before
scanning all instrument.s.
2 • 3 - SUIJlIIlll ry
An experimental frame Bupport system and test procedure have
heen (!escribed in t he preceding Sections. Th ese are based on
plevious experiences on cross-bra('ing testing reported in (11)
and also [49,63J.
Parti~ular carl' was taken during design of the test rig to avoid
boundary effects and other distortions. The test specimens were
thus isolated, and the v a r i 'U:. effects which hpve influence on
the buckling strength (If r ho bracing c ou ld be examined. The
results of these experiments are examined in detail in
Chapter 3,
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CHAPTER 3
TilEEXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION: ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF TEST
RESULTS
3.1 - Introduction
A considerable amount of In t o rma ti on wa s ob t.aLne d f rom different
teats on experimental frqmes with crossed diagonals, as
described in Chapter 2. In order to facilitate the analyses,
test results have been grouped into seven different cases, each
c n se allowing for or:e va r i ab le pa rame t.o r , while all others are
kt'pt constant. Test rasults in Blrh case are typleal of all the
non-dpRtructivp Dnd ultimate IPsts performed fur that particular
alternative.
Although experlmental resu!ts of structural memberF are
traditionally represented by rnpans of load~deformDtilln CUIV(>S,
and t h Is i~ usually very conv en ient, it was found i n til f
investigation, rw!}.jpcting a srnu l I t·ffpct du« to rr s idun I .t re s s ,
that s r.ra irr-dut o rme t ion rur v» s o f f e red a mono cons i s t.onr ba s Ls
of c ompu r i son twtwt't'n v a r i ou s Ipst a l t e rnn t lVPS. Two c ornmon t n
are given in o rdv r to sub n t an ti a t.e this approach:
- Tht' v a Luv s of y i e ld s tr o s s re co rde d from r.e n s i on tunt.!l of .'5
roupon s wprl' v e rv uniform, with all (lVprng" vn lu-- of 32B.I,
MPo, a s t an du rd d ov La t lon o t ".'l ~11';1 a u.' hu s (1 .n.v. of
less than ~~~.
11 JPry "a: t h» t a l l u re
- - , 1
sections in all th« romp re s s i on diagonals. The r e f o rs t.he
increase of strain at. the extreme fibre of the critical
sections, and parLicularly the level of strain at yield, can
be expected to be fairly uniform for all the diagonals,
Lr re spe c t Lve (1f r h» levels of ax la I f(>~Te in the members.
The Rtrain at the heels 01 the angles was used as reference, and
wa: c a Lc u La te d by linear extrapolation of strain zead Lng s from
gauges 1 and 2, as indicated in Figure 2.12 of Chapter 2. In
some particular cases, hov=ve r, load-deflection or other curves
were used to enhance the p. sentation of results. All parameters
werE plotted until yield occurs at the extreme fibre.
The behaviour of the bracings under different conditions is
diy[uBsed next, including analyses of the moat important
parameterH, and nn assessment of the end eccentricities is
introduced in a later Section.
3.2 - Bracing behaviour
A number of r e s t a Lre rna tIve s have beN) categorized I n to s ev sn
study cases, Pilch add re ss ing the effpct of n single v a rLab Le , as
1i s t I'd tlP 1ow:
- Cnsp Variable s l PY'H.it' rn« H S rntio Lp,/rv,
- Casp II Va!'abl" diagonal inclination Ii
- CnHP II I : Vn r i a.i l e dtagonal inclination tl -
- Casp IV Vu r iab l e main 1" f; slupfl <1.,
- Ca~lP V Var iab I« t'ld l'llnditi(1I1,
- Casp VI Vurlilblp htd('ilJi~ J I' ran!4!'mPTlt , a n d
Canf-' vtI: l.ock e d- in sv s r erus <
Parallpi lpgs,
Inc Li ne d l og s ,
3.2.1 - Case I: Variable slende:~esB ratio
Results trom Tests 102, 602 and 802 are examined. The frame
alternatives are shown in Figure 3.01, together w Lt.h t:he
positive directions for displacements and nodal rotations. All
conditions, includi.'1g frame geometry and number of connecting
holts, are the same in all three tests, and the slenderness
ratio Lg/rv is increased from 100 to 130 and 160
CharacteristIcs of the bracing are indicated in Table 3.01,
Columns 2 through g. while failure loads are listed In Column
10.
Figure 3.1.01 (plots showing experimental results have been
number!>d in accordance with the test cases referred to in thi s
section) shows th" main leg's torsional rotations, 8zL.
recorded at node a, as indicated in Figure 3.0l- It can be seen
that the leg rotati0ns for these t!>sts are a Irno s t equal at all
levels of strain, irrespective of the sizes of the frames.
The main leg's rotations PzL are also plotted in Figure 3.I.02
against the stress ~atio fnlfy, where fn is the nG~inal
axial stresE Dnd fy is the recorded yield stress of material.
These curves show that the leg rotations increase with the
slenderness ratio fer the same level of axial forces in the
braCing.
The strut's flexurbl rotations at the same node a, BxS in
Fi~ure 3. Cl, an> shown i'l Figun' 3. 1.03. The e f Isc t o t
incr ea s inu the slpnd(>trlf'ss rat io is re Il ert ed by all inc rea se of
the GL.ut's end rotations at all levels of loud.
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Deflections of the bracing all' ca lrt.La te d from the test read rng s
of in- anci out-of-plane displa"empnrs, and also twist of the
diagonals, as explained in Appendix B. The curves therefore
refer to the ab so lu t e de f Le cti or.s of the heels of the angles At
the cross-over joint, however, it is considered that only
out-of-plane deflpctions occur, and without significant twist of
the section.
out-of-plane deflections at the cross-over joint c, Figure 3.01,
are shown rn Figure 3.1. 04. It ~s c I ear that these vertic.al
deflections increase with t.h e ',l"'lld€rness ''1tia Lg/rv, and
this is consistent with the .ate of strut's end rotations
discussed above.
Figures 3.1.05 through 3.I.U7 show vertical and horizontal
displacements at midspan g on the strut, and ve~tical
displacements at the cro~s-over joint c, see Figure 3.01. The
plots show that in all cases the horizontal deflections
originally occur in the x negative direction. see Figure 3.01.
A.;o, the pattern of vertical displacements at midspan g and
cross-ovpr c changes with in~rpasing slenderness ratios as
follows, at L/r=lOO, the CrOSH-GVe[ joint always deflectq m0re
than at m~dspiln, dnd the 2 ~urves nevel intersect For
slenderness ratio of 160, and particularly for I-bolt
connections, vertical deflections at midspan g can be larger
than ht the cross-over joint before failure occurs. This point
of change in strut nut-of-plane displacements occurs earlier at
higher slenderness ratios. in coincidence with a higher
fl ex ib Ll Lt v in the bracing. l'1aximurnout -ot-plan!' d i sp Laceme n t s
in the te n s ion member, on thp o t.ne t hand, occur always at the
crOSS-(lVPI- j o in t c •
Curves of stress components about the minor v-axis at the
strut's midspan g from Tests 102 and 802 art' shown in Figure
3.I.08. It can be seen that, for the sane level of strain, th e
axial f o rce: account for. a pp rox Ima t e Ly half of the maximum
st r= ss at ../1'=100, whereas at L/ r=16() t.h influence of the axial
forces is ~educed to about 30% of the total stress. This is
consistent with the level of strut deformations tn each case.
The behaviGur of cross-bracing in frames of prop,,[tional size at
increasing sJ e nde rne ss ratios can be summarized as follows:
Main-leg torsional rotations increase with higher
slenderness ratios. However, the main leg's rotational
response is constant at all levels of maximum ntrain in the
struts. The lower level of axial forces at higher
slenderness appears to be compensated by ~ larger bending
effect, thus resulting in similar levels of strain in the
secti~n at increasing loads.
Strut-end flexural rotations and bracing out-aE-plane
deformations increase with higher slenderness ratios.
- The effect of the axial forces on the total maximum stress
at the critical section decreases with inct~ nR
slenderness ratlOS. Conversely, the effect of bending
through larger deflections inrreases with the level of
slenderness :atio.
As e xp ecre d , rr-s isran.:e 01 the bracing d ecr ease s for
lncr ea s ing s lende rne ss ra tio s , a~, shown in Column 10 of
Table 3.01.
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TABLE 3.01
Cuse I: Variable slenderne.s ratio
r-----,-- ---, --r----,
I i Frame I Diagonnh End I Test I
I I chal.:"cteristlc~ I L40xl,Ox3 Condition a Iresultsl
1 Tee t~ 1------,- ---+
ID"Sip,~.tionl 0: fJ lli_LL
(') (0) n!)
1 1 I 2 I I 5 I 6 I 9 I 10 I
f--- +---+ -+-- ---1
1 I I I 1
I 102 8 40 0.709 800 I 100 I 317 LBOxBOx6 I 0.4n I
I 602 B 40 0.789 1000 I 130 I 325 LBOx80x6 2 I 0.431 I
I 802 8 40 0.789 1250 I 160 I 321 L80xBOx6 2 I 0.336 I
1 I
__ J
\ L
\
\
-+---
/
nxS -. /
L,
~
/ Yg'YcXgLg
Figure 3.01: Comparison of results from tests on frames with
identical conditions and variable slenderness ratios.
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In view of the abovr .nnc.Lu s ion s it is appa ren t . for frames of
proportional size, identical mpmhpr sections and fairly similar
boundary conditions, that no s ign Lf Ican r ettpcts are introduced
by the torsional stiffneSH of the main legs. Rathe" 'he bracing
appeurs to be influenced by the legs' flexural 8tiffne~s Ix/L,
wh e re Ix is the momer+ of inert in about the ma i.n leg's
orthogonal axis, and L is the length ()f main leg between nodes b
and n, as indicated in Figure 3.01. This latter e~fect will be
discussed again in the following Sections.
3.2.2 - Case II: Variable diagonal inclination - Parallel legs
Results from Testa 202 thrJugh 402 Dre examined. Frames with
parallel legs were tested with variable bracing inclination ~,
as shown in Figure 3.02. All o t.her pa rame t e rs , including
slenderness ratio and (lnd conditions are constant. Fig"r~ 3.02
also shows positiv~ directions for rotations and deflpctlons.
Frame and diagonal data are given in Table 3.02, Co lua-ns 2
r h rough 9.
In these frames with parallel legs ~ailure occurred at the
sub spun s , Sf'(lFigllr(l 3.02. HOWPVPI', to he cons istsn t wit.h
analyses of other t~gt cases, nodal rotations and strut
deflectionA corresponding to node Band Bullapan 8 will be
e xam ine d first, and r.hen they will be compared with those
rotDtionn and dpformations recorded at nod, d and Bubspan s
;:""1'£,("1 Iv e Iv .
The ~ain lpg's torslol1al rotDtion9 at node B, HZLa in Figure
3.02. 'HI' dep i rt ed in F'Lgu r« 3.11.01. Thpsp (lHVeS show (hat leg
ro t a t ions a ro larger tor tramps with inrr ea sod i nc l inat ion of
l. 11 -
the diagonals, ~. Torsional rotations at node d. AZLd in
Figure 3.DZ, are shown in Fi,'.lItp1.11.02. It ..an be <j"".n that,
t o r each test case r h e legs h"vp rotated .. in the positive
direction at each node a and d, d similar amount. Th.s clearly
shows the uniform lwhaviour of ho t.h main leg supports, shown in
iKurps 2.09 ~nd L.10 of Charter 2.
Similarl', the strut's flexural totations at nodes a and d,
9xSa Bnd 9xSd in Figure 3.02 and depicted in Pigures 3.11.03
and 3.11.04 respectively. also increase wi'h the inclination ~,
although the main leg rotations at the same nodes are larger.
Figure 3.11.05 shows out-of-plane displacements at the
cross-over j o in t . Deflections increase from 11"'30" to fl"40", but
Bre very similar between 11=40" and ~c50n.
Overall s tr ut dpformations in bor.h s ub spun s g and s, Sf,' Figure
3.02, can Ill' d e s c ri be d a s follows:
- Test 202, J3c30": Horizontal d e f Le rt ions at midspan g take
place initially in the negative x direction, PiguI·as 3.02
Rnd 3.11.06. Vertical deflections at the ("rOGB-OVer joint
are olways large! than at. midspan g, SPA FigurA '.Il.06.
Combi no d de f Le ct i on r at both sub span s r, arid s in Figurl'
3. II .07 show r.hur horizontal and v o rti ra I de t o rma r.Lons [It
sub sp an s (whpre ta i lu ro orcu rro d ) an' l a rae r than at
s ub s pan g , nn d VI'J"Y s irni La t ttl ou t -of-platH' ,l"flpct i un s at
- Tpsl 102, I{-,I.ll ; ['ig\'n' .1.II.DS ';how,; dpfl't"tionH in s uhs pan
g. It Ilpp,,'arn that an in, rv a s» "f t lu- in, 1inn t ion i1 of til!'
.l i a gonu l s ,·aIlS('S larg"l <\pt l e rt inn'; in I", h tllP hot. iz on t a l
\. L' -
and vertiral dirpctions, Rpp Figures 1.1I.06 and 3.Il.08.
De f o rrna t ions at both suh span s g and sarI' ShOw11 ~1\ Figure
3. II. 09. No t e the r eduro d horizontal deflection at sub s pan
s. whilp out-ot-plane dpfll'ctions at Hubspan s and at the
cr o s s v ov e r joint are similar. Again. C'I('SS-Ovpr j o i.n t
Put-ot-plane deflertions are larger than at subspans g and
5.
- Test 402. ~~50": Curves in Figure 3.11.10 confirm that
inrreme nr s o f the inclination fJ of r.he d~,,;.,'nals induce
larger defll'ction3 in the x-direction and y-diL~~tion at
sub s pan g. ~Pf' Figure 3.02-
The comhinf'd deflections at subspans g and s in Figure
3.11.11 show also, in this rase, that deflections in the
x-direction ore smaller at subRpan s, while there are no
changes in the pattern of out-of-plane deflections about the
('rpss-over joint.
Cut-of plane d i r Icempnts ,HP l a r ge r in Tests 302 and 402.
A~90, thp strut ve r ti c e l eleflE'ct ions at the c ron n c ovo r [o i n t c
ar .. always larger than n 'Rpan~ Rand 6, and the curvps never
I n t e rs orr . Thl''''· re s u Lt s , ,both tilt' ho rizon t.u l and ve rti c a l
d Lrr-r t I on s , Wf>lf' ron f i rmod through ';,'con,j tI"ltn in all th r oo
Ttli' s t ro s s "ompnnf'tlt,; ill t hv strut <It rnid s pan _1[1' shown in
Figutp \.! T . L'. Itt" ,1pill that va r iat iou s in r h» i ru: l Lnn tLon
o f thp IHil' ng <1p no r hav .. ,; If'.ni t ica n t in! lUf'IH'P on til!' bnnd ing
I'lf"d, 11\ ['I'itl' <'1 t hr ,,\1"t'[vt'd dilh'!t'IlCP', "I in-plant> and
ou t ·"i-plan!' " 'l"rmllt ion s ttl! i rriv n u in g in, l l n a t ion 11
" ,1\ .
Tab]" 3.02
11' Variable diur,onal inclination
Parnllel leg.
r----., --.-- --.------,
I I frame Uiogonalo I End Teot I
I I chcrncterioticD L40x40x3 I Conditions IreGultal
I Tant -""""'- -+------,,-----!----I
tisnntionlj cc I, j] I.. ~L i Lg I_:_g_ I' fy 1 Log aLz e I Dol ~,!lt--~~:-t-_l:~~~-~~_> -~+-'----+----1
1112\314 51617 8 I
}---- "--f---~'-- .~-.......J--.-.---t-----'
, I i I Ii:
202 I 0 I 30 1.000 I 1000 : 130 I 329 I L80xBOx~
302 I 0 I 40 1.000 I lOCO I 130 I 333 I LOOxOGx6
402 I a i 50 1.000 i 1000 I 1]0 i 339 I L80xBu~6
! I I I !
9
2
2
,I Figura ~.02: Comparison af results from te8ts on framea w1th
parallel logs, constant slenderness ratios and variable
diagonal inclinationo.
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On c e nu.re , tlw above r o s u l r s sUf'gpst that tb e r e is no torsional
restraint from thp supparts, sin~e thp main leg rotations 8ZL
are similar at any point on both main legs. However, the fact
that failure OCI'UtS consistPntly in subspan s, indicates that
t.he re might lle other effects, which depI>nd.1O the d Ls t anc e from
the supports to thp restraining nodes a and d, see ~igure 3.02.
In addition, it was obsprved in these trames wi·h parallel legs
t l.at I a i Lu re loads were s ornswha t erratic, and this is in line
with previous findings by Behncke [11) and Elmes [51J. It is
apparent that the b i t u rca t.Lon lJPtwpen symmet I ieal and
a symme r.ric a l buckling lo ad s ill his case with length ratio
Lq/Lg~l, creates ~ncertainties over first yield and buckling
l o ad s . These effects are also very d if f i ru l t to '""produce in
analytical models.
In con,lusion, frameR with parallel leg~, bracinR with different
relativA inclination and idantiral slenderness ratIo and @nct
(onditions, sh~w the following charactpristics:
- Torsional rotations of the main lpg Bnd the struts' flexural
rototionu ore influen(ed by the inclination of the
diagonals. However, theMe rotations are very uniform at all
four c onnart ing no de s on both Le g s ,
- Ove ra Ll s r rut de f o rma ti un s are a l.s« affected by change s in
the inclination of thE diagonal5. However, these effects are
not p ropo rr i orial to tllP rharigv s o t fl, a s d ep irt ed in Figures
1.11.0') though 3.11.11. In I'il!tiudar, t h e dLs p a rLty in
ho ri zont.n l dpflt'ct i on s ha!; c on s ido rab l» in fl u enc e in th«
lwn<iinp. I'ttp( t a b ou t till' m ino i a x i: v. It a l s o uff,.,"Ul
ca lru la t ions lit ro ln t iv!' p«l'ntricit il'" IH;in!! t'1(1
Southwpll ..p l o t : 'lh i « ma t t o r will I", a dd r e s s e d ap a in in rhe
..~ • ~1 1 "'
f o Llow ing Sect ions.
- These variations ot hraclng behaviour, aft~r all, do not
appear tu have an important Influence on the distribution of
stress, as indicate~ in Figure 3.11.12, nor on the
r esi sr.ance of the members, as shown by the ultimate loads
listed in Table 3.02, Column 10.
3,2.3 - Case III: Variable diagonal inclination. Inclined legs
Results from Tests 502 through 702 are examined, where the main
paramater is the length ratio r~Ls/Lg, defined by the
variabJe inclination of the bracing and constant sl~pe of the
moin legA, SBe Figure 3.03. The main frame and other bracing
characteristics are constant for all alternatives, as indicated
in Table 3.03, Columns 2 through 9.
The main leg rotations at node a, indicat2d by 8zL in Figure
3.03, are rhown in Figure .1. II 1. 01. These rotations Lnc rease
with the angle of inclinatIon of the diagon~'·. or with a
r educ t ion of tlw Ivng rh rat ill r , !l('l' Tn bLe 3.03, Column II.
The strut's flHxurn1 rotations at node a, Bxs in Figure 3.03,
iln' tal. ly s Imi lsr for all bracing inclinations /l, as rhown in
l1'ifl,!lrp 3.III.02, but t.h ev iHI' !Jmu11..r t han til!' l eg 's r ore t lonu .
11 is also MPpn that thpse rotations increilse with the length
r a t Io t , 01 with a r odurti on of t h.. l.rari ng inrl Lnn t Lon I!.
Out -of-planp do f l e rt i on s a t t h» \'ross··i.'VPI j o in r l, SP(l FiglltP
1 . 0 \, an' s Im i 1a r 1n 1I 1 1 t h r P l' Cil !;o "' II !; shown in Fig urp
3.TIl.O.I, but rnrre aning slightly with th..luari ng
inc 1ina t ion tl.
Figures 3.111.04 through 3.III.Ob show the bracing deformations
at the cross-over joint c and Pt midspan in the strut g. Figure
3.03. Horizontal midspan displacements initially occur in the x
negativp direction. increasing with increments of the
inclination p. The out-oE-plane deflections at the cross-over
joint e ara simllar in all cases. while deflections at midspa~ g
increase more rapidly when the bracing inclination p increases.
The ptresH ratios are sho~n in Figure 3.111.01. As in Case II
above. no substantial differences due to variations in the
length ratio r are observed in the development of nominal and
c ri t leal stresses. This is also con s i st.en t with the very uniform
uLt Ima te Loa d s recorded in Table 3.03. Column 10.
Summarizing. the behaviour of t he ss frames with variable length
ratio r can be described as follows:
L0g [otAtions increane consistently with reductions of the
l eng t.h factor r ,
- Strut rotations d~cr"aHe w ~ the toctor r. bue ~'th a lower
d i s pe r s ion .
TIWI"!' all' variations in r.he clpflFc t ion history of the
bracj'l!'" at l-o rh th,' ('r(1S';'()V~'r j o i.nr and a r rnid sp an in the
s t ru t, but with nil si gn i t Lcan r in t lue nce on tlu- u l t Lma te
(' 1IPI1(" it y of t tw brae ing. iI~; s hown by ttl!' S t CPS I; C\HVpS in
F i~u r p \. I I 1. II 7. and t I' !; t r !' s \11 t s 1 i :;t p din Tn b 1 p _). 03 •
Column 1(1.
- .l. n -
Table 3.03
Case III. Variable diagonal inclination
Inclined legs
Figure 3.03: CompnriGon of r~8ults Lrorn lust!' on frames w i t h
constant slendorness ratios. incli~ed le~s and variable
diagonal inclin~1 l~nR.
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3.2.4 - Case IV: Vadable main leg inclination - Constant
bracing inclination
In Cas!' IV, re su l.t s from Tests 202 through 702 in Case II and
Case III are re-exal.1ined, this tin...comparing rhe e f f ec t s of
parallpl or inclined lpg~ for each braci"g inclination p, as
depicted l.n Figure 3.04. Thus fpr constant slenderness ratio and
end connpction characteristics, the main variable in each case
is the slope of legs ~, With variations of length ratio ~. Frame
data are listed in Ta b i e 3.04, Co Iurnns 2 through 9. Only the
behaviour at node a Bnd sunspan g a:' examinpd, see Figure 3.04.
Main leg rot"tiollS at node a. PZL in Figure 3.04, are
indicated In fLgures 3.IV.Ol through 3.IV.03. In pa rti cu lsr ,
- 3,28 -
"
parallel-leg rotations ~re smaller than inclined-leg rotations
at ~=30°, but they increase and are larger at ~=50°. Also, all
rotations increase slightly wit.h the brac in.; Lnc Lina t ion {3.
The strut's flexural rotations at node ~, 8xS in Figure 3.04,
are fairly constant for all ~ in framp~ with inclined legs. The
rotations AxS are again smaller in the frame with parallel
legs at (3=30", but larger in the frame with (3=50·, as shown in
Figures 3.1V.04 through 3.1V.06.
Out-of-pldne deflections at the cross-oveL joint c, Figure 3.04,
are the same in both cases for bracing inclination of (3=30·, but
with larger vertical deflections in frames with parallel legs
for (3=40" and (3=50', as in Figures 3.IV.07 through 1.IV.09. As
the length ratio L-/Lg decreases (inc~easing (3), ~ greater
difference in behaviour would be expected between frames with
parallel ~,d inclined legs. The larger out-of-plane deflections
at t~e cross-over joint are to be expected in parallel-leg cases
0~e to the symmetrical buckling mode of two eqLal sunspans
(Lg=:"s,' enforced at t n is noae. This also Iuf luenc e s the
strut flexural rotations 9xs.
Overall bracing deformations at nodes c and g are ~ow discussed,
see Figures 3.02 and 3.03. In all cases the behaviour nf the
parallel-leg bracings at these nodes was very similar to that of
inclined-leg frames, as shown in Figures 3,II.06 and 3.III.04
for bracing inclination (3=30", Figures 3.11.08 bnd 3.111,05 for
Il=I,O , an.I Figures 3.11.10 and 3, III. 0(> for ;3=50". Both the
horizontal and out-Of-Pl 'ne d Lsp Lacernen t cha ract.erist Lc s in each
~as@ appear to he a function only of the slenderness ratio L/r.
It is evident, onserving the above curvp~ of rotations qnd nodal
deflections, that the restraint provided b: l~e main leg about
3.29 -
its orthogonal axis decI·eases as the bracing inclination ~
increases. The re spon se of t.he brae ing >.0 this effect varies
with the slope of th~ legs as follows:
- In the case of parallel legs, Lhis benefit appears to be of
similar order t » th e uncv rt aLn t ies due to double-bolt
restraint about the Y-Bxis, and the bifurcation between the
symm~trical and asymmetrical failure loads.
- In the case of inclined legs, however, the above effect is
offset by the length ratio Ls/Lg. As the bracing
inclination {3 Inc reases , reducing the nodal restraint, the end
restraint from the adjacent bay of bracing Ls increa:Hs
(smaller Ls/LgJ, balancing the previous effect.
As a consequence, all these observed !ifferences in bracing
behaviour have little or no influence on the development of
strpss, as shown in curves of Figures 3.11.12 and 3.111.07, or
in the ultimate loads, as listed in Table 3.04, ~olumn 10. It
can therefore be stated that frames with constant slenderness
ratio, similar mat~rial properties and similar end conditions,
show the following behaviour for variable g slope oc:
- For both cases of parallel and inclined legs, there are
variations of leg-torsional and strut-flexur.l rotations tor
increasing bracing inclination.
- Out-of-plane deflections at the cross-over joint are fairly
constant for inclined-leg frames, hut increas~ with the
inclinat Ion o f the diagonals t or parallel· leg frames.
- Horizontal and vertical deflections at midspan g are similar
in buth cases of parallel- and inclined-leg fram~s. However,
- 3.30 -
Table 3.04
Case IV, Variable mair.-<:hordinclination
Constant diagonal inclination
I Frame D~aRor.als End I Test I
I charact.eristic. i L40x40x3 Conditions Iresultsl
I Test -j I----j
tSignation\ 0: 13 Ls
I
Lg I Lg I fy I Leg size fult I(') (') "-rg (mm) Ir;-~ (nun) »:----r--
I 1 I 2 5 I 6 I 7 I 9 10
202 0 30 1.000 1000 130 329 L80x80x6 2 0.412
~02 8 30 0.850 1000 130 333 L80x80x6 2 0.437
302 0 40 1.000 1000 130 333 L80x80x6 2 0.395
602 8 40 0.789 1000 130 325 L80x80x5 2 0.431
402 0 50 1.~OO 1000 130 339 LBOx80x6 2 0.421
702 8 50 ! 0.713 1000 1:0 329 L80x80x6 2 0.430
I
'--- L,_....)_ -
Figure 3.04: Comparison of res~lts from tests on frames with
constant slenderness ratios and diagunal inclinations and
variable leg slopes.
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failure occurred in the subspan s in thu parallel-leg case&,
with cc~~iderable differences between 9uhspans g and s.
- In all altern3tives, ho~ever, the development of stress and
the reSltitance of the bracing is fairly constant, suggesting
that the ultimate capacity of the struts )9 a direct
functlun of tha slenderness ratio Llr and the end
cnnditions.
3.2.5 - Case V: Variable diagonal end condition
Tests 801 through 804 are examined. with con~tBnt slenderness
ratio L/r=160 and variable end rAstraints, sep Figure 3.0~. Tho
«hang« of end -ond i t ion 15 re p resen t ed b\ an in.re ase f ro-n 1- to
2-bnlt enti-conner-rions. and from L80x80x6 to LCJOx90x8 main hg
• _\.36 -
3ize. The frame rharacteristics are listed in Table !.05,
Co Lumns 2 rhr orgh 9.
The main leg's torsional ro t u t Lon s , 6zL in Figure 3.0.5, are
shown if, Figure 3. V. 01. It can be seen that a~l ro ta t lon s are
Ai~ilar, with no significant dispersi0D. However, very small
reductions of rotation can he noted from 1- [0 2-holt
connections fOI' both sizes of legs, and from L90x9nx8 to
L80x80x6 legs, tor 1·· and 2-bolt connections. The same applies
to t.he strut's flexural rotations, BxS in Figure 3.05, shown
ir. figure 3.V.02.
Out-of-plane displacements at the cross-over joint c, Figure
3.05, are depicted in Figure 3.V.03. These deflections increase
with increased end restraint from 2-bolt connections.
The overall deformations displayed i~ figures 3.V.04 through
3.V.07 show that the horizontal r.e f Le c t Lon s are initially in the
x negatiVE direction. Figure 3.05, increasing in that direction
w~en the restraints are increased. The vertical deflections at
the cross-over joint (" and at midspan in t.he strut g increase in
the y positive direction, Figure 3.05, when the ~nd restraints
are increased. At th I.s leve l of s Lende rne ss ratio. however, the
2 vertical defl2ction curves always intercept, with larger
deflections at midspan g. before failure occurs.
Thp developmnnt of stress is Ghown in Figurp 3.V.07. The
influence of variable end conditiuns is represented by changes
in r he effect of t h« nominal s tros s . w\1ich Lnc rease s for higher
end re s tr a in ts . This is ron s i sren ' •..i rh r hv pattern (If
out-nf-planp deflections !"<'coldt'd at th .. "l(lSS-(lVpr joint.!,.
Summarizing, ,_lIesetest ro su lts can lH' de sc r ibe d as follows:
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Table J.05
CaGe V, Vrriablc diagonul end conditions
,--~........---,------ , ---,
! I Frame I Diagonnlo I End I Test I
I I ch~rncterioticG I L40x40x3 I Conditions /rosultal
I TeOl f--- --t-
IDe9ignation~ I !l Ls I Lg I~ I fy I Leg S0 Bolto i fult I(0) .l (0) -rg (mm)1---- r." ~r-_!~) __ fy
I 1 ! z I I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 I
I------.i- --1----1
I I I I
I 801 I 8 40 0.769 1250 160 333 L80.<80x6 1 / 0.288 I
I 801 I 8 40 0.789 1150 160 321 L80xOOy.6 1 I 0.336 I
I 6(,3 I 8 40 0.7e9 i 1250 IGO 339 L90x90x8 I 0.324 I
I 804 I B .0 0.789 1250 I 160 329 L90~gOx8 I 0.364 I
I I I,-'- J..
Figure 3.05: Comparison of results from tests on frumes with
constant slenderness ratios, constant leg and diu~Dnal
inclinations Bnd varinble nnd conditions •
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- Both leg-torsional and strut-Clexural rotations are not
significantly affected by changes in ~he end restraints. as
seen in the plots at any level of strain in the bracing.
- In-plane and out-of-plane deformations of the bracing are
influenLed by the increase of end restraint. and midspan
deflections are larger than cross-over d~flections at
increasing loads. It is apparent from these results that
higher end restraints increase the load capacity. which. in
turn. induces larger deflections.
- Repistance of the diagonals is cOHsiderably inflUEnced by
the end conditions. as listed in Table 3.05. Column 10. This
is in line with previous findings by Elmes [51]. Behncke
[11]. Wood [49]. CIGRE [63J and. more generally. Chen [58).
3.2.6 - Case VI: Variable bracing arrangement
The structures ~escribed in the previous test cases represent
the simplest form of two-dim~nsional frames with crossed
diagonals. as in Figure 3,06-a. In practice. however. different
bracing arrangements are used in transmis"lon towers in order to
i~prove the buckling performance of the main legs and als~ to
reduc e the size of the hracing.
Thus. ext.ra members are added. conn er ling the bracing at the
~ross-over joint with the legs. or connecting the diagonals at
midspan with the legs. These are kn own as redund an t b rac ing s ,
since they Bct only as supports to the main members. but without
carrying si gn i f i .ant; axial load. Su ch al t e rna t ive a rrang ernents ,
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shown in Figures 3.06-(' an.' 3.06-d, were included in t n is case
and are identified in Tahle 3.06 and in the plots of this
Section as Tests 80S and B06.
One more option was also considered, as shown in Figure :\.06-b.
In this CE~e no redundant members were added, but all the
diagonals in the frame were connected al~-toes-up on one side of
the frame, and all-toes-down on the other s.i.de.It was
anticipated that this arrangement would improve the pc.rforrnance
of the bracing, since the bending moments about the longitudinal
torsional axis of the main leg at the connections of diagonals
with main legs have a subtractive effect. This case is
identified in the curves and in Table 3.06 dS TEst 807.
Tests were conducted on frames 805 through 807, Figures 3.06-b
through 3.0o-d, and results are compared with the basic case,
Test 801 in Figure 3.06-a. Characteristics of the bracings are
given in Table 3.06, Columns 2 t.hrough 9. In these alternatives
the diagonals were connected to the legs with one bolt, and the
slenderness ratiu of 16 and nIl oth-r parameters were the same
Figure 3.VI.Ol shows the main leg's torsional rutations 8zL,
corresponding to node a. as before. It is seen th~t these
rotations inc cease for Tes· 805 with respect to the no rmu I case.
but are smaller for Test 806 and also for the case of inverted
dia~onals, Test S07. Curves of the strut'! flexural rotations,
Figure 3.Vl.02. show similar behaviour. but the minimum
correspondc [0 Test B06.
Out-of-plane deflections are depicted in Figure 3.VI.03. Again.
there are not iceahle d i f f erence s with respect to the normal rasp
of Test 801, with increased de t Le c t ion s for Test 805. and
~pduced deflections for Tests BOb and B07.
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Overall bracing deformations are shown in Figures j 11.04
through 3.VI.07, with variations of similar order in both the
horizontal [~d vertical directions. The restraint provided by
the additional redundancies in Test 806 and the iI1!1'rted
position of the diagonals in Test 807 is reflneted in the
increasing 1evels of the nominal stress ratio fnlfy, as
indicated in Figure 3.VI.08.
In conclusion, the effect of addition, redundant bracings and
~lternative position of the diagonals Lan be expressed as
£011("'0/'9:
- Both leg-torsional an~ strut-flexural rotations are
influenced by changes in the hracing, but to varying
dpgrees.
- Overall deflections also show the pffact of additional
bracings, with important teductions in the case of Tests 806
and 807.
- Test r e su Lt s , indicated in Table 3.05, Co Lurnn 10, show that
~h' resistance of the bracing increases considerably with
• ~ppct to the normal caBe, Test 801, due LO th~ redundant
bracing in Test 805 and the modified position of the
diagonals in Tesl 807, but only by 8 smaller amount in Test
806. Nevertheless, the increase in strength in Test 805 for
the bru~ing arrangement depicted in Figure 3.06-c, ia not us
la rge us wou ld be expected from a r educ rion in s Lende rne ss
[Fit i o c o rr aspond ing to t.h e orthogonal x v ax is , given hy rx.
Frame 805, with extlil rn--mbe rs corme c ti ng the ipgs with midspan
i)f the diagonals, Figure 3.06-(', shows largp[ rotations and
- .1. 4 <) -
dpflections than t h» no rrna l r a s o , Test 801. The u Lt.Irna t e
re s Ls tanc e , however, increased by 36%, ref] . ;'11", perhaps, some
incon s i s t enc y . This is p .s s i b Lv to the t ac t t h a r the extra
bracing, of size L25x25xJ. rna,'[H,t havp !we[, in proportion to
the diagonals of size L40x40x3. This alternative is widely used
in transmissio~ towers, and requires extra members, extra holes
in the b ra r in g ai.d additional bo l ts , ·.rl~.han increase in cost.
Frame 806, with a transverse member through the ~rOS9-over joint
as lllustrated in F~gu~e 3.06-d, shows reduced rotations and
overall de f o rma rions in the bracing, t hu s indicating a'" .ghe r
degree 0f restraint. The resistance of the bracing, however,
mc ro a sed only by 3% with r e spe c r to the normal case, .'st. 801.
The extra plate at the cross-over joint was 6 mm thick,
i den t irn I to the thickness of t he main leg, IlS recommended in
the design codeR. This altern~tive is also widely used in
transmission towers, although it requires a plate, extra
members, holes and bolts, also introducing additional C~8t9.
Frame 807, with inverted diaRonals, Figure 3.06-b, ShOW9 reduced
ro ra t Lon s and deflections w i rh r e spe c r \<1 t he normal case, TfJst
801, and a more than 1?~' increase o f ultimate r e s Ls t anc e . It is
important to nOLI' that the levels of strain in the tension
mornbe r arc' about half of t iio se in the strut for similar axial
loads in the diagonals. This airo rEpresents i\ reduction with
re spe c t to the levels of s t rain in the tip of Test 801. T}-,is is
an interest inf; op t inn, in which h Lgh e r re s i s ranrr- is ach Lov ed
without adding extra bracings, Bnd deserves further attention in
thp future. Tbe only problem is the addition of h01e9 and bolts,
lind l u rge r p,u~,spt p la t s s lot mu l r i p l» ..bu lt conne ct i on s , which
may i[J(n'IlSl" t.h» Cllst ot manuf a ct u rLnu .
Table 3.06
CaGe VI, Vn.inbla bracing arrangement
----..,.- -------,- 1
I Frama Diagonals I End Test I
I characteristics I L4Jx40x3 I Con~itionJ l.aGultol
I Tent f--,-.--.,.......----+----,-- --.-----+-----,----t-.---j
tignatj_0n 0: I UitJ...:·s__ Lg ~- f,:tLOg size I Bolts f~lt I(0) (') Lg (min) rv (KP.) (nun) fy-- ~ - -
I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 ,
f---------+--+--+---+----+---i---+----f--.-.-.--j-----._---j
! i I I I I I I I I
I 801 8' 40 I 0.769 1250 I 16n I 3:ll 1.80x60x6 I 0.2B8 I
'805 8 I 40' 0.789 1250! 160 I 332 L30x80x6 , 0.392 ,
I 806 B I 4C I 0.789 1250 I 160 I 332 LSOxBOx6 I 0.217 I
I 807 S I 40 I 0.789 1250 160 I 329 L50x80x5 I 0.324 I
I I I I I I I IL L__ .J. __l__ ----L _----L- __ L__ L........___ __ -.L..__ --l..----.I
(a) (0)
Figure J.06: a) Bracing arrangement for Test 801 - Base caae.
b) Drlcing arrangement for Test 807 - Inverted diagonals
in the outside panela.
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J.igun~ ].Ofi-cl BI'1lcinlja r r angrmeu t for Toot 805.
Redu~Jnnt. broc.ng.
Figure J.06-d: Bracing arrangement for Tout 806.
Red~ndant bracing.
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3.2.7 - Case VII: Locked-in systems
Results from Test 612 are »x anu ne d , corresponding to a frame
w i t.h locked-in diagonals, as ShllWTIin Figure 3.07. All
conditions in this a l t.e r na t Lv e , iru luding frame geometry, number
of conne ct Ln g boles and mernbe r sizes, are as in Test 602 of Case
III. Theretore re s u l t s from Tests 602 (normal frame) and 612
f!ockpd-in systpml wi~h slenderness ratio of 130 are compared.
Ctra ra ct e rLs t Lcs 'f bor h frames and diagonals are indicated in
Tab l e 3.07, Columns;: r.h r ough 9.
Bpforp rt a r t i rig the analysis ,'f r s su l t.s , howev e r , it must be
said that thesp tpsts on lockpd-in systems presented special
problpms from thp pxpprimpntal point of view. Firytly, it was
very difficult to restrain t h> f r ames in the X direction, see
Figurp 3.07, wh i l e fit the same tIm» maintaining the
[rep-rotat ion p r op e r t i os of th e t P!16ion- and compression-leg
supports. These supports were designed to permit free rotations
and also adjustments in all X, Y and Z directions, see Figures
2.09 and 2.10 in Chapter 2 and Fi~ure 3.07 hP10W.
Sp('ondly, as both support nodo s m and n in Figure 3.07 kept
moving aWRY [rom eu(,h other in the X direction for increasing
loads, it was necpssary to join them by means of a system of
bars and tUIll-lll!(·kle. 'lpe details in Figurps 3.08 and 3.09. This
system wa.s not re Lr a hl e and it was thus difficult. to adjust the
initial position "f thp frames, an d [,prtainly it was impossible
t o mak « a dj u s t me nr s du r i ru; r h» t o s t s •
(,
Finaliy, tc'11p'; in thp!'p higg,,! t rame s werp higher than in th e
(Be" o t normal f r .imv s (Tpst CasP'; I-VJ i . and t hv r« was some
ITIl vpmPllt (>I t 11·' bt'am and aruh o I <,\ 1 (ll t u t P!;, shown in Figur!'
3. S.1 -
2.06-li in Chapter 2, which intL"oliuceu additional effects and
variations in the distribution of forces in the bracing. A
typical example, from many trials on several locked-in systems,
is shn~l in Figure 3.VII.01, where the recorded tension and
compression forces and the calculated forces in the central
panel of bracing are plotted against the applied loads.
Nevertheless, Test 612 results are examined next and compared
with Te . 602.
Figure 3.VII.02 shows the main leg's torsional rotations at node
a, 9zL in Figure 3.07. It can be seen that, for identical
conditions, these rotations are larger in the case of Test 602.
SimIlar results are ohserved in Figure 3.VII.03 for the strut's
flexural rotations at node a, BxS in Figure 3.01, and also the
out-of-plane deflections yc at the cross over joint, see
figure 3.VII.04. The nominal stress ratio in Figure 3.111.05
ale ,) shows reduct I on s with respe( r to Test 602 in Case III.
These variations ale explained by the differences in
out-nf-plane deflections at the outside cross-over joints, i-I
and 1+1 in Figure 3.07 (see also Figure 2.06-a in Chapter 2).
Fnr tests of normal frames (Case I through Case VI), defl.-tions
of the two outside cross-over joints were controlled externally,
and were arbitrarily rela"ed to deflections in the central
cross-over joint, as expldined in Chapter 2. The average ratios
for frames with inclined le~s were as follows, see Figure 1.07:
Y i-I
Yi+l
O.80*Yi
J .30*n
\JIWIP Yi, Viol and Yi+l a re the out -oi-plane de f Lec t.Lon s
at joints i, i-I, and i+1 IPspP("ivply, as in Figun' 3.D7.
In the casp of lorked-.n systems, on the other h3nd, these nodes
we re free to move, and the rero rded deformations from Test 612
a re d= p irt sd in Figure 3.VII.06. It can be seen that both
olltside !ludes i-I and i+1 deflpcted less than the centre
cross-over node i, and the recorded average ratios are indicated
be l ow r
- Yi-l
Yi+l
O.I.O*Yi
0.70*Yi
The actual raties of out-of-planp deflections at the outside
cross-over joints were thus well below the estimated values for
the normal tests (which were based un the geometry of the
frames). It is therefore apparent that the lower rate of nodal
rotations and midspan deforma'ions in T~st 612 ~ith respect to
Test 602 are due to the differences notad above for nodes i-I
and i+1, spe Figure 3.07. TWl' Impo rtan t conclusions can)Je drawn
from these results:
- The out-of-plane deflections of the outside bracings
relative to the c en tr a l c ro ss e nve r joint deflections hove
significant influence on the bphaviour of the hraclng and
possibly on the failure loads as well.
- Tlte ratio of deformations in the outside and central panels
()f bracings is a function of the siz~s of the members ald is
thus related to the flexibility and slenderness retio of the
diaf',nnals.
Un t o r t un arv ly , the results from Test 61:', which WPI'e typical of
all the ob se rvrd l ock ed- in svst pms in this investigation, were
not conclusive. 1'11<' d i s t r i ' .t iou of I o rce s in t hv bracing was
e rra t i r, l)(!ssibly due to ,(!','pmentso f r he supports, arid the
- 3.55 -
fADLE 3.07
Case VII: Locked-in systems
,....------_. "l --~.-~--- --------.,.- ---,
I frat e I Diagonals End I 'fest I
I I chn r ac t e rz s t Lc s I LI< Ox"Ox3 Conditions Iresultsl
I Test fL=j ec I ~ I Ls Lg [~L('2.+ (') Lg (mml rv, ._---j
I 1 I 2 3 I 5 6 I 9 10
f--- .---1- -+-
I I I
I 602 8 I 40 0.789 1000 130 315 L'Jx80x6 I 2 O. "31
I 612 8 I "0 0.789 1000 13~ 328 1 L80x80x6 I 2 0.3"9 ;,
L__ ~ _ __.j -----L- _._L .L.--. __L_____j
F1gurc 3.07: Analysis of ftames with locked-in
systems of crossed diagonals.
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Figure 3.08: Assembly of the compression leg support in
frames with locked-in diagonals. A horizontal bar was added
to prov Lde rest raLn t ill t.hex-direction, see r"igure 3.07.
C'
Figure 3.09: Assembly of the tension leg auppo rt in frames
with locked-in diagonals. Note the adjustable bar joining
both main logs, see also Figure 3.07.
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t a i l u re Itli1d Wd(; tat tOIl lrlW. ({1n(~idpling r h» tpdul tion in
de t l e ct I on s and ro t a t ion s ..r i t h l,,~;ppct tn Tt'Gt bOI, SPt' Table
3,fl7. Column 10, Simil,a rro b l vm s with l o ck e d c i n system have
bepn rpl'(1rtpd hv Behn"k" IIIJ, who ills" obsPlveu tha t f o r re s in
t ho b ra ci ng \YPIP unre rt a in and t hu s d i f f i cu l r to predict. In any
ra s e , th» t.t'st a rrangr-men t u s o u in t h i s inve s t.Lga tIon was not
t h« most .onvvn ienr t o t (,";ring f ramr- s with l(l(k"d·in diagonal!;.
At t e r «b s e rv in g t.h ... gPIlPlal hphHVi(lUl "f cro s s e d diagonals unrle r
d i tfe re nt ts- s t c ond i ti on s , u mo r« dr- t n r l e d ana Iv s Ls of (lome
pa rnme t e r s is inrl ud e d III tilt' following Sect inns.
3.3 - General analysis of deflections
TI;" dpt Ipc t ion pat' v rn s d i <;( u s s e d a bov « ttl! r h« x - and y -n x i » In
t h e s t rut s are init I a l l v indure d by the PlTPnt ric f o rc e s , as
dppicted in FigUIP J.I0-a f o r the ca s e o f 2- or mo rr- bo l t s in
the connections. When approuching failure, howe III' I , de f lac t ion s
in most ca s e s are p re dom i nanr ly about t h e wf'ak ax l s V, ..:I,i,"
pxplains why tlw horizontal d i s p l acome nt s all' IPvP!spd n t hv x
p o s i t iv e d i r e rr ion, a s ind l ca t e d in FigulP L 10-h.
This ...f f e ct is I l l u s t.r a r e d in !,"gUlt> J.ll-a t o r il f rarn« w.ith
s l e nd e r n os s r a t Lo L/r )(10, and in Figur" 3.11·}l for [l f ramo with
L/!~160, WIH'It' ty Ind Lr ar v s y i o l d Iru; o t til!' pxtlPmp t l b r o .
Uh ~,l'" r V fl t h a t I io 1 in (.r fl a. sin gIn a d E t UP f 1PI' t i (1n ~1 x g j han g p
d i r ert i on i n t o t hr- l'p!;itiIlP xv a x i s . If Xg and Yg <lIP p l o r r r-d
again~t pi:ich o t hv r, a {"UIVP s im i l a t t o Figutf.' ,,:0-\1 is
. l 1p FigulP
3.11-(, this pitect lS s<'<'n i : tilt'
t h iouuh llpt 1." t ion s x « a n d v"
~'t' FigufP 3. P2 f
No t e in FigUIP .LU1-b that t h» h o r i.z on t a I de fLe c tLon s in the
x= a x i s IH'gat ive d i re.t inn reducE' the b erid ing moment about t.h e
minnr y-axis (and thus the stress on the critiral fibre),
inc re a s i nz UlP buckling re s i s t arue of r he struts. At r.e r first
yield (H('UrS, h owe v e r. (luI-(d-pIIl,'P detlp( lions incr e a s e mo r e
rapidly, o If s o t t ing that "ffp, t.
Il~ t hr- va s e of pa ra l l v l c l e g f ranu- s , Fip.HIP 3.11-c, the x-axis
dpflpct.in[ls at s ub s pan s g and s, Sf'e Figul"!' 3.02, ate different.
It is I'asy to HI''' that 'Ill' hending pt fl'ct In. r e a s e s mor e rapidly
at s ub s p an s through a s.. ill up!lp, ti on Xg, whi1<, this effect
is r o durr d at s ub s pan g through l a ras r , negativp xg
df'formllt ipns.
This pxplldns why in trams s w i t h p a rall e I If'As t'lilure OCCUIS at
s ub s p an s . H"WPVPI, it u]"o sUgp,!'stOi that t h e ro a re d i f f e r e n t
",ffp( t iv!' pc('pntrlcitips about t.h e v v ax i s , spp Figu!
both ends of thp Btrut. It apppBtS that the distanc.
1.lO~a, at
»m node a
t o (hI' light Ipf,! r.'U[l[h1rt, and th e lllrgpr 'Ustance f r om node d to
the I .. tt Ipg s uppo rt , SPI' Figtlrp 3.02, h a 1(' an infLueru: e on t he
2-bol\ [>:\d rest ra in t a hou t t hf' ,,-axir;.
VittPII't\cp" in x -nx i» ,!f'fl",'t ions for 1 .. anti 2-bolt runne c t.Lon s
to! r h .. s arn» Ipg s i z» can I", <;""1\ in F.lgUtl'fi LV.04 an d 3.V.05
of St>ction ·'.~'.S. It i s obv i ou s that r.hr- inrro u s e of «rid
ro s r ra int with t",o \)(11t'; 1'[(1(iu,'!',; larg!'1 llPilat iVI' do f l e c t Lon a ,
t 1\u 'i ['" hl<' ill g t hp lw nd i 1\g p t !p, \ II II d If> t il [(I ing f i1 i 1 II [I' •
F<1l 1 .. a n d ,'-\1,>1t "(l"1l11'( (i"n'( ;ll](j t w« di!h'tl'llt I"i'. ~izps.
Fi~',('l'''; l.V.UI, \1\1(1(\gll 1.V.U.!. \hl' 1'\(1[" sh<>w all In.re u s e of Plld
rE-;~;t ra in t ahtHlt t h» Y-Hxis l o t 111P lu-av iv r It1g!" HowtlVtll". thtl
\.6.' .,
yFigure 3.10-a1 The bending effect due to the
eccentric forces in both planes xz and yz initially induce
deflections in the bracings as shown above.
y
Figure 3.10-b: Typical in-plane and out-of-plana strut
deformations at midspan (not to scale). When approuch Ing
failure, deflections Occur predominantly alon~ the u-axis.
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Figure 3.12: Typical strut defo~~ations during tests. Before
failure, the diagonals adopt the half-wave, anti-symmetrical
curve £hown in full line above.
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l v lio lt connection case 15 dPJJendent or, t he t orque used for
tightening the bolts.
In conclusion, strut deflections vary widely for different test
alternatives. In-plane deflections change as a function of the
e nr. restraint, and a pp ea r to have con s ide rab Le influence on the
resist an ce of the struts. Tlw proximity of the main leg supports
also has an effect on the amount of end restraint about t ,.:!
y-axis. A typic a I bracing deformation h i s t o ry is shown in Figure
3.12.
3.4 - General analysis of nodal rotations
The cotation mea~urements at the strut's connecting nodes a and
d, F1gurp 3,13, Gre pxamined in more detail in this Section.
ConSIdering the torsional and flexural rolati~ns for 2-bolt
connections at nodes a or d in Figure 3.13, where positive
directions for nodal rotations are indicated, the following
compatibility relationship can be written:
. .. (3.01)
in which BxS, BzL and BxL are the ~ecorded rotations, as
inc Lra te d in Figure 3.13, t1xSl is the s tru t t s el.J conne cti on
flexural rotati0n (or actual node [0tation about Lhe strut's
x-axis), Bnd 8xS2 is an aJJitional stru:-erd rotation due to
flexihility 0f the connection.
To pstablish a basic pattern of behaviour, nodal rotations at
nodes Ii and d t rom Ten s ;'0;', 30;' and 1,02 with 1'l1r8111-1 main
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leg are !'xamiIlPd. Figures '"J4-8 an d 3.14-11 show the reco rde d
ro a t i on s at no d e s a an d d "f Test 202, with b racin g inclination
No!" 'hat t o r s ion a l rot at ions HzL art' almost equal on
I,,,tr. legs (Lnd i ca tLng the l ack of t o rs ion a l r e s tra Ln t. at tht'
nodes), while the strut's =n d rotations are re dure d at nod e d ,
and t h e main lq,'s flexural ro t.at i on s HxL at no de s a and dare
very sma Ll and s li gh r I.v d i f f e ren t .
Figurps 3.14-~ and 3.14-d show the ('omponents of flexural
r o ta t.Lons at bn th s t rut e ud s a and d r e spe c t.Lce ly , c a Lc u la t.ed
with Equation (3.01). It ('an bp seen that the total recorded
strut-end rotations HxS arp larger at node a, whilp the node
rc t at ions AxSl BP' app zox Ima t.eLy th» s ame at both nodes a and
d (wh lrh is ron s i s t en t with the symmetry of t.he b rar i.ng and the
behaviour of the main legs). T',,",";p r e su lrs suggest t.hat the
ditfpren,'e in re('orded rotatirns is due to the additional
rotations HxS2 from the flexihility of th~ lonne,tions.
Results at nodes a and d tor Test 302 with bracing inclination
8=40" are depi~ted in Figures 3.15-a and 3.15-b. Again. th~
lpg's torsional lotationM at nodes a ard ~ are very similar,
while t h= main leg's flexural ro t a t.Lm s a re vpry small, s ee
Figur. 3.13. R~sults about the strut's x-axis show that the node
rotations HxSl arp almost equal at nodI'S a and d, while the
additional rotations A~S2 are lar~er at node a, thus inducing
at ~hat node larger st rut -v nd ro t at ions AxS, see F'I gu re s
3.15-< ar d 3.15-d.
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Similar' results we ro recorded for Test 402 i th orac Ln g
In conl'lUS1<lO, st r t-pnd ro t » t inns .n fr amr-s ,~j .:-, ps ra i l> . "t;S
show the f o llow i.ng rh a i ar r.er i s t irs :
- The leg's t o rsi on a l ro ta t ~'l!lS PzL are ii '"elV, ve ry similar
on both sides of the [rame, ilrespectivp ot the bracing
inclination ~. This indicates lack of torsional restraint
from the supports, and probably therefore implies lac~ of
torslonal restraint by the main leg on the strut. It is to
be noted, however, that this is a conservative condition, as
some restraint may occur in actual tower arrangements.
- The nodal rotations AxSl about the strut's x-axis are
similar at both ends of the diagonals, irrespective of the
brae ing inclination 13.
Figure 3.13: PositiVI directions of recorded nodal
rotations at joints a and d.
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Th o additional ro t.at ion s RxS2 clue to fl ex ib i l i t y and the
recorded strut rotations RxS are lar~e[ at the lower node
a. Thesp appPBr to bp [l"latl"d to thp leg's flexural
ro ta t ion s tlxL and. f ina Ll v , th e l a tte r could be influenced
by the d i sranre from th e c onne c rion to the nearest leg
support, Gee Figure 3.13. Howpver, thesp results a re
un cs rt a in fin Tests 302 an d 407 with Lnc l Ina t.to-. f3",-40" and
50 respectively. This dpserves further attpntion in future
research.
For Tests 102, 602 and 802, with Lnc lir.ed legs, increasing
slenderness ra t io s , but otherwise identic!'l r ond Lti ons , Figure
3.17 shows thlt the additional rotations BxS? at node a due to
joint flexihility (p Lot t ed against strain, Le. curvature)
increase slightly with L/r. Ihis is consistent with the measured
torsional and flpxural rotations shown in strain-deflection
Figures 3.1.01 and 3.1.03 of Section 3.2.1.
Similarly, the additional rotations due to joint flexibility at
nod e a for Tests 802 ar.d <304 with different main leg sizes are
shown in Figurt 3.18. Note that the deformations of the jOint
plotted a ga Lr.st strain a ro larger f o r the heavier angle.
The Rbove review shows that the observed end rotations about the
strut's x-axiH are largE'r than t~e actual node rotations about
the same axis. ThIS is apparently due to flexibility of the
connection, or, perhap~ motp specifically, thesp additLonal
strut-end r orat.Lous an' due i o l·lasti(' deformations of the main
t o r s i on a l ro t e r ion s loth pnds (If the diagonals seems to
support t.hi s pxplanutil1n
Th» ,,!1sprv.·d d i r t ere n, ps in main h'g's f lexu ra l rotations a re
- J. 76 -
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too small and uric e r t a in , an d thus it is not possible to draw
conclusions from this pa rame r.e i. Finally, as only t ho efteet 0:
in-plane b r a: ing has ],ppn ,'onsidpp,d, it is most likely that a
«omp l e r.e t h re e c d irnen s i.ou a I ronn e ctLon (as in actual tower
construction) will introduce further changes to the behaviour of
the joints.
3.5 - Additional nomment.s on test results
While most of the p a r arnetr-r s changed consistently in response to
increasing loadb as described in SEction 3.2, there were some
exceptions, as Lrrd Lca t ed below.
- Usual di3placement curves at the critical section of the
st. rut in Figure 3.19 can be u1ml a re d with the s r ra in curves
of Figure 3.20-a, typical of tests with L/r of 1~0 and 160.
It is clear that the vertical and horizontal movements of
the strut at midspan are corsistent with the development of
tension and co.np r e s s l on strains in the section. Fu r t.he rrnor e ,
it 1.9 also appa re nt , when y ie l d occur's first at section 2 of
the angles. that all other parts of the section are well
below the yield strain.
At l owe r levels of !1i,'nderness ratio, howo ve r, this is no t
t h» case, as depicted in FLgu r» :.1.20-11 for L/rclOO. Maximum
strains and hen('e first yield are re('orded at the horizontal
toe of the angles, aven when the jpformatil)n histury is very
similar' t o that shown in Figure 3.1el • This is not
IH'('pssarily Inron s i s ten t • and is r e La t od to the in-plane and
(Jut-of-plane d.'flp<'!,inn patterns at mid sj.a n in the strut, as
s hown in Figurt's 3.11-a a nd 3.11-\1 t o r Tpsts 10;' and 802
,_ I 77 _
respectively This behaviour has been observed by Behncke
[llJ in previous r,>qpllt<h.
Stress ratio, tor both tPnsion and compr essLon dLcgonals
fro" Test~; 102 and 602 are shown in Figure 3.21, where
fn/fy refers to the ratio of nominal axi~l to yield
st ress, fmax/fy refers to the ratio of max unum extreme
fibre tJ yield stress. and T and C indicate tension and
compression members, respectively. Stress was recorded at
the cross-over' joint r in t.he tie, and at midspan g in the
strut, Figure 3.01.
The ntress curves foe Test 602 show that yield occurred
first at midspan in the strut, while maximum stresses Ir, the
tie an> abcu t 25% lowo r fit the sarne level of axial load. Th.
same occurs at any level of slenderness ratio above 130.
i
1
y
Figure 3.19: Typical in-plane and out-of-plane strut
deformations at midspan (not to scale,.
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In Test 102 with L/r'=10(l. hC1wevpr. yield occurred f i rs t in
the t if' at the crOSS-[1vPt' j o in t , while rnax imum stress in the
strut is about 151. l owe r at t h e same level of axial force in
the diagonals. This l-r ar: ing lwhaviour at low values of
slenderness rat.o has bppn anticipated by Elmes (51] and
confirmed by Behnd<:p [11J in [,!PViOllS investigations.
Finally. a typical d i s r ri bu ti o .. of forces in the b rac Ing is
plotted against the applied loads in Figure 3.22. The
ob s e rv e d f or c e s a r e r Lo a rl v equal in both the tension and
compress ion mrml.e r s t.h r oughuu t the loading history. A th i rd
"urve shows the diagonal forces as calculated from static
equilibrium. assuming that the y are equal and with opposite
sign. The calculated forl'PH are higher than the observed
f o r c e s . This pffpct Ius bpf'n d i s cu s s e d by Wood (49,63] who
dpfined a co r re rr i or- factor o f app rox ima r e l v 0.945 in
re La tt on to thesr> f o rre s . The p r e s e n t r e s u l r s are in
a g re eme n t w i t h that f i gu re .
3.0 .' Asse s ement of end eccentricities
One of the main ohjectivpa of the presPht investigation i9 the
evnluDtilln of the pfff'etR of pccpntricity of Bxial forces and
pnd rot cion a I re s t ra int s on r h« llPhaviollt' of rr o s s o d diagonals
"t tWll-dimpt:sio!1al fram,·s with d i t f e ren t b ravi r.g n['l,mgempntB.
~1paf;llrpmtlnt~; ;'1- strain and {iptonnati.ons irnmed ia t e l v p ri o r t o
first '11,,'d ubtnil\t'd t r orn r h» tpst r o s u l t s dt- s rri be d in t hr-
prpvious Sf', t l"!1S l an hI' u s e d , togptllPt with t.h .. Southwell-plot
1'1 ocpdtd". t \l el, r "[mint' t h .. Eu I er I"1l k J ing )da;l, Wi t b thv Eu l n r
\.111 '
.' '~
load an e f f e c t ive l.e n g t.h fa! t or can be calculated aud , finally,
thE' equivalent e c c e ntr i r It iI'S tor e a ch test alternative can be
ob t.ai nr- d with the secRnt fo rrnu l a . The hRSPS for this p r oc e dur e
are out.i.ined i.n AppE'ndicps C and D.
'I'h e Southwell-plot expression is giv('n by Equ a ti ou (C.Ol) of
Appendix C as indicated t'Plow:
u u
+ .... (C. Ol)
P
in which P is the recorded axial force in the bracing, and
- u is the re co r d e d de f l e c ti on .in the strut at midspan, see
FiguI'f' C.02-b.
- aD is t.h» inlt ial ampl it udv , g iv sn by the I n t e r c e p t or
initial ordinatp in the Southwell-plot of Figure C.OI.
- PE is the Euler load, given by the lnverse of the slope in
the Southwell-plot of Figure C.Ol.
How= v e r, it was found during this Lnv e s t igat ion that the
defle::tion readings were not a rcu ra t e- el\()ugh to bp used with t h»
Southwell-plot p r ore du re . Although c on s Ld e re b l e care was taken
to install the defle(,tion transducels, as explained in Appendix
B (see al~o Figure 2.13 of ChRptur 2), and to calculate the
displa(,ements of the heels of th~ angles, some differences were
d,tpct"d for various t s s t a l t.e rna t.Lve s . It is po s s Lb l « that
f rarne rnov erne n t s , and also movvrne n t s and distortions of t ho
instruments' s uppo rt s , wprp r"';l)('ll~;iblt' t o r this p ro h l orn ,
It was t h o re t o r v 11", e';Silrv t l' "Xl'l'''; t hv Southwt'll-plot in £j
d i t Le rvnr t o rrna t . RI'! idling F:'1tlilt ion (C.OJ) hom Appr-nd ix C, WP
ra n write t h-- I oLl ow iru; :
p
ao + (C.03)
This is a mod i I ipd exp r e v s ion of r h« Southwpll-plllt. in which:
- af) is t h e initial amp l i tud- , ,11 Initial p('centricity,
given by th! initial nrdic'!e in the plot.
- Mvmax is the bending moment about the minor axis of the
spctinn, and is obtained from strain readings.
- P is tl'p re co rdo d ax i a l £(1:'(.P, and i" also ob t a Lne d from
s t ra in re a d ing s .
- PE is t he Eulr- r load. ra l cu l a t ed as the iIlVPlSP of the
:-101''' in rh« p l o t •
Rr- s u l t s f rom his ana l v s i s f o t t h- t o s t s in tlw p re s on t
Inv e s t Lg a ti on are summar i z e d in Tab l e 3.08. :n which:
fE'Fy is 'hp ratio of Euler to yield stress.
- K is t h» effective l£'ngth f a rt o r , ob ta Lned from the Eu l.e r
elasti, buckling load as follows:
KLg 'T\ (E lv/ PE ) ... , (3.02)
when> E is r hr- mo du i u« pi plasticity, v is th!~ mome n t
"I ino rt ia about tll,- rnino r v= a x is , and Lg is t h e
un suppo rr ed lpngth of t h« s t r u t .
al/lv is r h« r e l a t iv» Pfjuiva!pnt ""Pn!ri,itv "btainpd
t r orn tllp ~;.'uthwf'11-1'1"t-s in it i a l o rd in.i r e .
- flul I v i!i t htl I"t' l a t iv e prpl~ .;~ 1, nr (-'I. l f'nt III i I V obt [i in o d
t rorn t hI' ~"" a n t io rn.ul a at t ht' m(l,l\"Tlt "Iii I" t y ipld. Spl'
Api'Pndix D f or dpt<1il~ (1n till" <11'11l<'ill'h,
l. 83 -
Table 3.01
Relativo end eccentricities nnd
effective length fnctor
r--~. ----,
! Medif ied Sou t hwe l Lvp Lo t I
results I
Test
DeSi&nationL .!!... I K I21-~J
f----- _2--1 I rv rv
, 1 2 I I 5 I
f-· ----+- 1---1
I 102 I I I
202 0.636 I 0.798 0.354 I 0.312 I
302 0.526 I 0.S74 0.287 I 0.252 I
402 0.639 I 0.786 0.326 I 0.281 I
~02 0.631 I 0.798 , 0.258 I 0.2\9
602 0.659 I 0.790 , ~.307 I 0.270
702 0.590 I 0.830 0.26J I 0.221
801 0.329 I 0.853 0.163 I 0.135
802 0.522 I 0.710 0.429 I 0.374
803 0.424 I 0.745 l,.276 I 0.235
804 0.4~O I 0.7 It 7 r.?~O I 0.207,
805 0.439 I 0.083 I 0.070
806 0.31.8 I 0.830 0.219 I 0.181
807 0.373 I O. /93 0.132 I 0.107
l..._~_.__ L-......._--L.._. --l
Examining Table 3.08, the t o l lov Lng conr Lu s Lon s can be drawr. r
- Tesl 102 with slenderness ratio of 100 gave inconclusive or
'rron~nus answers because of premature yielding of the
diagonal in tenSIon, therefore these results Bre not
included in fable 3.08.
- The values (or Tpst s iO;! t.h r ough 702 '" .r.h « on s t an t
&lenderneR~ lotio seem to be reasonably correlated,
pan I r u l a rlv re ga rd ing ihp ",f(pet Iv« It>ngth factor K in
Ctl 1umn :1 and t h!' r f' 1a t i vp f' C r Fn t r i ('j t v inC I' 1limn 5.
TrIP v a Luo s f o r TPHS 60;' an" 80;' f I in: reasing ';ipndern!'s!l
ratio an' a lso wpll .o rt l a t vd . A IPl'lctinn in the Euler
load i s '.on s i s t en r with an inrr ea s« 01 h- ,lpndprness
I at ill.
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- The same ~an be said for Test 801 in relation to Tests 802
Rnd 803. The in~reasp of Euler load and eccentricity are
c on s i s t.e n t , as is thp r edut t.Lon of the f ac to r K for higher
,,'stl-.lnts. Test 804. twwpvet. is not correlated r.o Test
- The ef> lve length K for Test 805 is not considered. since
t h> str.·.·s length Lg is undv f Lne d , S,'P Figure 3.06-c.
3.7 - SUlIlIIIary
An extensive test programme (, two-dimensional frames with
steel-angle crossed diagon&lR has been presented in the previous
Sections. The st.rain-deflection curves for the various test
aite-natives ~leBrly show the primarily non-linear behaviour of
til" diagonals at Increasing loads. In genet'BI. the following
conc Lu s ion s ran lle drawn from the above te r t re su l t s i
As expected. nodal rotations and overall deformations in the
braclngs increase for higher slenderness racios. Larger
out-of-plane deformations increase the bending effect. thus
ro durLng the resistance of the rnernbe rs .
- Frames with parallel legs pprmittP~ t.he study of diagonals
in conditions of s vrnmerrv tor Lnc re a sing inclination of t hs
b ra: inf',. It is con i rrmvd that tl1!'n' is l It t le or no
r o rs i ou a l rest r a in t from thp main lpgs. Th« In-ji lano and
(1(lt-ot-plalH' (lPtlp"ti"I". a s wv Ll as thp nodal rotations.
tin' int lUf'IH ('d hv r h» in, I i na t ion "t thY b ra. lng Il. Howvv s r,
thpse !,~!,"ts SP<'nt t o [I" o f t se t [ly t hv po ss ib i Li t v of
buckling I'll pithpr "i<\" pf ttl!' ,l('SS-('VPl j o in t, wh i h is
3. R', .
reflected by slightly = rra tLc fi rs rv v i e ld and failure loa d s .
- Fra~es with inclined legs and bracing of constant
slenderness ratio and variable bracing inclination p were
used to analyze the effect of the length ratjo Ls/Lg.
Reductions Jf this ratio through larger inclinations p
induce larger nodal ro~ations and midspan deformations,
indicating a reduced ~odal restraint. At the same time,
however, smaller Ls/Lg increase the restraint frem the
shorter panel of bracing, thus counterbalancing the ebove
effect. As a result, failure loads are very uniform for all
these alternatives.
- The behaviour of the bracing is influenced by vari~lion8 of
the leg slope oc, but to a Ipsser extent. A larger leg slope
~nduces nmre out-of-plane deflections. Hcwever, nodal
ro t a t ions an" also depen<i£'nt on the length ratio Ls/Lg.
Failure loads are not in~reased significantly by the leg
s lope ex.
The r e s i s t anre o f the s t ru .s I nc re a se s with h ig.rer end
restraints. An increase from one to more bolts in the
>, onru-rr Lon s p roduce s variat ion s (If in-plane deflections, Bud
this has a [etardinK effect on the onset oE yielding. An
inc<eBsP of thl' s_;_zeof the main leg improves the
restraining moments at the lJnne'tions through larger
flexural stiffness in the main leg.
- Any addition o f redundant b ra c ing t o t h» system of rr o ssed
diagonals Irnprov e s its liu.k li ng re si s t ance . The additional
mernbv rs in t h o tramps re du.:« ttlP nodal rotations and midspan
dr- f o rtttat l on s , but to varying l.\PgIt'PS 'I'h»uropo se d
a l t e rn a r iv e o f i nver t ed d i agon a ls o t t e rs a rl'l<iptate inl'reus!'
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of resistance, with some additional cost cf manufacturing.
:t is suggested that further le,earch be cond~cted on this
·vpe of bracing.
- Locked-in systeL present special prob:ems for experimental
investi~ations. Nodal rotations and bracing deformations are
smaller than in the nor~al C3se, but the d'stribution of
forces 1n the bracing is erratic, and consequently the test
results are inconclusive.
- Pr ema t.ure yielding of the tension member is cornmon at low
values of slenderness ratio. In addition, failure ot the
strut ia y be caused by a more complex c omb Iua ti on of
effects, otller chan pure flexural bucklin!;. Sigl1ifican~lY.
no allowances are included in design procedures co :onsider
these important effects.
- The Southwei.l-plot procedure and the ~ecat.t formula proved
to be v'iluable tools f0r analYSis (If Euler loads and end
eccentricities f(om experimental results. A modified
Southwell-plot was used, based nn strain rather than on
deflection readings, which yielded more rellable results.
As indicated in Chapter 1, it is difficult to separate the
effects of initial imperfections and end eccentricities on
the behaviour of these small angle sections. Theoretical
models for design of cross-bracing presented in the
tollowing Chapters include equivalent eccentricities ba s=d
on the test results, which t.h e te t o rs account for t he se
unknown factors t resrdu a l st P'SY, init I a l curvature).
Summing up, th o ultimate resistance 1'( the b raci ng appears to be
a direct function of the slenderness ratio, defined hy
- \.81 -
,
.~
L /r , and the ?nd conditions of the hracing. defined by the
g v
number of conn ecrLng holts and t h» «izes of the main legs. These
result.shave been an t Lc ipa t ed by Behncke [11], Elm<,s [51) and
Wood [49J. Additional variations in the capacity of the
diagonals a·e introduced by the use of alternative bracing, and
from those, tho option of inverted diagonals is simpler than the
use of redund~nt bracings.
Finally. a cornpilrisoni,;given in Column 4 of Table 3.09 below
of the observe 1 rat i o of failure load , Pult . to Load at first
v ield , Pj , wlH'r.'?y is the axial load required to fully
yield the cross sp-ticn. iL can Ge seen that the failure-first
yield load ratio was only slightly greater than 1.0 and in all
the tests did not ex('eed 1.105.
An alternative theoretical model is presented in Chapter 4,
,...hieh is based on t he t est resu lt s di sc.u ssed i. the previous
Sections.
Table 3.09: Ratio of failure to yield load
r ,--_.
II \ Test Results
I -l
I First yield Failure Load ratio I
I Test
ID~Si&nntionl PI I _:_u~ j PUlt~Ty-
~~v_
P1
f----
i 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 !
f--- -----1- ---- t---- -l
I 102 I 0.474 I 0.491 1.035 I
I 202 I 0.374 I 0.412 1.103 I
j 302 \ 0.358 I 0.395 1.103 !
I 40' 0.387 0.1,21 1.089 I
50. 0.1,12 0.437 1.060 I
';02 0.397 Q.431 1.086 I
7<"2 0.396 0.430 1. 08G I
801 I 0.286 0.288 1.0(17 I
802 I 0.318 0.336 1.056 I
110·\ \ 0.317 0.32'. 1.024 I
804 I 0.344 I 0.364 1.056 I, ________L_. _____ J....______._._.l
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CHAPTER 4
A PROPOSAL FOR NEW CROSS-B~\rING DESIGN EQUAfIONS
4.1 - Introduction
Results fro~ laboratory tests on two-dimensional frb~es with
crossed ~iagonals typical of steel transmission tower~ have been
examined in Chapter 3. It ~s evident that the behaviour of
cross-bracing comprlsing steel angle struts and ties connected
at their cross-over joints in these latticed structures is
subject to some uncertainty.
The analysis of experimental results confirms that the buckling
resistance of the bracings is significantly affected by the end
eccentricities and end rotationa~ restraints of the bolted
connections, as well as by the stiffnesses of main legs and
bracings. It is also observed that the relative influence of
these effects varies with the slenderness ratio of the
diagonals.
I,
The inclination of tl1e hracings relative to the main legs, which
defines the length factor r=Ls/Lg, has an important
influence on the general behaviour of the diaBonais at
Lnc i oas ing loads. Howe 'pr, it is concluded, from monitoring of
this parameter during tests on diagonals where slenderness
ratios and support cond i t ion s wert' he ld constant, that it has
little ,~ffect on the buckling capacity of hrac ing s .
Clearly. therefore, new ('u1ss··1)racing de szgn equa t i on s which
- 4.1 -
include the various influences on the behaviour of the diagonals
are required. This Chapter makes a proposal for su~h equations,
which ilrf'subsequent Iv checkpd flgainst the present experimental
results, and also against tests con~ucted on cross-bracing
sy sterns repo rt ed ;,y Be hnc ke (11] and Wood [49,63]. Re su Lt s from
somp of thp usual buckling curves for dpsign of stpel
transmission towers are also included.
4.2 - Design equations
Experimental results on typical transmission tower cross-bracing
such as rpp~rted in Chaptpr 3, and also from previous
Lnv e st.Lgat Lon s by Wood [119J, CIGR": l63J and Behncke [11], show
that the tension member prnvid2s adequate lateral restraint to
the nut-oE-plane deflecl'ons of the cross-over joint, and that
it is not subject to premature yielding. This has heen confirmed
in theoretical analyses by Elmes [51] and Picard [38].
Based on the above evidence, and confining the analyses to cases
within the practical range of member sizes in transmission
towers (usually with slenderness ratios hiD~er than 100), the
simplified model shown in Figure 4.01 can tlP used f o r assessing
the influences of the end restraint on the diagonals and the
relative inclination of the main legs and diagonals, given by
the ratio ~aLs!Lg.
Rotation compatibil.i.l.j equattons at the cross-over node c in
Figure 4.01 can be written considering appropriate boundary
conditions and a lso flexibility re la t ion sh i.ps !'etween the End
rotat1ons and end moments in the struts of le'1gths Ls and
Lg. Adopting the notation and sign "()I1vention given in
.' - 4.2 -
Appendix D. the rotations at nodes d, c and a on both subspans
in Figure 4.01 can be written, following Equations (D.02) in
Appendix D, as indicated below:
B2
at the left node d, and .... (4.01)
B2 +
3E1v
at the right noJe c, of the member C:c of length L5' Similarly,
we can write:
at the left node c, snd ....(4.02)
Ie Elv
-~-+-- ' T7d aLs Lg ,-
Figure 4.01: Model of strut in crIss-bracing. S is the spring
stiffness at ends, anr' ~" exp re ssed 0.1,' the rati.o of moment to
unit rotation of the bolced connection and adjacent main leg
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at the right node a ot the n.ernbe r ca of length L in Figure
g
4.01. The factors 31 through 84, 8S explained in Appendix D,
are the Berry stability functions for adjusting the flexibility
matrix to allo~ for Bxial loa~ in the spans of lelgths L5 and
Lg, and Elv is the flexural ri~idity with respect to the
minor axis of the sec t i or. . Th« following assumpt iOI1S a re now
made about the terms in these equatiuns
- At node d: Bdc -Mdc/S
- At node c: Mcd
Bcd
-Mea
Bca •..• :,4. "3 )
- At node a: Bac -(Mac + H')!S
in which
- S .is an unknown rotational re r:ramr coefficient, and
- M' is an arbitrary moment 'l'=. 0 eccent ricity of axial load
at node a.
These equations can n('w be solved for the condition of rotation
compatibility ':d'"Bca) at node r: 1.11 Figure 4.01.
'I
Substituting tquations (4.01) and (4.02) into Equatio~s (4.03),
so Lv ing for Hdr, Hcd=-Mca and Mac, and "lJDstituting
these moments int0 the expressions of .otations at node c (these
are all routine deductions and thus are .io r included), it is
poss ib Le La establish the f o llow i.ng criterion for infinite
rLtatio~s Bcd=Bca, representing the elastir buckling load
whirh is independent of M':
f12B3g oj S(4B~g - BZg'J[l + :;B15J +
[12815 + 5(4B1s - B~s)][3 + SBZ 0.0
..&
Bis RILs/E1'l.
[\25 BZLs/E1v
B3g B3Lg/EJv
B4g PI,Lg/E1v
The elastir buckling load PE whi~h satisfies t~e ahove
equation can be used tIl call'ulate an effp~tiv~ length factor K.
corresponding to the longer unsupported subs pan Lg of the
compression b rar r.ig . Recalling the Eu i e r buckling equation. we
can write the following:
KLg rrv (Elv/PEl .... (4.04)
wh e rv Iv is the inert ia of the s t rut about its minor v-axis.
The results of this analysis alP given in Figure 4.02. in which
the factor K is plotted as a function of the length ratio
Ls/Lg. and a nun·dimen' ;,'nal spring stitfness SxS given by
the following expcessi
sxS S/[Elv/(L~+Lg)l
wh e re S is the sp ing s t i f fne ss (1f the end re s t ra t nt s at nodes d
and a included in the precedin~ analysis. see Figure 4.01.
Unfortunately, a rigorous determination of SxS in not possible
due to the unknown f lexi u i l i rv in the Iio lt.ed ronn ecti on s betwt'en
the bracing and main 1'>1'.5, Frorn the a n a lv s i a a bov e , howe v e t , and
nt'glecting torsional rpRtr~int trnm .hp main legs, a parametric
study ind i ra t e s , 1" agret'mt'nt with til" ObSPIVpd Iwhavioul of t he
brae irig s d e sr ri b ed in Ch ap t er 3. t nat ~;xS s hou ld be
1'1(lIH'rti on a I t\' rh« t o l Low i ru; «x p re ss i on :
o. ~) \s"o.o
0.11 s ~S 0xS •
o ? S =20.0xS
o.tI :
0:,
o \ on (I, n.1l I) ~)
Rat io of S\lbS!lHII ll'ngth" Ls/L;;
Figurt> .j o:!· C"l'tllll('''\ "((,,dlv,' lellgth
fa.'tot' for \llff('l'(';ll PIlIl c-o n d n io n s
!xL,' (Ivssln{ll
in wh i ru
- IvS is the s t rut's moment ('f inert i a ahout it R minor
v- ax Ir:
- IXL i . tl-!' main l e g s ' rnome n t of inertia about its
orthogo,al x- or y-axis. and
~ Is the inclination of the b~acinr. relative tn the frame
:H,riznnlal ax i s , r hu s ind i ca t i np thp d i re ct ion of til!' p l ane
,nntaining t h o re s t ra in t •
COllsidering tllPf;p pxpPlimPlltil.1 [,':,llltr; I('g.>thf't with t h»
analysis o f t e s t. re s u l t s u s irig r h» Su,lt\noJ,'ll-l'lnt at l o a ds cLo s »
to first v ie l d , as ind ica t e d in 'l'a b l « l ,08, tlIP following
pnll'irical [plat ion tot the rv l u t iv - :;pllng SxS can lw WI it tvn :
.. (4.05 \
~"hprp xh i s 11 tailor d"flf'ndpnt OJ] th .. H'straint provided by
t h e ('0111\," t ing l-o I t s , ant! is pxpn'sspd tor d Lf l e r en t. end
r orul i t ions as f o l l ow s :
l-I·nlt pnd con!lPctio!l:
2-bolt pnd connection:
xll
xb
0.06
0.211
The inrr e a s ed r e s tr a int. with rnore t hau one bolt in the
.onne c t i on s is consistent' w i t h a greatp!' u tLl Lz a t Lon of flexural
s tl t r ne s s o f tiw .nain leg about both o r r hog ona l x- and y -nx i s .
Th" pffpctive length factor K given in Figure 4.1)2 may be
fPpresentpt! with [pason~ble ac('ura(y using an expression
I ru o rp o ra t ing till' t'nd re s t ra in r c oe ffi r tent SxS, g ,VE'n by
Efj(\"tion (4.(1',). as ind i ra t v d l",low:
K ,(i,6+0.4"()(1+O,25SxS)/(l+O.33SxS) ... (".06)
in ....h i. r:h r is t I length ra rLu L,.,'·1','
In this way, an pffective Ipngth f~l,tor has been determined,
which in('lu,jps tilt' elf,,('t s "i t hr r .. l a r iv e posit ion'; and sizes
o f diagonals art! main lpps, th» end c ond l t Lon s of the d Lag on a Ls
and. t .in a Ll v , the c'i!t'ct ion o f t hr- plant' ron t a in Ing the main
["p~~tra~ntH.
ConsiLiPl !lOW a hljllltlwt i . al I'in-"ll<ip(j l'lPlIlPllt [1-(' of length Lg
in F i gu i « 4.t1l, sul.j ert ed to an PCl'pnt r i i cornp re s s iv« load P
with an P(illil1 ,,·ttp, t i v» ",T"ntl,i, i t v t'u ii' )llltil r-n d s , Tlw
maximum l"'lldll\~ rnomo n t <;\ t h« "'Ill 1" "I this s r rut is g iven tor
:11 I P l-v t h« <,p, .-In' f o rmu Li , ii" in.l i.a t e d "plow:
·Il,.07)
whel'P w = 0.5 rn(P/PE) and f'E is the Eu l e r »lastic load. If
the axial e c ren t r i r I o rr p P is l'u'gn'ssively inc re a s e d until the
maximum stress in t hv extrplilP f i hre of the elpment Fl-C in Figure.
4.01 is f''lllfll to t h e y l e lI s tre s s ty• we (all write the
following:
fult f'uhsec(w)
r~[---:, + 1J - 1
rv
o .... (4.08 l
in which
- fy is the" y i v l d st r e s s of material,
- tult is the aVP'age axial stress ill the strut at yield of
the e.treme fibre,
- eu is I.: t' .. f f e cr Iv e end elTentr"icity,
h is the d i s t anre 'If the o x treme f i b re from the mf no r
y-axis,
w =, O.Sm fy/fE),\fultity),
- fE is the E .. l e r s t r e s s , g iv e n by rr2E/\KLg/rvl2,
Ilnd
- r"v is th» ra d i u s ,,1 gy ra t ion about the minor" ax l s .
I'h i s a pp r o a ch , t hr- re t ore , l all be u s e d to e v a Iu a t e the axial
t orro s P which will indue" v ie l d (,I II,,' pxtn'mp fi b r r- in t h«
"lpmpnt il-l o f ll'!lgth Lg ill Figun~ 4.(11. Lt nnw rerna in s ttl
eva 1ua t p t hp P f f Pl t i VI' .'nel 1'( "'Il t I i ( it y Pu.
ill f ill I'n:« on t hv r»~;i s t an. « ,11 t lie' l> [ a l 1[1, , P il rr i(u l a r 1y a t
".
Low= r <.If'IH!elnpss lilt io s . 'lh-- pi [I" t i'lf' t-'nd '"'c'Centricitif'S e
II
calculated tOI' t lu- t e s t s in ttlP l'I<,'s"nt investigation using the
Southw<,ll-plllt 01 d= f Le rt iun mo a s u reme n t s prior tt . first y i e l d ,
a re Li s r e d in Ta l- l « 3.08. On t h« l-a s i s of thps!' r e su l t s , a mean
re l a ti ve p('centricity pu/rv"O.25 Ian Iw us ed as an
app ro p ri a t v s pp r ox i.mat ion.
the range 90 to 160 in tl'WPI'S rep r e s en t e d by the test conditions
described in Chapter 2 and a151' in prf'viouB research by Behncke
[llJ. wh<'rp it has bpen consistently observed that yielding of
the «x tr erne fi hr » orru rs ;ust prior to 'vuck l ing . that the
selant-yipld expression of Equatilln (4.08) may be used to
p r= d ict th s strength of cr o s s c l.rarl np.
Fo r design purposes the spring ['(wffic'lent SxS and the
effective length factor K may I", oht a ined from Equa t l.on s (4.05:
and (4.06) respectively. and til!' ultimate buckling resistance
may he obtained by solVing Equation (4.08) in terms of the
stress ratin fult/fy. for a relative pc,entricity
ell/rv=O.l5.
Lnd i ra t i.ve va l ue s o f K. Equation (i •• Obl , a i « g;,vpn in 'I'ahLa 4.01
fo r givpn v a Lue s of the bracing inc I inat ion 1'. LI:'g s l npe a: and
the ratio of inerttB IxL/IvS. Equation (4.05). and also
ron s ide ring th e co e ff i ri onr.s xh g Ivun in Equation (4,05) for
1- and 2-holt conue ct Lons . Note that Tnb l e 1•• 01 is ba s e d on lCh
in Equation (4.05) of 0.20 rpprespnting ~-holt connection. For
sir,glp-bol t det a i Is the e f fp(,t iv« val ue (If IxL shou l d he
" • q -
,6
InJic9.tive values of the ultimate stress ratios fult/fy.
Equation (4.08). ale listed in Table 4.02 for given values of
:he eff"ctive s Len de rn e s s ratio KLg/rv awl yield stress
fy. This 11 .t e r t.a lv l e f nc o r pc r a t e s conservative values of
h/ry=2.20 for angle sections and pu/ry~O.25 in Equation
(4.08). Figure 4.03 iLl u s tr a t e s ~he stress c u rv e s of TaLle '..02.
Table 4.01; Effective length factor K for 2-bolt end connections.
(Reduce I to 30% of its value for I-holt connections,xL
.'--~---------------,
IX1)Ivs I
.- --"---l----'··----r-~-----~---- .T --r--------r--------1
I 5 \0 15 I r o 25 I )0 I J5 I 40 45 I 50
1--- ..t--·---.----1 ------t-- j------i--·--t---+-----+-----i--- -+------1
o I l~ I 0.894 I O.8~)l 0.U30 _. 016 0.801 I 0.000 I 0.79; 0.79< I 0.700 0.785
o I )0 I 0.901, I 006l U.OH 0.OZ4 0.O~4 I 0.006 I 0.801 0.195 0.793 0709
)5 I 0.911 0.070 0.B47 O.OJ! 0.020 I 0.B12 1 0.006 o.noi 0.797 0.793
I 40 I O.91U 0.077 0.853 0837 o.o,r. I 0.017 1 0.810 0.005 0.001 0.797
o I 43 I 0.97l 0.683 0.059 0.842 0.030 I O.ll! I O.SH 0.809 0.004 ~.OuO
a I ~o I 0.92' 0.088 0.063 0.847 0.834 I 0.Ol5 I 0.8t6 O.a12 0.607 0.e03
a I 55 1 0.930 0.8n 0.667 0.850 0.83B 1 0.029 I c.eai 0.Cl5 0.810 0.006
a I 60 I 0.933 o.o,~ 0.871 0.854 o.eu I 0.831 I 0.824 0.017 0.812 0.B,08
o I 05 I 0.935 0.890 0.873 0.056 0.81,4 I 0.834 I 0.826 0.B20 0.B14 0.810
5 I B I 0.866 0.025 0.804 0.791 0.782 I 0.715 I ~.770 0.766 0.763 0.760
5 I 30 1 0.969 0.629 0.807 0.792 0.783 I 0.715 I 0.710 0.766 0.762 •. 759
5 ! 35 I 0.069 0.830 0.S07 0.793 0.702 I 0.775 I 0.769 0.764 0_760 0,757
5 I I,V I 0.866 0.829 0.006 ~.791 0.7BO 0.772 1 0.766 0.761 ".757 0.753
45 I 0.863 0.626 0.803 0.700 0717 0.709 I 0.762 0.757 0.152 0.749
SO I 0.057 0.821 0.198 0703 O.77t 0.763 I 0.756 0.751 0.746 0.743
55 I 0.b48 0.613 0.790 0.775 0.764 0.755 1 0.74B 0.743 O.llO 0.734
60 10.035 0.801 0.779 0.764 0.752 0.744 I 0.7:.7 0.731 0.721 0.72l
E.5 I 0.017 0.784 0.763 0.7"D 0,73) O.72a 0.;22 0.716 0.711 0.707
10 25 I 0.639 0.000 O.IBO 0.767 0.758 C.7n v.747 0.743 0.740 0.737
10 )010.637 ov ss 0.777 0.763 0.7S4 0.741 0.7U 0.737 0.734 0.711
10 35 I 0.831 0.194 0.172 0.750 0.740 0.741 0.735 ~.730 0.727 0.724
10 40 10.023 0.707 0.705 0.751 0.740 0.733 0.727 0.722 0.716 0.115
10 45 I 0.Bl2 0.777 0.756 0.741 0.7)1 0.723 0.1l7 0.'12 0.700 0.704
10 50 I 0.798 0.764 0.743 0.729 0.719 0.711 0.704 0.699 0.695 0.692
F 55 I 0.761 0.140 o.no 0.714 0.70) 0.695 0.689 0.604 0.600 0.676
10 60 I 0.756 0.726 C.10e O.6gl, 0.604 0.616 0.670 0.664 0.660 0.657
10 : 65 1 0.730 0.701 0.662 0.668 0.650 0.651 0.645 0.640 0.636 0.632 I
c_J..__"_._...L. __ . L ___L~_~_~ ~ ...J. ~ __ • ..._..._._1_ __ ..__ ..L_ __ ,___L_. __ -----'- --'
'---"-'---'~-._ ..-
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fult.jfy
O.1l !
0;;
0·1
d,:: ;
o.t :
1\0 100
fy
240
280
3203GO
400
___ 1
I:!O 110 180Inn
I\Lg/rv
Flg \I l'I' ,1.0:1: Ca lcu la t cd f'a il u rc loads,
see Equa\lon (·l.OB)
Table 4.02: Bracing ultimate capacity, expressed as
stress ratio f I If - f in (MPa)
u t y y
r- .-- ..---~.--
i ~~ i ~~ I
L~ ~~~m 0·~~~lf:~~~Tf~j6Ql.fy.40J
I 90 ! 0.506 I 0,1.85 I 0 464 I 0.445 I 0.426 I
I 02 0.500 I 0,470 I 0.4~6 I 0,436 I 0.H7 I
I 84 0.1.93 I 0,470 I 0,1,48 '0,428 I o.vce I
I 06 0.406 I 0,463 I 0.41.0 I o.U? I 0.399
1)8 0,400 I 0.455 I 0.432 0.410 I 0,)90
90 0.473 I 0,446 I 0.1.24 0.402 I 0.382
92 0.466 0.41,0 0.415 0.394 I 0.373
94 0.459 0.437. 0.408 0.385 I 0.364
96 0.452 0.1.2' 0.400 0.377 I 0.356
90 0.1.1.5, 0 0,;1 0.392 0.369 I 0.346
100 0.4l0 0.410 0.304 0.%1 I 0.340
102 I 0.431 I 0.402 0.376 0.353 I 0.332
104 0.424 0.395 0.369 0.345 I 0.324
106 0.417 0.388 0.361 0.l38 I 0.316
100 0.410 0.380 0.354 0.330 0.309
110 0 •• 03
ll2 0.396
ll4 ! 0.389
ll6 0.38:
118 O.31t
120 0.369
122 0.362
U4 0.356
l?6 0.350
120 0.343
0.373
0.366
0.359
O.3S2
0.345
0.338
0.332
0.325
0.319
o .lI2
o 346
0.339
0.332
0,325
o .H8
0,312
D.3e5
0.298
0.292
0.2B6
0.323
0.316
0.30B
0.302
0.295
0.200
a 282
0.276
0.270
0.264
I
L._~--L __ ----L.__. ..J........___ .~ ._.......L .J
O. )0,
0.2<,
0.288
0.201
O. ~74
0.Z68
0.262
0.256
0.250
0.2H
r-------o ---,
I fult ~
~-I ~
-~"_j2~~-1fy.28~[ fy-~ fym360 I fy.400 I
13.; I 0.3l? I 0.306 I 0.20e I 0.2S0 I 0.23S I
132 I 0.331 ! 0.300 I 0.271, I 0.252 I 0.233 I
131, I 0.125 I 0.~94 I 0.256 I 0.24" I 0.228 I
136 I 0.319 0.2S" I 0.263 I 0.Z43 I 0.222 I
130 0.313 0.283 I 0.258 I 0.236 I 0.218 I
140 0.308 0.277 I 0.252 I 0.~31 I 0 .• 13 I
142 0.302 0.272 I 0.Z'7 I 0.226 I 0.20a I
141 ).296 0.266 I 0.242 I 0.2.1 I 0.203 I
146 0.291 0.261 I 0.237 I 0.216 I 0.199 I
11~ 0.206 0.2'6 I 0.232 I 0.212 I 0 19' I
150 0.280 0.251 I 0.227 0.207 0.190 I
152 0.~15 0.246 I 0.223 0.203 0.186 I
154 0.270 0.242 I 0.J1G 0.199 0.182 I
156 0.265 0.237 I 0.2"1 0.195 0.178 I
15B 0.260 0.232 I 0.210 0.191 0.17S I
160 0.256 C.220 I 0.206 0.187 0.1/1 I
162 0.2~1 0.224 I 0.201 0.103 0.160 I
164 0.247 0.220 I 0.198 0.179 0.164 I
166 0.242 0.215 I 0.194 0.176 0.161 I
16B 0,23A 0.211 I 0.190 0.172 0.1'8 I
170 0.23\ 0.20B I 0.186 0.169 0.1;4 I
172 0.230 0.204 I 0.103 0.166 0.151,
174 0.226 0.200 I 0 .. 79 0.162 '.148 I
17~ 0.222 0.196 I 0.176 0.159 0.145 I
170 0.219 0.193 I 0.172 I 0.156 ~.142'
lAO I 0,214 0.IB9 I 0.169 I 0.153 0.140'
L-..__....j. __ ~._.~. _ ___,...._._L._ __ ._-l- ...l..--_~ _ __J
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4.3 - Comparison of theoretical and expe rimen t a I results.
General dircussion
Th« des i gn equations deve Lcpe d in the p rev i ou s So ctions
incorporate most of the Impo rran t variables which influence
cross-bracing behaviour and ultimate resistance of the
diagonals, as identified in Chap t e r 3. In particular, the
effective length factor K is dpveloped as a fUllction of the
s t ru t t s end conditions, ho th in terms of number of connecting
bolts and the sizes of the bracing and main legs. Further, the
inclination ~ of the bracing and the lengths of the strut at
either side of the cross-over node (given hy the ratio
t.=Ls/Lg) are also included in the coefficient K.
The solution for failure stres~ includes the ~trut's material
properties, the cross-section geomptric characteristics, dnd the
Eu:~r elasti(- load, therefore incorporating the influer_e Jf the
slenderness ratio L/r.
In the analysis that t o llows , var iou s test al.t.ernatives from
three experimental investigati(lns are examined using the de~ign
curves for sr.ee l all~le~ given L Section 4.2 above. In add i t Lon ,
comparisons with results from the following methods (l[
transmission tower design are included:
The buckling ('urves tor steel angles given in the ASCE
Manual No 52 [51 .
The buckling l u rv e s tor- s t t'P I allglp .; given in the ECCS
Manual No 3q [7J.
The de s i " cu rve s tor s t epl ang )e s given in Wood's report on
CIGRE cross-braring tests [49.61J.
- 4.12 -
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4.3.1 - Present investigation
A desrriptinn of the frames, main ~e~s and test specimens for
this series of tests is given in Tables 4.03-a and 4.03-h. Note
t.hat some additional tests rn L45x45x3 specimens with M16 holts,
which were not used in the aralyses in Chapter 3, are now
incorpor&ted for evaluation of analyt.ical models.
A comparisun is given in -:'able 4.03-c of the stresses
fult/fy obtained from the tests (Column 13) and also
calculated from design curves in ASCE (f";olumn 3), Er:CS \Column
5) and CIGRE (Column 7), where fult is the failure stress,
fy is the recorded stress of material (Column 7 CJ. Table
4. 01-h), and fE is t.he Euler' srre ss . The effective slenderness
ratio rk is obtained by modifyin~ the relative slenderness
ratio ro in Table 4. 03-h (Column 8) by an e i iec+ i.v e lengt.h
coefficient K. This coefficient is obtained empirically as
indicated in the references above.
Results in 1able 4.03-c show that the design curves in ASCE and
ECCS give optimistic predictions of failure loads at. low values
of slenderness ratio (Tests 102 and 312), resulting in t he
diagonals failing st lower loads than expected. Curves givl'n by
Wond from CIGRE tests are not app Li cab Le f o r slenderness ra ti c s
below 120.
At medium range of slenderness (Tests 202-102), on the other
hand, the ASCE and ECCS design .u rv e s appear to provide
reai,onable assessments of the tailure loads, whereas the CIGRE
res u 1ts are ()p t irni !; t i(' ina 11 ('ase s , Itis (1ea r in Tab I 4. 03 -l'
that var Ia t ions of main lp~ and b rar inj; inc 1 ina t ion, givpn by
- 4.1.\ -
Present inve st igatLon
Table 4.03 a Test frame characteristics
--------T ---,
I Frame I Main chords I
I Test f----;----T-----t-------r-----,-----.-----i
DeSignationLJ {J J 1..ILg I Size 1XLdXJ(') (') (",1\1) (106mml, )
- -- ---
1 I 2 I 3 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I
102 8 40 0.7P' L80x80.<5 0.5582 I 2 H12
202 0 30 1.OOu L80x80x6 0.5582 I 2 m2
302 1,0 1.000 L80,,80,,6 0.5582 I 2 H12
312 0 40 1.000 L80,(80)''; 0.5582 I 2 m6
402 0 50 1.000 L80x80,,6 0.5582 I 2 M12
502 8 ~o 0.850 L60,,80:<6 0.5582 I 2 M12
602 1,0 0.789 ['80x80x6 0.5582 I 2 Ml2
702 50 0.713 L80x80x6 0.5582 I 2 Hl2
801 40 v.789 L80x80x6 0.5582 I 1 H12
ell R 40 0.789 LBOxBOx6 0.5582 I 1 M16
802 8 40 0.789 L80,,80x6 0.5582 I 2 M12
812 6 40 0.789 L80x80x6 0.5582 I 2 Mi6
603 I E. 40 0.789 L90x90x8 1.0440 I 1 M1?
804 I Ei 1,0 0.789 L90x90)(8 1.0440 I 2 M12
L... ~ _ __L____ __ L.,_____ ----l
Table 4.03-b: Test specimen characteristics
,------,-- -,
I I Dingonnls I
I Test f-----,----.---.- --,----1
t-gnationl Size Wvs rv Gog Lg/rv fy I~(rnm) (::'Oonun4) (mm) nun)
~---_,-----
I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 7 8 I
102 L40)(40)(3 ().0144 7.820 800 102.3 317.0 1. 274
202 L40xl,Ox3 0.0144 i' .820 1000 127.9 329.0 1.623
·lO? L40)(40,,3 0.0144 7.820 1000 1:.".9 333.0 1.633
312 L45x45x3 0.0207 8.810 1000 114.0 335.0 1."00
402 L40)(40x3 0.0144 7.820 1000 127.9 339.0 1.GI.b
502 L40,,40>:3 0.0141, 7.820 1000 1?7.9 333. a 1.633
602 L40x40)(3 O.OlH 7.B20 1000 127.9 325.0 1.6l.l
702 L40x40x3 0.0144 1.820 1000 147.9 329.0 1. 623
801 L/,0)(40x3 0.0144 7.820 1250 159.8 333.0 2.040
811 L45)(45x3 0.0207 8.810 1250 142.0 335.0 1.618
802 L40x40x3 0.0144 7.020 1250 159.8 321. 0 2.003
812 L45)(1,5x3 0.0207 8.810 1250 11,2.0 360.0 1.8&5
803 L"Ox4C)(3 0.014" 7.820 12.50 1.59.8 339.0 2.058
804 L40x40x3 0.014. 7.820 1250 159.6 329.0 , 2.028
L--_--L
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the length ratio L /L , arE' not taken into a'
s g
I-- i r, t.hu s e
procedures.
At higher values of slendernp~s (Tests 801-804) the AS:E and
ECCS predictions are conservative, with the diagonals failing st
higher loads than f'X)lected. The CIGRE r!'sults in these tests
provide c lo se predictions in all lases. While the calculated
failure luads reflect the effect of change from 1- to 7-bo~t end
connections, they do not consider the effect of increasing the
Size of the main legs. Results of Test 801 and 803, and Test 802
and 804, with two differ nt sizes of main legs, clearly
illustrate this effert.
A comparison between the predicted vu_ues of fult/fy
obtained from Equation (4.08) in Section 4.2 and the observed
test results is given in Table 4.03-d, Columns 5-6. The
calculated values tor the end restraint coefficient SxS, the
effective length factor K and the effective slenderness ratio
KLg/rv are also invLude d in Table 4.03-d, Columns 2-4.
As seen in Table 4.03-d, the formulae proposed for calculating
the ultimate resistance of the struts allow for all the
Irnpor t an t parameters. The theoretical failure Lo ad s cb t a Lne d in
this way are slllhtly conservativE'. but comppre favourably with
the test results at all levE'ls of slenderness, and also show
improvements with respect to predictions based on the ASCE, ECCS
and CIGRE design curves.
It is important to note that this model was developed for the
test c ou d ir ions described in Ch ap t e r 2. in wr.Lch special
,\I,'ports were des i gne d to eliminate out-nf-plane displacements
and restrictions to torsional rotations llt t111' main legs.
- 4.15 -
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Comparison of results
Table 403-c: Current design equatlons
I Design Codes i
1--------,---- '--,--------1 Test I
I A5CE [5J I ECCS [7J CIGRE [63J results I
1-- 1-------.---t-- -+-----1
IDeSi::~~Jnl 'k f~~t _e__G~t :r;J
ill 2 8 I~----:----~----+-----+------+-----r-
I 102 I 1.332
I 202 I 1.60,
I 302 I 1.613
I 312 I 1.4B2
i 402 I 1.627
I 502 I 1.613
I 602 I 1.594
I 702 i 1.604
I BOl I 2 046
I 811 I 1.B23
I 802 1.890
I 812 1.R21
I 803 2.064
I 804 1.913
Test
0.556
0.389
0.384
0.455
0.378
0.384
0.394
0.389
0.239
0.301
0.280
0.302
0.235
0.273
L_. .L-_._-L __ ......l.
0.507
0.373
0.371
0.424
0,367
0.371
0.376
0.373
0.223
0.277
0.285
0.309
0.7.19
0.280
1.301
~.552
1.558
1.446
1.567
1.558
1. 545
J•• 552
2.046
1.823
1.799
1.722
2.064
l.d14
124.3
121,.3
0.483
0.479
12/, . 3
124.3
124.3
124.3
79.7
100.8
79. I
100.8
79.7
79.7
0.472
0.479
0.488
0.483
0.292
0.355
0,~54
0.387
0.287
0.348
Tuble 403-0; Proposed solution
'-,.-- -------.,- -- --_.-
I I Propoaed s o l u t Lt Test I
I I results I
I Test r- -,----
iDeSisnation) 5,,5 I K I
KLg [ult I fult I
rv fy fy
--+- I
I 1 1 2. I I 5 6 I
I-- ------i
I 102 12.061 0.730 75. ," 0.500 0.491 I
I 202 15.506 0.797 102,0 0.371 0.412. I
I 302 12.061 0.806 103.1 O.3~,;j 0.395 I
I 312 8.390 0.822 13.7 0.399 0.399
I In 10.121 C.B13 104.0 0.358 0.421
I ~v2 15.506 0.749 95.8 0.393 0.437
I 602 12.061 0.138 94.4 0.1,05 0.431
I 70Z 10.141 0.720 92 .1 0.410 0.430
801 3.618 0.795 127.0 0.267 0.280
811 2.517 0.015 105.7 0.316 0.371
802 12.061 0.738 118.0 0.318 0.336
81' 8.390 0.751 106.9 0.334 0.396
803 6.767 0.762 121.8 0.294 0.324
804 22.558 0.720 115.0 0.324 0.364
L.. _,j__
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o 491
0.412
~.395
0.399
0.421
0.437
0.431
0.430
0.288
0.371
0.336
0.396
0.324
0.36/,
4.3.2 - Tests on cross-bracing reported by BehneI [11]
A dp~;er ip t ion of ttlP f r arne v , rnain 1Pgs and ,ppr' mens for this
series of tests with slenderness ratios of 90, l~U and 160 is
given in Tables 4.04-a and 4.04-11. The exper~ments were
pe tf o rrnec on a more rudimentary t e s t rig, shown in Figure 1.08
of Chapter 1, in which the frame supports were fixed and the
main legs were bolted to transverse hearns, therefore introducing
considera~le restraint to the nodal lations. The central panel
of diagJnals was inclined in all tests at 50', and the main
leg's slope in thp inclined legs case ~.s 6.5 .
It is now ev~dpnt that the le's and transverse beams (LIOOxlOOx8
steel angles) find the ou ts i.de p am- Ls of bracing (L65x65x5 r : :,·el
angles) were too heavy relative to the main diagonals (L40x40x3
steel angles i. However, t.h ese t e srs confirmed the complex,
non-linear behaviour of the bracing which had been anticipated
by Elmes in his then[f'ti('al analysis [51], and also dp~onstrated
the strut's mechanism of failure.
ThE _ lure 10a~s culculated with the ASCE [~l, :~CS [7] and
C ~rE [63] design curves ore compared in Tuble 4.~4-c with the
t, t results [I1J given in Culumn 8. At high s lerde rne ss ra ti o s
and l-bolt connections (Tests 0121-0421) the ASCE and ECCS
results are again consP[vativp, while thp CIGRE curvps providp
rea son a l-Le pre d irt inns o t f a i lu re loads. Frame » in T'est s 1351
and 14')1, also for I-holt .onne rt inn s , had main l egs o t L70x70x6
angles. Fu rt h o r, wh i l» in Tt'st 13°,1 tlw r ut s i dr- b raci ngs wprp
Lf",x ''x;; angles, in 1'pst ll.~l t hev wpre :.I,Ox40xl iln~',lps.
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Experimental r e s u l tn reponed by D~lHlcke [ll)
Tab!.,! II04-a: 'I'us t t ranu- Ch,11 .. c t e ri s t i r s
r--------,·-------··· -r-----------.-.--- ..---,
I I Frame I H,b chord" I
i Toot f------,..--.......,..--- ..---i---------..,------,---;- -,--1
lD,'Signutlonl o: l [l I "G!l'll j Slzu I Ix·E6 tZbj ~b I(') (') (111m) (mm")..--- ---.-. --.-.--- ---··----f---··--- -.---------~~--- --- ..-.-~
IIi 131 I 5 I bill B I
f------ .+- -+----+-----1- -- --·----+-------1----/----1
0121 I 6.5 I 50 I 0.160 I L100xlOOx8 I 1.4_80 I I MI2 I
0221 I 6.5 I 50 I 0.760 I LIOOx100xO I 1.4"80 I I M12 I
0321 I 6.5 I 50 I 0.760 I LIOOxl00x8 I 1.4480 I I M12 I
0421 I 6.5 I 50 I 0.760 I L100xl00x8 I 1.4480 I 1 I M12 I
0522 I 5.5 I 50 I 0.760 I L100xlOOxO I 1.4480 I Z I MIZ I
0611 I 0.0 I 50 I 1.000 I L100xl00xO I 1.4460 I 1 I M12 I
0712 ~ 0.0 I 50 I 1.000 I L100xlOOx8 I 1.44f)O I I Hl2 I
0842 0.0 I 50 I 1.000 I L100xl00xB I 1.4480 I I M12 I
0931 6.5 I 50 I 0.760 I Ll00xl00x8 I 1.4480 I 1 I M12 I
1032 6.5 I 50 I 0.760 I Ll00xl00x8 I 1.4480 Z I Ml~ I
1112 0.0 I 50 I 1.000 I LIOOxl00x8 I 1.4480 2 I M12 I
I 1351 6.5 I 50 I 0.760 I L70x70x6 I 0.3508 1 I M12 I
I 1451 i 6.5 I 50 I 0.760 I L70x7~x6 I 0.3688 I M12 I
L_._~ ..__J ....L..._.~._.~.1_, ..._~______."....J.~ ... __ ~.~ ..~_.L __ --------L. __ L_~J
Table 40/l-b: Test 5 J"" , im--n rha r a c t e r t s r Lcs
----- -----~-~--~~-----.,
Diagonalo I
I 'l'e9 t f-- --··------r ..--------,--~ ..---.,----- -r---- _. ,-----,...------j
t\~\a~~j-~;;~-j~;l:~'-.L ~~J~~L~:l:_~~~J-~o-_:
I 1 2 I 3 I 4 I ~, I 6 I 7 I u I
I-~---.--___+-----+----- -+-------+ ---.-t- ...-. 1--------1
I 0121 I L40x40x3 I 0.0.44 I 7.820 I 1150 I 159.0 350.0 I 2.092 I
I 0221 I L40x'Oxl I 0.0144 7.820 I 1250 I 1~9.8 350.0 I 2.092 I
I 0321 I L40A40~3 I 0.0144 7.B20 I 1250 159.0 357.0 2.112 I
I C421 I L40x40x3 I C.0144 7.820 I 12~0 lSg.0 357.0 2.112 I
I 0522 I L40x40x3 0.0144 7.820 I 1250 159.0 353.0 Z.101
I 0611 I L40x40x3 0.a144 7.020 I 11~0 140.7 353.0 1,049
I 0112 I L40x40x3 0.0144 7.820 I 1100 140.1 353.0 1.B49
i 0842 L40x40x3 0.0144 1.820 I 700 89.5 JIO.O 1.103
I 0931 L40x40x3 0.0144 7.020 I 1100 140.7 157.0 1.060
I lU32 L40x4Dx3 0.0144 7.020 I 1100 140.7 353.0 1.649
I 1112 L40x40x3 0.0144 '.020 I 1100 140.1 353.0 1.049
I 1351 L.Ox40x3 0.0144 1.020 I 1250 159.8 350.0 2.092
I 1451 L40x40x3 0.0144 7.020 i 1250 159.0; 375.0 2.165 I
L..-....~ __ J.. ~.L.... __--'~_......_._...... ...._..!_ J
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t hpsp ,'hall!','''; of Ipg and a u x i : ia rv h ra. ing s i ze s , Notf' t hat the
ASCE and ECC:; t s i Iu r» 1<lIH1,; a r» l'l(I~"PI' to the eX[H'rimental
re s u l r s in Tpsts 1:\'d and l{.~l, wh i l » the r.rr.RF: ('I rv e s an'
slight ly . on s e rv a t iv e , Rf'stllt of ;pst os:!:.' with 2-001t
({lnnf'('tion!; is not cou s i.s t e n t with any of the model predictions.
At s l en do rne s s tot io s "f 140 w i r h onp- and ~-b()lt . onne ctLon s
(Tpsts 0611, 0712, 0<)31, llli'), th e ASCE and ECCS results a r e
stili ('()l1Sprvatlve, whilE' thp CIGRE results arp corre-t in all
('as"'!i. The re s u l t of Tef-t. 1032 with 2-bolt connections is not
consistent with any of r.h e mud e l predict ions.
Tf'st 0842 was a special casp, with parallel legs aLd a
slendernf'ss ratio of ~O. During thf' pxperiment, yield occurred
in t h e tie and then in the strut prior to f a i l u r e Howev e r , the
p)qIPrinh'ntul re su l r was too hi,'n in romp a rl s on with similar
t r arne s with in rLi n s d Ipgs. This (asp i Ll us r ra t «: once ag ai n the
appare~t additional strf'ngth uf trames with parallel legs due to
t.h e bifurcation of burk li n g mo de s ,
Tf'st rs s u l t s are c omp a r--d in 'I'ab l e 4.04-d with the p r o po s e d
model, s e e Columns 5-6. Predict iOI1S fo r test s with L/ L'''160 and
1-\101t c onne rr.I on s a re ro r r e r t , a l though tilt' rnurle l does no t
Ipcogllizp the d i f t e re nre in s i z e of th» b ra rt ng s in the> ou ts id e
p an e l s , Tpr;ts l3'1! and 1451. Pre d i rr Lon s it'!" tPAtH with L/r='140
an' ron s e rv a ti v e , but s e ern t o IH' ro r r e rt for Test 0842 with
L/r~qn.
T!lP uhsptvpt! d i f f o r vn. f;l~; uf t a i l u r e l o a d : in r h e s r- t o st s u,.·p dur-
r o ,tlP d i I f v r i-n t '''llditi''Il'' I,f r lu- t rarn.- s. As s r a r e d a hovv , t h»
lT1'lil"j hilS i>t't'fl (_l]il'liltt'Ll t o r tl',;('; in tramp" with n o s upp o rt
re s t r ict Lon s . Pv .ou t r a s t • t h» pxpptimpnts ro por t v d by Bp~~nckp
[llJ HI'IP liUli"d (IUt in t:lln1l'" w i t h f u l l t i x i t v in both
Compar i non of re s u l t.s
'l'a h l e I,()/,~(': r:llrIpnt (1f"; ign p'luat ion s
llleOlgna: l.r-n
I
f ~ -
'ill! ".097
02<1 2.097
()321 2.118
CJll',~l 2.11H
nS':2 1.982
0(,11 '.85_
on 1.7QO
\'1:4l 1. 292
AQ31 1,0('4
~O,.. 1.;.0
1~1~ I 1.790
1351 2.097
1:,51 ,'1 170
L•. .. 1
----~--·-~--------·-~-----,____--1
DI";ign Cede, I I
T -- ~------------- --,------------~_l To G t I
i ECC5 [7) I CIGRr; [63J I r e su l t s I
. --j --- ------~,..----.-!___---,.___--.-___l--.--.__I
I rk Itul_~ I fr: I ~.\l~~ l :L1~~ I
-1 .. _~__ ._ ~_~_,_~~M~_+.~~v_____ ~~ __ ~
I 5 I I I 0 I
r--- ---"1
I I
I f---~-"
I ASCE [5 J
).227 2.097 0.213 79. I 0,279 0.230
0.227 2.097 0.213 79.7 o . 279 0.296
0.223 a.a re 0.209 79.7 I (J.275 0.304
0.223 2.1:0 0.209 19.7 0.275 0.306
0.25:, i 1. 061 0.267 79.7 0.331 0.1,3
0.291 1.851, 0.269 10;\.7 0.'14) 0.343
0.312 1.',98 0.317 102..7 0.390 a '20
0.582 1.230 0.555 a 507
0.2U8 1.66/, O.2G€ 102.3 0.341 O. J 74
0.312 1.698 0.317 102.~ 0.398 o .no
0.312 1.696 0.317 10£.1 0.198 0./,29
O.2~7 2,097 0,213 79.7 0.179 0.257
r- • Z12 2.170 0.199 '/9.7 0,261, (J.ll6
",__L.~ ___.__j L ___ ,__",.,j_, __ ..• ------l
Tahle 404-d: Proposed solution
--""-~l-··-----------'
e o Lut hltl i Tout I
I renulto I
I Tc ~ t. f· ..,--- - "~~~"--- '~T-"-'''~---'T'_-~-''~+ .....- -_.-1
![>~'~~~~~\nt~~U!L_.s~~J.....~ l~~;~_~.!;t_L[~£i~-J
I 1 1 I I I 5 I 6 I
0121 1.076 0.746 119.2 O.29A
0221 ].076 O. '1,6 119.2 0.290 0.296
(l~21 1,076 0.746 119.2 0.294 0.101,
01,21 1.016 0.746 119.2 1).:>'94 O.3Q6
(1;;22 26.253 O. 703 113.1 0.316 0.430
1)611 7,870 0.825 116 .1 0.306 0.H3
0712 26,Z53 0.703 110,1 0.327 0,420
0042 2~.l53 0,70J 70.0 0.530 0.507
0931 7.876 0.746 104.9 0.31,4 0.374
1032 26.253 0.700 99.5 0.3&5 O.szo
l112 26.253 0,703 110 .1 0.317 0.429
1351 2.066 0.617 130.5 0.204 0.257
It.51 2,066 0.017 130.5 O.~51 0.210
L_~~ ______ ~....l_______....L ..____ J......__._ .. _ 1 .___.~__ L ..~___.________....J
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supports. 7he support restrain: appears to be particularly
signlficant in enhanciPd the strength of the specimen with two
bolts. I'hc t o rs ion a , restraint is less significant because the
torsional stiffneRs of the main leg is so low. These results
t1ien,fore highlight the e t Iec ts of boundary conditions on the
ro s i s t anc e of cross-bracing.
'1.3.3 - CIGRE tests on cross-bracing reported by Wood [63,49]
These experimLnts were performed on full-scale frames, as
indicated in Figure 2.01-a of Chapter 2, thus representing
conditions similar to those found in real transmission towers.
Data on the legs and bracings arp given in Tables 4.05-a and
4.0S-b. Note that the legs had a slope of 6", while the
diagonals were inclined at 40 , thus giving in all casee a
constant length ratio LsfLg. Various sizes of main legs and
diagonals were used, with 1- and 2-bolt connections. Slenderness
rati0s varied for the examined 'Bses between 140 and 160.
It ~hould be noted that the main legs 1n Figure 2.01-a were
fully reatli ted at the supports again t tor"ional and flexural
rota{ions, Bnd were joined by a transverop beam. Furthermore,
the compression members in both outside pBn~lR of hra ing were
~upported at midspan by redJndant eloments, thus reducing their
in-plane buckling length. The effect of these additional
bracings on the nodal rotations Bnd therefore 00 the behaviour
"ntl re s i s t.sru« (11' tIll' main dibgollais is unk nown .
Fa i l u r o 1o a d f·; an' (ompatpd in Tabl" ".(J"-l. 1',,. CIGRE
p rod i ct ions nIP nl'l i nr Lude d in t h« dis, USB iun , since ttl!' CIGRE
'\f'" if',!1 ,1ItVt", ate ba<;f'd vmpi ri.ally on t hv s» t,'st rv su lrs , and
- 4. Ll .,
Experimental results r::eported by Wood [/.9J end eIGRE [63]
Table 405-a: Test frame characteristics
,--------, -,---------------...,
I I Pramn I huin chords
I Toot ~+. ---, ............j
IDCDlf!,nnti:L" "'Jl' j Ls/Lg ~iZO I I)(.EJZj:_~b JI (0) (0) (rnm) (mm4)
f------·~ . -- .--- --.~ -----~
I 1 1213 I I 5 I 61718 I
!~-- ~--+---+~--1------+-'-------1-----j--t---1
I 005 I 6 I 40 0.838 I L70x70x7 I 0.4320 I 1 I M16 I
I oor I 6 I 40 0.838 I L70x70.7 0.4320 1 I M16 I
03! I 6 I 40 0.838 I L70x70x7 0.4320 1 I M16 I
on I 140 0.638 I L70x70x7 0.4320 1 I Hl6 I
014 I I I,D 0.836 I L70xl0y7 0.4320 2 I 1116 I
015 I I 40 0.03& I L70x70x7 0.4320 Z, M16 I
038 I 6 I I,D 0.833 I L70x70,,7 0.4320 2 I Hl6 I
039 I 6 I 40 0.838 I L70x70x7 0.4320 2 I !'t6 I
040 I 6 I 40 0.638 I L70)(70x7 0.4320 2 I t!Lr, I
041 I 6 I 40 0.838 I L70x70x7 0.4320 2 I M16 I
092 I 6 I 40 0.838 I L115x115xl0 2.7890 2 I H20 I
093 '6 I 40 0.838 I L115x115xl0 2.789a 2 I H20 I
106 I 6 I 40 0.638 I L110x1:0x12 2.8400 2 I M20 I
109 I 6 I 40 0.638 I L110,,110x12 2.8400 2 I H20 I
148 I 6 I 40 0.838 I L130xlJOx12 4.6700 2 I H24
149 I I 40 0.838 I L1~Dx130xlZ 4.6700 I 2 I H24 IL_.___ __L-..... __ ..J .t___.._..l..__..l. __ .J
Table 405-b: Test specime'1 characteristics
,..---- ............-._--------_._---
I I Diagonalo
I Tnat -,--
t~gnntion Size rv
~
Lg/rv
I fy t-J(nun) (nun) ) (MPo),
I 1 Z I 3 I I 5 I 6 I 6 I
I-- ----+~---+ --j -1
I 005 1. ',5xl,5x5 I 0.0326 I 0.707 1380 158.5 I 343.3 2.055 I
I 006 LI,5x45x5 I 0.0326 I 8.707 1)00 158.5 I 392.3 2.196 I
I 031 L50x50x5 I 0.0454 9.736 1559 160.1 I 323.6 2.015 I
032 L50x50x5 I 0.01,54 9.736 1559 160.1 I 326.6 2.021. I
014 L45x45x5 I 0.0326 8.707 1380 1~O.5 I 364.8 2.110 I
015 L45)(45x5 I 0.0326 a.707 1380 156.5 I 346.1 2.069 I
038 L50)(50x5 I O.Ooij .. 9.736 1559 160.1 I 37';.6 2.174 I
039 L50x50)(5 I 0.0454 9.736 1559 160.1 I 400.1 2.240 I
040 L50x50x5 I 0.01,54 9.736 1380 141. 7 I 356.9 1.873 I
041 LSOx50x5 I O.0'.5i. 9.736 1380 141. 7 I 372.6 1. 9\1, I
092 1.64)<64x5 I 0.0920 12.50 1750 140.0 I 274.2 1. 622 I
093 L64x64x5 I 0.1)920 12.50 1750 1/,0.0 I 306.5 1. 720 I
108 1.70x70x5 0.1300 13.73 2120 153.8 I 307.4 1.887 I
109 L70x70xS 0.1300 13.18 ..',120 153.0 I Z94.2 1.81,6 I
148 1.90)(90x6 0.3330 17 . 8~ 2735 153.2 I 290.2 1.651 I
149 L90x90x6 0.3330 17.05 1.735 153.2 I 298.2 1.851 IL ______ L-..- .-L--_.....J ____ .....J ___ ......l...- ___ __,)
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by d e fLn i t iOll should the re fo re ro t re l a te accu ra te l y . Tests with
l v ho I t connr-rti on s are examined first (Tests 005, 006, 031,
(32). The ECCS and ASCE ('Ui'V~S f;ivp '_-(,nsprvativp predictions of
fallure loads, but the ECes results are more ,onservative. Both
p roro du re s i<ipnt i ry the d i t fe ren.e s o f s Lend e rn e ss ra t io and
size of diagonals in these tests.
The above experimpntB are repeated for 2-bolt connections (Tests
014, 015, 038, 019). The ASCE and ECCS curves are conservative,
but this time the ASCE predictions arp morp conservative. Note
that in both 1- and 2-holt ca se s with the same size of main
legs, thp calculated failure loads arp closer to the test values
in the caRe of heBvier diagonals.
Tests 040, 041. 092 and 093 have [educed slenderness ratios for
two d i ffn ren t ra t ius of diagonal/main leg sizes. Both EGGS and
ASCE curves are optimisti' in the ~ase of light members, and the
diagunals resist less than expected In Tests 092 and 093 the
members in the frames are heavier. and the ASGE a~d EGGS 8ive
very conservative results.
Tests lOB, loa, 14B and 149 have the same s lende ri ,':; ratio,
with two ratins of diagonal/main leg sizes ~oth the ASCE and
Eces curves give similar' re su lt s , but aro ron se rva td v s in all
.-ases.
ResultM from the model propospd in this Chapter are presented in
Ta b le 4. U5-d. Thp ! e,:tra in t '(let t i.:ien t s SxS, which in t.h is
ra ss- ate no' inf Lue me d l-v changps in t h» bra, ing inclination Il.
at p srna l le r t han in till' pr!'v iou« l a se s , t hu s sL!~',,,esting a
gl!'atPI r e la t iv e fLe x i l-i l i t v "t t h» bracings. TIl!' etfp,'r.ivp
length t arr o rs >', wh i ih in this (asp an" n o t in! l ue nco d by
.-hang"'; in t h« Ipng:h r a t io L,;/Lg. art' as a ru le h i gh e r than
_ 4. ~'j _
..&
r------··-,- .-------~------- ...----------,-.-----,
1 1 Design Codes 1 1
I--------T------··-·· -1 Test 1
i I fSCE [5J 1 ECGS [7) CrGP£ [63) I results I
1 rest ! ..--,---+----------,- --+, ----,- --+-----1
tignu.tie,tlL ~L2~t_L__:~j f~~_L~~U)I f~?J_~~tI
i 1 III 51617181
1-----1---+-----1--_·_·_·-1-·---+---+----+
1 cos 1 2.060 1 0.236 1 2.060 I 0.220 1 80.9 0.288
1 006 1 2.202 0.206 1 2.202 1 0.194 1 80.~ 0.251
1 031 1 2.020 0.Z4S 1 2.020 1 0.229 1 79.3 0.29B
1 032 1 2.029 0.243 1 2.029 1 0.227 1 79.3 0.295
1 014 1 2.001 0.250 1.672 0.264 1 80.9 0.327
1 015 1 1.955 0.262 1.041 0.272 1 80.9
1 038 1 2.054 0.238 1.909 0.255 1 79.3
1 039 1 2.113 0.224 1.952 0.244 79.3
040 1 1.810 0.305 1.714 0.311 101.3 0.391
041 1 1.849 0.293 1.740 0.303 101.3 0.379
092 1 1.571 0.405 1.5~1 0.374 103.7
093 1 1.667 0.3bO 1.615 0.347 103.7
loa 1 1.793 0.311 1.722 0.308 85.9
109 1 1.754 0.325 1.696 0.317 85.9
140 1 1.160 0.323 1.699 0.316 86.6 0.397
149 1 1.760 0.323 1 1.699 1 0.316 1 66.6 0.397
l .L_. __.--L ._l .L I ..L.....__ --'- .-l
Comparison of lP9Ults.
Table 1105-<:: CULTPnt design equations
0.336
0.315
0.302
0.1,01,
0.443
0.387
0.399
Table 405-d: Proposed solution
i-~--~----! -,
1 1 Proposed solution Test 1
I: 1 results I
! Tost r-·---,----··-,----,---+-·----1
\oe'Jignntioni sxs C' KJ_~g I fu~ W'UltI rv fy --ry-
f--.-----i------- ---
1112131415161
r-------~-______t_- --+-----1
005 I 1.237 I 0.869 13;.8 0.245 I 0.288 1
006 1 1.237 1 0.869 137.8 0.221 1 0.273 1
031 I 0.886 0.884 141.5 0.245 1 0.288 1
032 0.BB3 0.884 141.5 0.244 1 0.270 1
014 4.123 O.BOS 127.5 0.262 I 0.,25 1
015 4.123 C.B05 127.5 0.271 1 0.345
038 2.961 0.823 131.8 0.244 J 0.260
039 2.961 0.823 131.8 0.233 0.270
040 2.961 0.823 116.6 0.301 0.295
041 2.961 0.823 116.6 0.299 0.265
092 9.432 0.764 106.9 0.388 0.50u
093 9.432 0.764 106.9 0,)65 0.503
108 6.797 0.778 119.7 0.320 0.318
109 6.797 0.778 119.1 0.329 0.393
148 4.364 0.801
149 4.364 0.801
L ~__j,,__._·_~ __ ~_~~
122.8 0.317
112.8 0.3;;
...J.... ..L._ ....L .. ~ __ .J
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0.288
0.273
0.280
0.270
0.325
0.345
0.260
0.270
0.295
0.265
O.SOO
0.~03
0.318
0.093
0.438
0.412
in the p rev i ou s cases, thus giving l(1wP["bu-k Ling loads.
The p red icte d f a i lu re loads an' ron se rv a r ive in most of the
ca se s and, in further analysis, they a re very similar to the
ASCE failure loads givP'1 in Table 4.05-(", Column 3. It is
th e re f o re apparent that th!' t es t specimens in the CIGRE
experiment&l programme are affectpd by the addit.ional
restraining conditions in t.he frames, resulting in hlgher
failure loads, particularly in t.he 2-bolt tests. The proposed
design p roce du re does not consider these particular conditions,
giving as a result lower fhll~re loads.
4.4 - Sunnnary
A simplified, semi-empiri( al model for the calculation of
cross-bracing buckling loads has been presented in the preceding
Section~. This model is based on the experimental results
repc r t ed in Chapter 3, and then lore includes most. of the
pa rame t.ers that influence b rac iug heh av Lou ;.
Comparisons of test results with the c:alculated failure loads
show that the proposed method reflpcts the variations recorded
in the tests for various conditions and are, to a small degree,
con se rva t ivs . ;'he calculated loads show improvements with
respect to p red i.. \ ir111S based on usual buckling curves. As an
pxample, Figure 4.04 shows curves calculated with buckling
pquations tro~ ASCE [5J and the proposed rr~del in thls Chapter,
for a typical coruli ina ti on of s t ru t and main leg s ize s in lateral
paru-ls c f s tc e l transmission towers.
It can be seen. fOI the usual r:1nFY o f s lende rn e ss ratios in
Com p ari s on of' (Oalf'lIlalf'd failure lo a d s
St (0('1 q u a l iI v :lOO ~ \\' (:lO() ~1I'a)
fill t I fv
011, ,.
o ~' ,
J.
o (i 0
L I~r • ( 1 . [] 2
,( zr f )
Y
o f) j.
0." Eqn.(1.:11)
()2
no 110 1:-'0 170
Lg/rv
H ,\seE Propos{'d
Flgur(' ·1,0·1- nf',c"d}.!ll c-urvrs for struts
III ('l'OSS-brHclllg svst ems (2-bolls)
these structures, that results from the proposed design
equations are less conservative at higher slenderness ratios,
while the strength of the bracing is reduced at lower values of
slenderness. These predictions are in line with experimental
results.
v.'henthe conditi "Hi of tests a re v e ry different from those in
the present investigation, however, the calculated results are
considerably more conservative, and of the same order as those
obtained with the ASCE and ECCS design curves.
A more com~lex non-linear computer analysis is intrnduced in the
f o ll ow i ug Ch a p t.e r, in wh i c.h r.h e run d i t ions of t.he b rari ng s Pl1d
the bolted r onne c rLon s art' rnode lled ba sed on tl ex ib i li t y
pquations.
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CHAPTER 5
A COMPUTER MODEL FOR NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS 01' TWO-DIMENSIONAL
FRAMES
5.1 - Introduction
Th. exact analysis of two-dimensional frames composed of
open-section main legs and bracings is extremely complicated and
difficult to comprehend, because of a multiplicity of
interrelated factors. The bracing diagonals ar" subjected
primarily t(, in-plane f o t re s and mome n t s iridur ed by the actions
of external loeds on the strurture. They also sustain
out-oE-plane end moments caused by eccentririties of their
connections tc adjoining members.
These and other effects have been modelled with some difficulty
for single beam-columns after Sf'lection of the appropriate
boundary ronditions, and also assuming that the clements'
g eome t rLc and material characteristics are perfectly known. As
seen in the review of related investigations presented in
Chapter I, differential equations of the deflected axis of the
c o lumn s , in e qu i lLb rIum with the external forces, c an be wr i tt er,
even for the most complicated case of biaxial bending, and this
analysis can also be extended to l:onsider inelastic hehaviour of
the angle struts.
Host of these p arriru la r conditions, howr-v e r, cannot be
formulated epp rop riat.oly tor members with esyrnmetr ic
cr oss v sec t ions ",'hi"h I .111 pan o f La rge r planar frames, as in
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the case of tower panels with, ro ssi b reri ngs . The major problem
is the difficulties in defining proper values of eq~ivalent end
eccentrlcities and end restraints, as well as the direction of
the planes con t a i r.Lrig tI,esp re s t. ra i.nts , while at
the same time considering t he iWflm-column' s behav Lou r at midspan
about the section's principal axes. Similar problems are
encountered when trying to analyze the interactions between the
tie and strut diagonals at the cross-over joint.
A tynical example of such a problem is given in a publication b)
Kemp €Ot al [68J, in which diagonal strut~ of plane frames were
mo ,'.lLe d using the fi n i t.e c e lernen t program ADINA [69J. Although a
fairly sophisticated program, ADINA allowed only for symmetric
beam elements in non-linear structural analysis. Therefore the
bracing was re p re se t t ed by one strut f o rme d by va r iou s
non-linear beam elements in which only the weakest axis of the
angle bracing was modelled. The torsional and other restraints
rs La t L.« to the boundary conditions ..ere represented in
simplistic terms by considering an effective eccentricity
applied to the angle strut relative tn the design axis.
It was found that the ADINA f In i rr-ve lemen t pa=k ag« ciu ld be .vs ed
for .iode Ll Lng the non-linear behaviour and predict the failure
.~G of struts i~ cross-bracing systems, but noting, however,
hgt th' liagonals were analyzed as single members, with
simulat i on of the boundary con d i t ions at the cross-over joint
sn d at the ends of the strut, for' which some preliminary
manipUlation was required.
A 1I1l'n· romp le t e design facility was not available in any de s ign
pack au« P., the time of ('o'lll1lencingt he p re sen t inve s t iga t ion ,
Consequently, d npn-linear flexibility modpl was devploppd,
incorporating 11I0l'tof tile important .'ttects typical o f an g I»
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strut" in t r 'nsmissi"!l t owe r pan e l.s . This modo l is de s c r Lbe d in
r hr- f o l l owinj: Spct ions, and rornp a ri s on s of to su lt s are Also
fHpS,'[)tPd nt tPs, r= s u l r s and p re d i : t Lons of f ai l u r e loads f rr.n.
t lu- P!"('!'t1' 'i .or.ipu t e r mPl!pl.
5.2 A pr og r sm for non-linear f l ex LbLl Lt.y analysis of plane
frames
Two-dimensional panels with stpel angle cr()ss-bracings such as
out Li r.e d in Figure 1.01 t o r transmission to' prs show sharply
non-linpar bphaviour undpr loads, and this may bp attributpd to
Ilupp r a u se s , narru-l y ms t e r i a l . gp()ntPtli( and boundary
""ll-l Ln- a ri ty .
For the pu rpo s e s of the study o f diagonal c ro s s -b r ac Ing a
undertaken in this invpstigat.ion, hnwpver, only the second
etfpct is examined. Anglp mpmbers arp therefore analyzed within
the elastic range, and any influencps from the boundary
corid i t ions a r e a s s umed to be 1ine a r,
Solu: r on t er.hn i que s of s t c r u r a l problems a re normally based on
two methods: the d is p l a r emen t or t.he t o r c p rn- t hud s of mat.r Ix
analysis. In th e f o rrner mer ho d th« unknown dLsp l ac emon ts for
each dpgrpp of frpedom arp nbtainpd from solution of th'"
folll\\dng s e t of simultaneous linear pquatinrls:
{F) ~ [K I {u)
- Karp t h» ('(wtti< ie n t s 01 t h« s t r ur t u r e s r Lf f n e s s matrix,
and
- u ,lIP thp riod a l d i s p l a f'mPllt';,
-mmon l y , in a nou= l Lne a r a n a l v s i.s thf' f'xtPrnl'l loads an'
l1(,IPaSPG in v a r io u s s t PI'S, at padl o t wh irh r h e s t.r uc r u r e
s t l f fne s s is u!,datpd ill o rdv r t') ar: oun t {Col axial tOl'CP in thp
plt."pnts and tiw dpflp('tPd gpnnwtlY o t t hr- f rarne . Af t.e r PGch
l o a d I t.e r a t ion it is np(Pssarv to s o l v > r h« e qu Ll Lb r i um
equations until convprgp!1C\- pf t h« axial fo rre s in the members
is re ach e d . This may IlP a Ipnl',thv pr, .e s s , inv o l v ing l a r pe
amounts of cornpur e r tim!' and rnerno rv ';lpacity.
The rra d Lt Iona I torn' <It f l e x Lb i Li t v matrix analysis of
statically ind e t e rm ina t e s t rurt u re s , on r h» o r.h s r hand, presents
the p+ob l em of ident Hying till' redundancies, which are
r on s i de r o d as <'nlU1(1Wl1s. 'I'h i : 1'1(1(I'SH is re l a t Lv o l y simple whf''1
app l i o d III thp s o l u t ion o f frames with a small degrep of s t u ti c
inde t.e rur i n acv . For La rg e r and rno r+ c omp l e x f r arne s , howeve r, th'!
selection of rpdundancies bp('omps rathpr diffi.cult, uncertain
arid time c on sumr n g . although Rohinson's Rank Tpchnlque [61 J
aLl ows for' automat ic iclentif Ica t ion 01 t hr- tipgrpp (If
intiPtPrminacy llnd suhspquent spll'ction of rpdundanciPH.
Con~equpntly, a new method an~ n ('on~utpr pr(1grnm described by
K..,mp [66J for nonv l ine a r I Le x i b iLi t y ana l y s i e of two-dimenHional
t i ame s an' Il(;aptt'd tor til" s t rurt u ra l nrrang-mun t s in this
invv s t ignt ion, as disl·t ..~;!'lf-ld hplow.
l\t'nll"s Illf,thod is I>fH>t'd r-n 1] rni x i- d t l r-x i b r Lt r v ill'proG,h, in which
t h» Inpml)Pt pn'.! mouunt s and i v l a t iv » uo d a l d i s p l a r emvn t s about
t lu- ~;pction's principal a x e s .i re- aU(lptpd .:1'; unk nown s without
making any [P!PIPll/'\, t o s t a t i . indr- t e rm in avv <'I lI'dandan<'l,p:;, A
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simi lilt t f'l hu i qu» has \'PP!1 Plopospd p rvv iou s Ly by Bleich [67 J,
in which tlw enol munvn t t. a r« 11 priori s e l o ct.e d as unknowns.
Figutl' 5.(ll"il s h ow s the tWll-<iimpll';lollaJ tramp with steel angle
legs and diagonals Simulated in t h» comput.e r analysis. The
s r ruct u i » is a s sume d t o [11-' SU!'f1(l',tPd at t h« four nodes a , b, d
and P, wllt'lt, 110 out-of-plan" d,,1 l e ct i.o n s are permitted, but
WhPH' t hr- s» nudl's ill" ItP!' tll r o t a t e i'1 any d i re ct Lon ,
The axial loads in t h« I1\pmb"IS 3[" c a l ru l a t e d from linear
equations of e qu Ll ib r ium of r hv s t r urt u rr- under e x t.e r na I loads,
with r h» incI u s i on o f ad'.lit ion a l f avt.o rs as follows:
in which:
- P is the axial forl" in pal'h diagonal.
- Pq is the nominal 10tH! ell th" b rac i ng , calculated from
stat if' e qu i l ib ri um .
r'j is a f art o r dpfinprj as I nd ica t.e d he l ow :
- Kl identities t e n s Lon o r l'omplt''lsinr1 oH'mbc>[.
- K2 f!,ivP!' t hr- tilt in pf t e n s ion t o cn:nptPf;sion tOl("PS in
t h« l,racing, and it i. lI!,',uD\pd in i r La l Lv that t h»
t e-ris iou and c(lmprfH;~.inn tnl(I-l'; in t h» dil.lgoClals a r»
pqual.
- 1\3 is il l11ilL!-,IIl<'n'rnPIl' Lll t o r ,
T:1P s t ab i l i t y ronditi on s and t1H' non= l Lnea r bphavi(1llr- of the
memh= rs are formulated through tlw inrLu s ion o f the Berry
l un.t inns Bl and Eli in t he flexibility matrices. The details
of this a pp r oarh an' given in Appendix D.
The members in the brat' ing s y s t eIn a r P Pilch divided into two or
more equal s ub span s , and f ou r unknowns are ron s ide r od at the
intermediate nodes, Figure S.Ol-h, us indicated below:
About the u-axis: Ju and Mu
About the v-axis: dv and Mv
where d indicates nodal rJisplaceme'1t and M indicates end bending
m()rr~nt.
Equations are written of rnomr-n t p(juJlihrium for each element and
rotation compatibility at each intermediate node of the frame
(f.e. nodes B, c or g in Figure 5.01-a) ahout the membe:s'
p ri n. ipal axes t o so l ve these unknowns. Additional equations are
r equ ir ed to de s c ribe the cond i t ion s at some particular nodes,
such us the «r o s s vove r j oi nr s ( i v e . nodrs p, r or q in Figure
5.01-a), and also at the po i.nt.s of connect ion be tween the
b ra c Lngs and the ma in l"!'" of the trame (i.'!. nodes a, b , or e
in Figure 5.01-8). These lotter connections require further
nn a l y s Ls , in which t he effects of enentric Loa d ing and end
conne rtLon. tn r.h e main JPf\s iHI' considered about appropriate
axes.
Till' following a s sumpt ion s a r» a l s o made:
- TIll' d i agonu l s an t t h« main lpg'; a tv !'q\1Hl-lp~, hot-l'()Jlpt\
,;t !'<,1 an g l e s with constant ('[O';'.-SPl't ion, and HlPY are
('(',nl'e('ted t(lgP!lwr in t:II' f iamr- a" indicated in Figure 5.01-8,
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- No gll~sPt-platp,: a r e u,;pt! a~ r lu- ronnv cr ior.s lwtwppn bracing
and l s g s ,
Till' tip and stlllt diagonals huvp Pqllo! gpomPtri(' and material
p r ope r t ips. without ln ir la l impprfpct i rn s ,
Only ou t v o I c t.La n» clptlp(,tions at i n t o rrne d i n r s- n ode s an'
c on s ide re d , Frame l a t s ra I r ran s l n t ions a r ... not LncLn dod in t hs
analysis. and
, p
u y
( h)
(il)
Firur.e 5.01: a ) TWD-dilHenS\ ''1ul frame ,~ r,)f>l;ed diag'J!luls,
us simulated in the ana Ly ..: t" ('1.'1" that t he pos i t Lon s
of the 1'1111nchords and bra. 'I'" u re a s in til!' expu r irne n t n I
frames. b) The unknowns at. ,itch of the no du s about t.he
principal axes at' also i'ltiicut.l!d.
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- Strain distrihution i1' assumed tp be linear across the depth
of rhe- section.
All nodal re l a r i on sh i p s form a s y s t em of simultaneous equations
in which th" unknowns an' t hv on d u.omen t '; and nodal deflections
about Pilch principal axis, and r h« c('pfficipnts are given as
fLl'l,'tions of the rnernbv r s d iuun s ion s and the ca l c u l a t e d axial
forces, Ad d i t Lon a I unknowns an' incluueu L" do f i.ns the forces at
the cross-over joints and t.he rotations of thp main legs at the
connectin~ joints.
In 8 last step the extreme fibre stresses are calculated at the
sections of maximum bending moments, and are compared with the
yield s t LeSS of the material. No it e r a t iun s a r e required, except
i.n thl' l a s t step. If, a f t s r con s ide r ing the maximum specified
load, t he maximum s r rpS5 at any s e cr ion un Je r c on sLde r at.Lon is
not pqual to tlw spt"cifil'd v ie l d stress of material,
I t e r a t ion procedure t o l Lows , in which the l oa dc Lnc r en. factor
K3 is adjusted until tht" stresses conve~~p on the elastic
limit. No rrna l l y on l y t wo t o f ou r = xt r a ru-i • are required.
Th e most important cha rac t ori s t it's of this analytical model are
pxamined in the tollowing 5p(,tion8 and the detailed derivatlon
is givpn in Appendix D.
5.2.1 - Simulation of end [l'straint at bolted conn!'ct.iofls
T1H' a n a l v IS ,,1 t t- s t 1"",l1t" in Chapt.,! l dr-mon s t ia t o s trw
i rnp o r tan tin flu p n r : P l' t p n d I t-' ~; t I ,:\ in t S l '11 ~ h p u 1 t ima t p r f~!i is t a n.: p
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of end restraint are caused by thp numher of connecting bolts,
the relative size of the main legs, and the hracing inclination
~ (spe Figure 5.01-al.
The exact, non-linear modelling of the ~omplete connection
behaviour in a multiple-node frame is a near-impossihle task,
which is aggravared if the connecting members are
non·.symmet.rical sect ions, as in the case of steel angles.
However, examination of frame behaviour and common rngineering
judgement indicate that some convenient generalizations can be
made, as explained below.
A eypical connection between An angle diagonal and 8 main leg is
Figure 5.02: Simulation of end restraints ae a typical bolted
connection between cwo steel anglos. Note the
eccentricities about the orthogonal x- and I-axis.
- s.c. -
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illustrated in Figure 5.02. Fu IPS are transmitted between the
main member and 0nly one leg of the strut or tie by the
connecting holts. The applied forle P is considerably eccentric
to the orthogonal ~entroidal axis x, but to a varying degree to
the y-axis. This is because the ex eccentricity about the
y-axis depends on the relative distance between the backmarks,
or design axis wher-e the bolts are located, and t he y-axis of
the member, Figure 5.02.
Observing the strut-main leg connection in Figure 5.02, the
following criterion can 1 p e"ull.l 'shed f o r defining the
restraining action abo' .hE x- and y-a s'
About the y-axis. In the case of single-bolt connections, free
rotations are permitted at the end of the bracing about the
y-axis, H~rl this can be expressed as follows:
HyL a
,here MvL r ep re sen rr the main leg's restraining moment about
the strut's y-axis. Consequently, ther1 i~ nn rEstraint at the
joint, »nd the bracing is assumed to be-h av as pLnv snde d about
the y-axis.
In tl~ case of multiple-bult connections, on the other hand,
only small r o t a t ion s are pos:; '1,1" about t.h e y -ax Ls , whlcll can be
approximated by equating the ro t a t ion s to zen' as follows:
AyS o
in whlc:) AyS are the strut's end rota! ions about its v -nx i s .
TId" case can be re pre sen t ed as a f u Ll v re s r ra i n t. or Uxpu-er.d
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coridi t ion.
About the x-axis. For analysis of single- and multiple-bolt
connections ahout the x-axis, no relativE" rotations are
pE"rmitted initially hetween thE" main leg and the bracing, ~lso
indicating a fully-rigid connection .t thesE" joints. During
calibration of the computer model, however, it became evident
that this sUlution was not completely correct for the x-axis. A
modification was therefore introdu~ed, as E"xpla 'J in Section
5.2.3.
5.2.2 - Conditions at intermediate nodes
Consider any two generic elements ij and jk in a bracing under
compressivp load P, meeting at the rigid joint j of the
diagonal. as shown in Figure 5.03. wherE" there is one unknown
end moment and one unknown nod.ll displacement in the plane uz.
Tho> fnllowing e qu a ti on s an' used to solve the un:.nowns:
1) One equation of rotation compatibility at the node j.
reflecting the equality of rotations at the enos of members
ji and jk. This is written as follows:
OVj i ~Jv j k H'J
Th e se rot at ion s (an be e xp ressed in r e rrn« of the f'nd moment s
and re la t iv e nude d i sp la t'nwnt s , as indica! e d in Ap pend ix D
and. a f t o i ron s idv ri ng "quil i lri urn or f o rre s at t h s node i
and rearranging tplms, WE' (an writf':
1
- EIvuj ( - + )
Ll LZ
+ o ... (5.01)
where 81-84 are the Berrv stability functions
corresponding to the elements ij ~nd jk about the y-axis.
2) One equation derived from swa y equilibrium c ond i t Lon s of the
elements ij and jk. The sway equilibrium equations are
written in terms of the end moments and include the effect
of the axial force P, as shown in Figure 5.03. Taking
moments to the left of t he "Hie j, we r an write:
+ Vi' pu I
I
/t!
~·_~+['l VJ, Ukuj, Mv.
ui I iJ lb)
I
t- j! kLl L2
(c )
Figure 5.03: Conditions at intermedia~e nodes in the
a) Undeflected po~ition. b) Considerlng the general
compression force~ and sway.
bracing.
case of
Mv, .. ~lv, + VL.
1 J 1
p(U,
J
u , )
1
o
in \ ~(,h'J is the shear t o t : e emu U are unknown nodal
'\ef'artions in the plane uz. Operating on the abo~e
f'xpresslon:
p
.. .. V - o .... (5.02)
Similarly, taking rnomen t s to the right of nods j I
- V +
p
- (uk - u i ) ~ 0L2 ) •... (5.03)
By f'limlnation of the shear for'e V betwef'n Equations (5.02)
and (~.03), we finally obtBln in terms of thf' unknown
moments Mv and deflections ll:
MVi P 1 1 1 1
+ lIi + MVj \ + -- ) - Pu j ( + -~)Ll Ll Ll L2 Ll LZ
MVk P
+ Uk 0 ... (5.04)
L2 LZ
Thus Equations (5.01) and (5.~4) are writtf'n as functions of the
unknown end moments and joint displacements c.o rre spond Lng to t he
e lems n rs wh i ch are direct ly rorine rt.od to nodp j,
A similar pair o f equations e qui v a lon t to (5.01) and (5.0'1) can
be written for the plane vz at this joint, and also for all
other intl'rml'diatp nodes on both tension and cOlTlpression
membo r s .
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5.2.3 - r,'Jnditions a t joint!' wher e diagonals an maIr, legs are
Ln t.« r c crr.ie c t.e d
C..m s ide r now a ge ne r i, segn,,:'t i j of length L ;' a d La gona i ,
c onne rt e d to a main leg at tl1P j o in t j, as Lnd i rpd in Figure
5.04-a. By definition, d i sp Larvmen t s a r node j s re equal to
zero, since it is one of Lhe structure's supportu. Thus we can
write tzo e qua tl on s of d i sp lacerr.ent compatibility at node j in
the direction of the strut.'s principal axes as fnllows:
Uj 0
Vi 0
End :otations about the principal u- and v-aX1S in the diagonals
can be expressed as functions of the unknown end moments,
including the effect of the eccentric aXlal forces at the
connections. However, as indica.~d before, a distinction must be
made between single and multiple-bolt connections about the x
and y orthogonal axes.
Rotations about the x-ux Ls for oingle and multiple bolt
connections
Figure S.04-a show s a rorme rt ion between a d iagoua l bracing and
a main leg at a generi( noue j. If the cont.e ct Ion is ini v i a lly
a s s ume d to be rigid, the corid i t i on of e qi.n l i.t v of rotations,
pro j ec t ed on the plane v z. in th,' s t rut, can be exp re ssed as
follows:
5.14 -
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·0 ,..-/
~S x:...
. ,
"-'y
L
o
\
(b )
Figure 5.04: 01 Conditions at joints cOlnecting diagonals and
main chords. Directions 0f end moments and end rotations in the
bracings Dr~ also indicBtp I. b) Note the rotational spring
which represents the flexibi I.y of r.he joillt about the x-vx Ls .
• 1
.'
in which
- BXL and (1zL an' ro t a t ion s a, t h« connecting node ahout
t hv n a i n lpg's o rt hugnna l axis XL and Illngitudinal axis
ZL [P5Iw("t Ivv l v , and a re .on s ide r od as add i t ion a l
unknowns.
- Hxs is the diagonal's end rotation ahout its orthogonal
x-axis.
The angie. in Figure 5.04-8 indicates t~p relative
inclination bl'twpen the strut and the main leg.
I!owpvpr, this as s umpt ion in t hv mode l about t!H' x -ux ia dops not
p rov ide good co r ro l a t ion with t ne pXllPrimt'ntal r e su l t s , As s e en
in Chapter 3, thpIl' are indications of additional end rntationa
uue to rhe flexibility of r h« joint ))etwt'E'n >he bracing and the
.na in leg about thp strut's x v ax i s . A semirigid joint model is
tl'''[Pt<,tf' a dup t.e d , ion which thf' total P[1U r o r a t i on s car, [10\01 be
PXp[Psspd as tllijows:
+ Hxt.<-()~. + OZL5 inl!>
5xE
o . (5.05)
in which I''lxs/sxs a r e a dd i t t on a l ro t a t Lon s <Jut' to th .. art Lon
Ill: a ro r a r ion a l s p ri ng S{s. Til" m"mPTlt-l(1tati')!) ra t io is
ass \1011' d t (l 1H' 1 in'> i~r, il~; in d i . in f'd in Fig u l"f' ~). n 4 • h , a n d t h ..
v a l urs f Sx~; an' hh'tl'! «rnpi r ica l Lv , a~ in Cha p t e r 4.
strut's x-axis dt JOInt can llP w r i r t on as f o l l ows r
.... (5.06)
and f r om Appendix D, rot at iou s HllS and 8v, in element j! at
joint j CBn be expresA~d as functions (If the end moments and
nodal displacements in this >'Lement as indicated H'low:
L
\I
x
Figure 5.05: Positive directions of end moments
and rotations in the bracing.
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MVjLB3 Hv iLBl, tlj - ui
BvS ~ +
3£1" 6E1v L .... (.5.07)
whprp 1\1 - B4 a r e thl' 3prry f unct ion, ('O! responding to the
e Lernen r ij about the U arid V principal axes ro s p e c t Lve Ly . Thf'
final expression tor rotation comp ar ib i li t v at t.h i s n'.lde In the
v z. plane art' t hu s ob r a ino d by substituting Equations (5.06) and
(~.O7) in Equation (_.0").
Rotations about the y-axis for single-bolt connections
For l·bolt end conr-e ct ion s in t ne plan!' xz , Figure 5.0n, it is
a ssumet that rhe re is no r o s t ra int in the- node , and this
condit ion is expressed as follows:
ill which
MyS is t h e s t rut's «nd moment at Iwd!'
- P is the axial force.
- ex is thl' I'crentriclty in the plane xz, as in Figure 5.06.
about the y-axis.
- t-1yL is ttl!' main l e g ' s r e s train ing moment about t.he strut's
y-axis.
Pv d e Li n i t inn, howe vv r, till' It'f', [p·;t ra in t HYL i~; "'1u.11 t(l
ze ro , IInJ thPP'tolp trp al)(lvP f'xI'IP·,~;jon l all hI' w ri t re n , a f t e r
Figurf' 5.0~i, IlS I nd i ca t e d ht'l(lw:
- ',.1 A
"
1from which.
,2 P E'x
It is important to notE' that this last E'quation relates the
I----.--r----
1\
Figure 5.06: Gondi_ions at the connection in Figur& 5.04-a.
Note the eccentric forces about the orthogonal x- Bnd y-axis .
. '
ilbn\lt tll" 1'1il1\ ipa l \1- and v= ax i s , and thE'
111" t t' ,,["(,pntr i t ity o f th" axia I loa d about the{'X t p rna 1 ITIUIll.'
orthognnol y-axIs.
RotatioIls about thp y-axis for multiple-bolt connections
For two or morp holt pnt!-connections in the planE' XZ, FigurE'
5.06, it is a s sume d that a rigid r e s t ra ln t condition e x i s t s in
thE' node, Bnd this can hp dPEcrihed as follows,
whe rv /-Iy anti HyL an' t he ang l e s r o t a t ed hy t ho diagonal and
the main lpg ahout thp y-axis. Uhsprving Figurp 5.05, we can
writp thesp rotations Hntl end mompnts a follows:
1
eys c ( ellj - 9v j)v 2
1
MyS ("1u' - MVj)
v2 J
The end rotations till] and eVj about t he 1'1 inclpal ax o s can
now Ill? w r i t te n as a tunct ion o f t1w s tab i Li r v factors, as in
Eque ti on s (5.07). A similar analysis i s pPlfllrmed for all th»
d i a gon a l s about ho h p r Inr Lpa l (lX"S at r ho i r l'onnpctions with
til" main legs.
"
'>.2,.4 _. Main leg unknowns
It is lit t he b re rf ng- t.n-ma in leg conn- ct.Lons whe r e some of the
most important IIs s urnr.t i on s a r e made in this I'rocedure, as
explH 1n"d Iwlnw:
- TiIP a x t a : loads are a;',:1 ie d t'«t'lltrically on the diagonals
nv t ho main legs. thus i ndur i ng hpnding effects ahout the
local x- and y-axi~. st-'e Figures 5.02 and 5.06.
- The pU'entrit ity about the x v ax i s is de t i.ne d by the normal
flaming enpntri('ity. Pv, while t lu- e('('''ntrl~'ity ex
about th" y-axi~ is d"tin"d bv the distan,p between the
backmn rk d e s ign axis, on which the bo l ts a r e Loc n ter' , and
the c sn rro Lda I l"ngitudinal axis, as shown in Figures 5,02
and 5.06.
- Thp main leg provides flexural restraint through the bolted
conne rr ion about it S XL anti YL orthogonal axes,
- The main leg'R torsional restrai~t about the ZL axis is
dn f illPd by till' 5t. Vpnant'" to rs i onn l -onr.t an t of tlw angle
s e ct inns, v i ivh is calculated a~ written lH'lowl
W1WIP II anel t i rul i. ate \I", an!',lf" ,'; w id t h ;'TIlI thick, ,,8
1t"'l'P"tivp)v. Fo r pqllI11-l"~; angl,";, [Il'WPV.' 1 , IZL tan he
a pp r ox irna t rd as ind i c a ro o hv K....nru-dv in [ll'1:
3- As a simplification, t h« main leg is assumed to be a beau)
with r he s ert ional and ma t e r ial In-open ies of thE' actual
steel angle section, but no PlTentricit i e s ar-E' considered
shout any of ~ts principal, orthogonal or longitudinal axes.
Three additional equations of moment equilibrium ar-e written s t
the supporting nodes tor solving the three possible unknown
rotations ahout thE' main leg's orthogonal axE'S, as functions of
the e c ce n t r i.c bracing forces, th e end moments in t he bracing,
and the main leg's torsional and (,rthogonal restraining moments.
Consider the connection between a main leg and tHO diego •.a I s at
a generic node j , 35 shown in Figun> 5.07-a. The moments applied
to the node by the incoming elements in thp three orthogonal
d i r ec t Lons are wr-itten as indicated below, assuming that the
moments in the main leg are zero about the three &xes outside of
the central panel of oracing'
In the XL direction - Projecting the end moments on the main
leg's XL axis at node j, see Figure 5.07-a, we can write:
in which
sllh<;cript ~ L, t and S lei"l t : t lu main lpg. tl » ant! strut
z-e,;pp('t i v ly.
- e'Tentl-lciti'>s Py iUP a s shown in Figllrps 5.02 and 5.06.
- <%>1and <%>2a t . anu l v « j,,'twPt'n t h» h rar ings and the main
In)
Figure 5.07_., ".in Ie, rOt. tion, , ConJ1 tio", " tho,onn"".g nod., .bout the ~._ .nO ~-"i.,
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As seen = f o r n , t h= rnd momen t s t o r the tie and t.he strut about
their orthogonal x s ax i s can be «x p te s s e d as functions of the
principal moment s Hu and Mv il'; I o l Lows :
Mixt
(Mius + Mivsl/'2
(Hjut + Mjyt1h2
where moments Hiu and Kjv an' the unknown end moments at tr,p
end of the s r ru t and tie about the principal axes u and v ,
respectively, as in Figure 5.05. The main leg's restraining
moment about its XL-axis can be written from slope-deflectitn
equations as indicated below:
- E is the modulus ot elasticity.
- 1."T, is the main l e g ' s moment o t Lne r t in about its
or'hogopol XL-axis.
the length of main leg between nudes and i in t'
frame, as shown in Fig'lrr~ :).07-b.
AileL and f,ljxL a r s the unknown ro : at ion s in the main leg
abnut its xL-uxis at nndeR i and i tPRpectively.
In the YL direction - Project lllg n1.1 en,l morru-n t s on the main
leg's YL axis at node i . see Figu!I' 'l.ill-. we (Ull writE':
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MiyL. - (t1jyt - P ext) + n!jys - P "x s ' ()
in whi~h ex are eccentricitieN as indicated in Figures 5.02
and 5.06. As before, the orthogonal end moments in the diagonals
can be expressed as functions of the principal end moments as
follows:
Mjvs)1\2
Bnd the restrB~nt moment from thp main leg about its YL-axis
- .--1
I . ,
(b)
Figu~D ~.07-b: Main leg rotations. Delail uf
main log lengths L1 and L2.
.. .6
is )!ivpn by t.ho f o I I ow i n g slope crlv Ll ec tLnn exp re ss l.on:
ElYL
~lj yL ~
where
- IYL is the leg's moment of inertia about its orthogonal
YL-axis.
- E and 1.1 an' as i,.Jicau,d abov : for thr xL-axis.
- 8jyL and t'li)L a r: .he unknown rotations in the main leg
about its YL-ax!s at nJdes j and i respectively.
t c )
Figure 5.07-c: Main Ie, rotations. Conditions !lL the
connecting nodes about the vL-axi5
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In the zL direction - Pr0j~rtlng all end m~mpnts on the main
leg's longitudin31 zL-axis at node j, see figure 5.07-a, the
to Ll ow rr..;equations can be written:
where ey, Mjxr and Mjxs dre expressed as in tne XL
direction, and the main leg restraint in the ZL direction is
initially given by the exp ressiori of torsion of an element of
length Ll as follows:
in which G is the section's t o rs iorial rao du Lu s , IZL is the
St. Venant's torsional lllnstant as given before, and rjzL and
8izL are the unknown torsional rotations of thp mail leg a t
nodes j and i respectively, Spp Figure S.07-b.
'I'h i r approach, t he re to re , implies that there is no torsional
rpstraint at the supports of the frame, m qnd n in Figure 5.01.
It must be remembered at this point that considerable carp wag
taken in de sLgn i ng and detailing r rl c rron le ss tension and
compression supports for the t s s t ing tramps, as shown in Figures
2.09 and 1.10 of Chaptp[ 2.
H(1\<'PVl't, an option was includeJ in ttl" ['!(1gtam ,or th»
s irnula t ion o t hound a ry pfh,('\ s ahout tll!' ZL Long i tud ina l ax i s ,
a s exp la ined hpj(1w. ob se rv ing Figlll" '1.1l7-h, t he unknown
('l)nfiith~tPd as an aud i t j on a l t o r s i oua l rnornvn t as to Ll ow s r
in which L;, i s n ov t.he l e rig t h ,Jt main Ipg b.,tween node j and
the support at node k , and 11k7.L is the unknown rotation of the
suppurt k. This rotation (an be expressed as a function of the
addit.ional torsional moment as Lnd i ca te d be lot...:
wherp SzL i~ a linear rpstraint copfficient r e p r e s er-t i.ng the
stiffnpss uf the supporting joint k. c:nd is det.ermined
t'mp i ri cu l l y , Replacing this lot a t ion in the above moment
equation:
GlzL GJzL M:
MJzL
JzL
[fiizL - ekzLJ ... [HizL - J
L2 L2 SzL
nrid s ub s t i r u t in g , WI? can finnlly Plcpr'ess t hr- a dd i ri ona l
t.o rs Lona l moment at (,IHI j of ('lptnl'nt jk a s a func t.Lon of thf'
ro t.u t. i on 8jzL. as ind I. ..a t e d Iwlow:
HizL .... ('>. DB)
t r orn wh i rh t h» r.o t a l mai n 1"f'. r o r a t i ona l i o s t r a r n t r e s u l t s r
GIZL
[HizL - PjzLJ + M;zL
When the restraint cCletfi<ien' 5zL is equa l t..' zero, see
Equation (5.08), the support acts B;; pin-endpu, as in the
initial a ssurnpt ion , WllPn the r"s' .s in r (oefficient tends to
infinity, the i.uppo rt acts as fix- rvle(I, and there is an
aduit10nal tursional restraint in the ~ain leg given by the
following exprersion:
As can lIt's('pn in rh« a liov« ca se s describing the main leg' R
he hav i ou r, the unknown pnd mome n rs about the> p rInc Ij.a i axes of
each diagonal are cunsidered simultanRously with the bending
e~fect induced by the ('('centric forces and the main leg's
restraining moments, all being projected on the main leg's
orthogonal axes. It has been found thro~ghout this invest1G~~!~n
that these arrRngl'm!'nts. althnugh simplified with respect t.o t.he
mott' complex actulli ('ondit.()ns, cannot be modelled compll'teiy in
s t arida rd Li ne a r (11 nonv lin ea r programs tor structural an a Ly s i s .
5.2.5 - Conditions nt. cross-o~er joint.s
t hI' ,;t lilt. allow.ing. un dr-r
~). ~ 9
part ir.u la r ron d i t ions. tor a non v symmet ri ra l mod= of buckling.
The lateral stiffness in thp tip is primarily dependent on its
flexural rigidity. as wpll as the amount of axial force in the
memher. as explained in [38.43J. Two cases are considered in the
present study. as irul i ca t ed lwlllw.
Cross-over joint in the central panel of bracing
Consider a gpneric cpntral c r o s s vov e r joint j in the panel of
Figure S.08-a. Thr ee unknowns are introduced in r.he program for
analysis of this joint. namely ona ~e tical force Cy. equal
and nppos it.' in ho t h d i agon a 1s , < nd on e ho r Izon t a 1 force for
oach d ia gona l , Cxs arid Cxt. 'I'he s e are the cross-over f o rro s
as indicat ed in Fiplrp 5. 08-c.
For the analysis of these f o r ce s , consider the members ij and j k
of total length L in the plane LZ as shown in Figure 5.G8-b.
supported by the mein lpgs at nodes i and k. where displacem~nts
are equal to zero. At thp intermediate joint j there is a
connect inn t ' a s ecr.ud brae ing , which is contained in a separate
vertical p l ana . TIlE"in' » rart ions belwepn the d i agona l a at j o In t
j Luduc e f o . 's:y and .:._ "'1 bo th h rar ings in ell(> vo r t ica l
and horizonlKl dirpctions. fir indIcated in Figure 5.08-(', Taking
~oment~ in .hl plane uz about the node i. ~p ran writp the
foil OW.ll1';:
in I'l1i<'11 eu I nd i ra t e s till' ,t(lS';,"V"1 f o r . t' ill tt.p lllltiP i
Pt'<'jP,·tPd on tho> 1.1;: plant'. Th» shpar f"I'" Vk can n"w lw
(a)
( b)
(c)
FiRurc 5.08: C'~~itl~n9 ot the Closs-over joint in th~
rentraJ ponel of bracings.
',. \ 1
exp ressed as a f un c t i cn of the unknown forces and moments as
follows:
L
(Cx + c:,.lLl
Lv'2
++
Note that the f o rce Cu has been wri t t.er. above as a f unc t Lon of
the orthogonal cross-over forces Cy ancl :x. see Figure
S.08-c. Similarly. taking moments ahoul node k. we fi~d the
following equation:
L L
(Cx + CylL2
L,2
Vi + +
L
The shear fore~s in the diagonals are thus expressed as
functions of t.he end moments in the adj acen t membu rs and
rro ss c ov e r forces. all of which are unknowns. Equations of sway
pquilibrium can now be written for both planes uz and vz , for
any element in both diagonals. such as ij to the left of the
cross-over joint. Fd gu r« 5.08-1>, 89 follows:
Mv 1j - Mv j i - Vi L + P ( u j - '.I i) 0
in which "~I is the shear force Rn~ is expressed as a function
of the cross-~ver forces Cx and Cy• as in the equations
above. Similar equations are developed for all p: incipal planes
in hath diagonals intercepting at this point.
Two adu i rLona I cornpa t t l-r i i t v corid i t Lon s a i » included at th"
('C'oss-nvpr j o i n t , liS indii'dted llplow:
Ys yt
Ind Ica t Jng = qu..; "ut-oI-plane d= t Le rtLon s in both diagonals, and
Xs Xl o
indicating a condition of zero relativ2 in-plane dis~lacements
of the joint. The sU~3~ripts s anJ t above 'efer to the strut
and lhe tie respectively.
Cross-over joints in the outside panelb of bracing
As explained :'n Chapters 2 and 3, the out-l'f-pl".'e d i sp Lc r emen t s
of the cross-over joints in the outside panels of br~cing, p and
q in Figure 5.01, were adjusted ju~ing the tests as a function
of the out-oE-plane deformations in the central cross-over c.
These deflec .Lon s , as well as the pa rti cu lar conditions of these
joints. have b2en simulated in the computer model through the
inclusion of moment find sway equilibrium equations at nodes p
and q in Figure 5.01 as explained below.
Aa in the case of diagonal-main leg connections in the
previous secr.Jon , consider moment equilibrium about three
orthogonal axes at a Keneric cross-over node j, as indicated
in Figure S.Oa-a. The moments applied to the node in the three
orthogonal dirpctions can be written as follows:
About tne X-aEiA - rrojerting the end moments in the
diagonals on the Xv ax i s , see F.igule 5.09-8, ;"1' have trw
following:
(Mjxt - P pyt)"in~ + (Mjxs - P ~ys)sin~ = 0
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(,)
Figure S.Og-a: Conditions at the cross-over joints in the
outside panels of bracings, about the X- and Z-axis.
___-
-- T'L
(b)
Figure 5.09-b: Copditions at the cross-over joints in the
~~tside panels of bracings, about the Y-axis.
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in which
- Py are eccentricities in the diagolals, as in Figure
5.02,
- Mj are end mornenrs in each diagonal <,t node
lccal x-axis, and
about its
P is the eccentric axial forcn in the bracings.
The orthogonal end moments can be expressed in terms of
moments about the principal axes, after Figur~ 5.05, as
follows:
1
Mht (Mjut + Mjvt)
";2
].
M' (Mjus + Mjys).lxs
v2
in which moments Mju and 'ljv are unkrvown s . Operating on
the above equilibrium equa t Lcn s , we can finally write:
Mjus + Mjvs + Mjut + Mjvt 2 ";2 P ey
where the eccentricity ey is considered to be equal in
both diagon:lls.
About the Y-axis - Projecting end moments in the diagonals
on the Y-a;ds see Figure 5, 09-b, we have t he following
expression:
(Miys - P exs) + (Mjyt - P ext) 0
where, after operating as in the case ahove, we finally
obtain:
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About the Z-axis - P'roj srt ing end rnomen t s in the diagor.aLs
on the Z-axis, see Figure 5.09-a, we have the following
expression:
-(Mjxt - P eyt)cos~ C (Mjxs - P eys)cos~ 0
Considering equal eccentricities in both diagonals, the
following equation is obtained for the Z-axis:
Mjus - Mjvs - Mjut + Mjvt 0
- Consider' now sway equiLibriurnequations in the strut's plane
UZ, as in Fd.gure 5.09-c. For tileelement in the strut between
nodes j and k, the following relatiun applieq:
vuJ I p
~~---
I
i
'---1--t
L
Fi~u:c 5.09-c~ Conditions at the cross-over joints in the
outslde panelJ o~ oracings, definition of sway co~dition:.
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/
Hi - MJ<v s vs o
in wh ich :
Uk are the relative djsplacements of node k. and Ue
are the displacements at the central cross-over joint c,
as in Figure 5.01, in the plane uz.
- Ky is a factor rolating displacements at node j to
displacements at cross-over node c in the central panel of
bracing, see Figure 5.01. in the uz plane. Values of Ky
are as in the laboratory tests for each frame arrangement.
as explained in Chapters 2 and 3. Nete that Uj is no
longer an unknown at this node.
Similar sway equilibrium equat.ions are written abou t both
principal axes in both diagonals. in which the new unknowns
are the shear forces Vu and Vv.
Fin~lly. an additional compatibility equatl~n is included as
indieatE'd below:
Yjs Yjr
which indicatE's equality of out-of-plane deflE'ctions at node
for beth diagonals.
Th» analysis shovm above solves the p rob lern f o r the outside
r ro ss c ov e r joints. The unknowns at t~ese ru 'lps are now the shear
forces "\1 ar.! Vv• from whicj1 the c ros s=ov e r forces can be
cBlculated.
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5.2.6 - Solution of the system of equations
From the analysis of cond~tions at intermediate nodes,
cross-over joints and diagona!-main leg connecting nodes
presented in the previous Seltions, a system of 'n' simultaneous
eque t i on s with "n ' unknowns 118', heen f orrned , where 'n' is
obta '.ned as follows:
- Fou r unknowns at each nod" of each member, corresponding to
one end momen t a.id one enc displacement ahout e ach (. the
section's principal axes.
- Three additional unknown s at the central cross-over joint,
corresponding to forces in thp out-of··rlane and in-plane
directions for each diagllnal. (It the outside cross-over
joints, the displacements are expressed as functions of the
central cross-over d i sp la '{'IT,E' t.s , and the four new unknowns
are the shear forces in th' two principal planes of both the
strut and the tie.
- Three additional unknowns at each node connecting diagonals
and ma Lr- 6s, corresp'ndi~g to nodal rotations about three
main leg longituainal "nd orthogonal axes.
Solution of this system of equations yields the magnitude of the
end moments and node displacements for al: members in the frame,
irJm which the nodal rotations can be calculated from
Expressions su~h as Equations (D.02) or (D.03) in Appendix D.
The st rssses at critical sect Lon s are '.a lru la t ed as ind i ra teI in
the t o lLow ing Section. This analysis hs s th" following
characteristics:
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It is a geortlptric non-linear, elastic analysis in which no
.i t.e-ra t Lon s are requited becausp the axial force is known at
each io ad s te p . and trw tl ex i lvi Li t v conditions of the
meml.e rs .i r e up.i a r.ed at e a ch load level through ths Berry
s t.ab i Li t y f un: t ions.
- The equations in the computpr model have "Men devE'loped to
simulate the gene r e I c.on d i t i on s and, in .rt Lcu La r , the
boundary ~onditions of the experimental frames with
cross-bracings descr'bed in Chapter 2.
- Conditions are considered about the p r+v.c ipa l u and v axes
of the diagonals and, simultaneously, the boundary
conditions allow for the inclusion of thE' orthogonal
eccentric axial torces and the main leg's flexural and
torsional restraining actions.
Cross-over forces and main leg rotations are calculated
through he introduction of additional equations of
equ i Li fum and compatibility at t ho relevant nodes.
Thp following step i~ to ~al~ulate thp stresses in each member,
based on the end moments on e arh of the p l ane s de fLne d by the
pr Lnc aju I axes. This is discussed in the t o Ll owIng Section.
5.2.7 - Determination of uLt.Imat e diagonal strength
t () the c -tnbina t : on "f ax i a 1 1oad s and bending ahou r t.h»
p r inri p a l a x r- s i.l Fi~lllP S .10 ca n I'p e xp rv s s ed a s indicated
hf'low:
.'
f max +
A
at the heel of the angle and
P
A
+ +
at the tops o f the ang l « '-,peLio[1 in l'iV,lltP 5.JO. where:
- P is the axial force in the mr-mb e r .
- A is the area of the sect i on ,
du Bnd dv are distances indi(ated in Figure 5.10.
- Mu Bnd Mv are the calculated end moments about the
principal u- and v axis at ealh node in the structure.
ou.,,
M
v
Figure 5.10: Assessment of stress at the cLi~icBl sections.
Geometry of the angle's cruns-section.
It has hef'n l')'Sf'I'Vf'd in this and I'IPvi(1uS invv s t Lg a tLon s [~l,231
that f a i Lu re of steel anglp struts III r u rs almost immediately
after f i rs t v i e l d has t ak e n p l a : p in t h« e x t r erne r Lb r e of the
r ri t i ra l Sf" t i on , spe Table 3.0Q in Chanter 3. Ba s e d on this the
t o l Low in g crLt.e r i on has l1,.pn a d o p r e d in the p r e s e n r rhe o r e t Lc a l
analysis, r he u l t Ima te load le,;istp(! by the bracing is the load
at which y i e l d i ng of rhe rno s+ highly s tre s s e d fibre starts at
any intermediatp section of any of the strut diagonals in the
frame. The general procprlure presented in the previous Sections
is i I Iu s t.ra t.e d in the t l owrh a rt depicted in Figure 5.11.
5.3 - Analysis of plane f r amea r correlation with experimental
r e sul t s
The non-linear· ompur e r p rog ram t\esrdb.'d be f o r e , which h a s been
called PANEL, is now used to predict the failure loads of the
d i a g on a l s in r h« t e s r frames of this and other inve r t i g atLc r-s ,
as examined in Chapter 4. The input of data is simple and
c ornp r -; the I o 11 ow in g :
- The yield SLreSA of material and thp maxinwm load applied to
the frame,
- The 11'.un\H'1 Of load steps, the magn i tud e of load Lnc r eme nr.s ,
and t'll' ra t io o t axial f o r cs s in the bracing,
- The gp(1mPtri< rhu r mro ri r. . I'" of 1111 t.he b r avLng s and the
main lpg, a n d t h» l e ng t h Lg in r h« main d ia g on a l ,
'I'h e s l o p« "1 t h« 1,").\s and inrl in c t i"11 11f r h e d is g on a L« in
a ll ';\\\'I1:1Il!' 1 s ,d l.r a. ing,
'I'h e «,ptti, ie n t s Ky givill); t h» I r , ti" ,l( o,Hlt·"t-l'l!lIH'
displacPI"t-'flt~; IHlt\\'r'f'n t ht' our s id» and t lu- l'Pf1t ra i crosr,-l"Vt-li
. '0.41
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Figure 5.11: Flowchart depleting the ge,laral an e Ly t.Lca I
procedure used in the present investigation for the analysis of
two dimensional frame~ with crosD-bracings.
- The S c' S c and ScI pst ra in r ('I)PU ic Len t s at the
XL) y ..) Z.J
connecting node'S and at t)1P If'g supports.
For the analysis o f t!'S~S with PANEL. r l.e fo llow i ng rules wpre
- For the tests conducted in this research the copfficients
Ky were based on the test mpasurements. In the cases of
"ther frames with transversf' beams, sep Figure 1.0B, KyaO.
- The coefficient of torsional resl.raint to the main legs by
the supports was kept equal to zero, thus simulating the
c on d i t i on s definpd in the do s t gn of the same n ode s in the
experimental framps. Thp ,ases of frameb with fixed leg
supports, as in Figure 1.08, wer!' represented by I very
large restrairt coeffiCIent.
The re s t ra In t cond i t ion at the nodes about the y-axis is
included in the program for 1-bo!t connections (pinned). For
2-bolt connections a fixed condition was simulated about the
same axis by a very large restraint coefficient, 5y5.
The restraint coefficient at the n0des about the x-axis.
SxS. was as calculat~d for the simplified model in Chapter
4 using Equation (4.05). It is noted that the empirical
restraint (oefticient SxS was developed in each casp as a
function of the actual ohserved conditions in the
rorm e cr ion s , including the >'ttects (If re lu r iv e inclinations.
If' l a r tv' s i z o s of r he rnernhe rs and th« buund a r y r ond i t. ions.
ind i c a t i v e ra so s , and the comp a ri son s lwtwppn ,he t he o re t ica I
and t..e t'xperimpntal re su lrs art' b;;'SFd on the tnllowing
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pararnFtplS:
- Ea i l u r r s t r . 'is ra ri r fu~t fry.
- Mpchanism of fa i lu re of the 'itru t s , as d e sc rLbe d in
Chapte! 3.
- In-plane and "lit-of-plane midspan deflections in the strut
and at the c ro ss v ove r joint.
- Strut end rotations. and
- t1ain leg t o i s Lon a l ro t a t ions.
These an' examined in the following Sections for t h e t e s t s
s t u.lie d in this Inv e s t iaa t ion. and also tests reported b:
Behncke [11] and W')l)d [40].
5.3.1 - Present investigation
Data on the frames and diagonal specimens for these tests are
given in Tables 4.03-a and 4.03-b of Chapter 4. Resu:ts from the
analyses with PANEL are given in Table 5.01 be!ow. in which the
assumed [PAt taint "oetfirients for the htacings about the x-axis
(from Equat ion (1,.05) in Chapter 2) s r« giVf'1' in Column 2. about
the y-axis in Column 3. and t~p torsional restraint coefficients
at the main leg supports a re g Iv en in Co i umn ,J. where F and P
refer to Elxpd (full IPstraint) and rinnpd (no restraint) end
conditions respe~tively. The ('al"ulated failure loads are listed
in Co lurnn '>. which Ill',' compa rs d with t h« t e s t r e su l t s in Column
b.
Tlu- ral cu La t ed failure load i o i Tp,:t l O ;' with I Ill!) is
,·ol\',,·rvativc'. with v i.e ld taking pblP ti rs r in thp til' at thl'
and r h o r, in th .. 'it tilt. Sl'P ru re 5.12. Ttw
.,
calculated defl",ctions at noLles g and c in Figure 5.12 are shown
in Figure 5.13-a, where it can be seen that the predicted
out-of-plane deflections are c~rrect at the crOAR-ever (Yc)
and larger than in the test at midspan (yg'. The pred~cted
in-plane deflections at midspan (Kg) BrE' smaller than recorded
in the tests and in the positive x-direction, while the
experimental deflections were generally in the negative
x-xl Lr ec tLon , see Figure 5.12.
','hestrut's end rotations fixS computed with PANEL at node a,
see Figure 5.12, are smaller than recorded, as indicated in
Figure 5.13-b. The computed main leg torsional rotations BzL
at the same nnde are significantly larger than the experimental
records, and this is shown in Figure S.13-c.
The predicted failure loads at slenderness L/r=130, Tests 202
through 702 in TaDle 5.01, are, in general, conservative, except
for Tf'st 312. These a re ali. good app rox irnat ic.: s to the actual
Present in Testigation
Table 5.01: PANEL - Comparison of results
r -'~-------,-----..,
I PANEL I Test 1
I i resulta I
l'''::::'''t-"-,l',, r '.,J ';;' I :,~ I
1112131415161
f---+----l-----+ -+---j
! 102 I 12.061 F 1 P 0.422 1 0.491 I
I 202 I 15.506 F 1 P 0.390 1 0.412 I
I 302 I 12.061 F' P 0.380' 0.395 1
I 312 ,6,390 F 1 P 0,~06' 0.399 I
, 402 I 10.121 F' P 0.j70 0.421 I
I 502 15.506 F P 0.393 0.437
I 602 12.061 F I P 0.394 0.431
I 702 10.121 F 1 P 0.395 0.430
,801 3.618 PIP 0.280 0.26e
I 811 2.517 PIP 0.327 0.371
1 802 12.061 F I P 0.337 0.336
I 812 8.390 F, P O.34S n.396
I 803 6.767 PIP 0.291 0.324
, 804 22.558 I F 1 P 0.343 J.364
L- -------L__ ___...l__. __ ---L- __ ,L_ J
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failure loads. Comparisons of results for Test 302 are examined
as an example of typical behaviour for these tests. Deflections
at nodes g and c , see Figure 5.12. are shown in Figure 5.14-8.
Note that both out-of-plane deflec'ions 'c and Yg are larger
in the computer model. In-plane deflect ons Xg were recorded
in the x-negative dIrection, while PAN~L predicts small positive
deflections along the same axis.
At node s in the strut, see Figure 5.12, out-oE-plane
experimental deflections are larger than in the computer model,
and in-plane deflections are hoth in the x-positive direction,
but the experimental deformations are larg2r, see figure 5.14-b.
It is to be note~ that experimental failure occurred at subspan
Figure 5.12: Comparison of test re3ults with the model
PANEL. The positive directions of deflections and nodal
rotations are indicnted.
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s, Figur~ 5.1Z, while PANEL predi(-ts equal strain development
and almost simultaneouR failure at both spans g snd s. Also,
19 and Ys (and xf',and x c ) <.lef' ,,,-t Ion s in the co.nput e r
model an' symmetrical about the c ro ss-v.v e r joint c.
No de s a and d s t ru t rot.ati on s (l:JxS)a re dr-p Lc t ed in Figure
5.14-c. where it can be spen that the p~edicted rotations are
very close to the test results dnd also equal at both nodes.
Nain leg to rs i ona I rot a t ion s at the same nodes (8zL) a re shown
in Fi~ure S.14-d, and it is again noted that the computer
predictions are larger than the tpst records, and equal at both
nodes. The positive direction~ for nodal rotat!ons and
diqplacements are indicated in Figure 5.12.
Predictions of failure loads for tests with slenderness ratios
of L/r=160, Tests 801 through 804 in Table 5.01, are very
reasonable and generally conservative. Failure is in all cases
rredicted at node g in the strut, see Figure 5.12, which is in
agreement with t~e experimental results.
Comparison ot deflections tor Test 301 with I-bolt connections
is given in Figure 5.15-8, It can be seen rhs t the computed
out-of-plane deflections at nodes c and g are larger than the
tf'st records, while in-plane de fo rma t.Lcns at node g are
predicted correctly. For the case of 2-bolt connections, for
example Test 804, Figure 5.15-b s~ows improved predictions of
deflections yc and yg.
Computed strut end rotalipns 8xS at: node' a, Fit-\ure 5.12, art'
givf'n in Figures 5.15-( and 5.15 d for Tests 801 and 804
respectively. It Ian hI' seen that tt1PY an' similar to the
experimental results but with the t o lLow i.nj;cha rac te r is t Lc s : for-
Test 801 with I-bolt (-unneni(,ns, ro t a t ions «xS an' larger
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than those recorded in the tests, For Test 804 with 2-bolt
connections. th~ same rotations are smaller than the
experimental records.
As in the previous cases. predicted main leg torsional rotations
BzL at node a are larger than those recorded in the tests. For
Test 801 in Figure S.lS-e. however. these differences are too
large and are not at all related to the experimental evidence,
This situation improves for Test 804. as shown in Figure 5.1S-f.
where computed rotations are still larger, but the difference
appears to Je reasonable.
The results from the computer analyses us'ng PANEL are typical
for each level of slenderness ratio and therefore allow for the
following conclusions:
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- The computed failure loads are generally conservative, but
give reasonable predi(tions of the strength of the ~racing
at various levels of slenderness ratio and for various
bracing arrangements.
- The mechanism of failure in the computer model is in all
cases correct, with yielding Laki~g place at the heel of the
angle struts, and at the longest unsupported subspan g, see
Figure 5.12. In the ~ase of low slenderness ratio, Test 102,
yield occurs first in the tie at the cross-over joint, as in
the tests.
Predictions of out-of-plane deflection in the strut at
midspan and at the crOEs-over joint are gener~lly correct
for all alternatives, with a lower accuracy for the case of
Test 801 with I-bolt connections. In-plane deflections are
correct at higher values of L/r, but with larger differences
at lower values of L/r.
- Predictions of strut end retations are fairly accurate in
all cases. By cortrast, computed main leg torsional
rotations ore in all cases larger than the experimental
value~. In the case of 1est AOI these differences are
unacceptable. It is apparent that the computer model fails
to simulate the torsional behaviour of the main legs,
particularly for the casu of I-bolt connections,
In addition, it was observed that the model PANEL is highly
sen s i r i,'1' to v ari a t ions o f the f o lLow ing parameters:
- The strut-end spring roe t f ic ien t SxS, IN rh simulates th«
flexibility o f t h« ho lt ed .onnp('ti('ns about t he Loca l
x IlX1S.
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- The main Ie!.!, suppo r r spring cop[ficif'!1t S:lL' which
simulates the restrirtions to torsional rotation of the main
lel!,s.
- The cross-over joint coef:icient Ky, which relates the
cut-0f-plane deflections of the outside and central
cr os s c over joints.
The computed results presented above were obtained after
innumerable mod i f Lca t Lons and improvement! were introduced to
the model PANEL. At each step, extensive calibrations of the
model against the expe r imen t a l results were performed. It is
apparent, however, that further modifications are required to
simulate the case of 1·I,olt connections, and also the torsional
rotations of the main legs of the frames. This and other
limitations of PANEL will be addrpssed again at the end of this
Chapter.
5.3.2 - Tests reported by Behncke ['1)
Data on the frames and diagonal specimens for these tests are
g iver, 1>1 Tables 4.04-a ar.d 4.04-b of Chapter 'I. Results from the
analyses with PANEL are given in Table 5.02 below, .in which the
assumed restraint. coefficients for the hracings about the x= ax Ls
(from Equa tt on (',.05) in Chapter 2) are given in Column 2. about
t he y -nx Ls in Column 3, and th!' t or s ion a l restraint coefficients
at th" main l!'f:, supports art' given in Column 5, wit.h F Ilnd P
d--f ined as b,dllrf'. Th» c a l ru l a t s d failure loads art' listed in
Column 5, which s re rompa r ed with t he t os t r e s u l t s in Column 6.
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These tf>sts were performed on frames such as those shown in
Figure 1.08, where two beams were used to connect the two main
legs Dt the top and bottom sections. As a consequence, the
outside cross-over joints wer~ fixed against out-of-plane
displacements and the two main legs were fixed against torsional
rotations. All these conditions were simulated wiLn PANEL.
The calculated failure load for Test 0842 with L/r=90 is
correct, with yielding taking place first in the tie at the
cross-over joint. This is in agreement with the experimental
evidence.
For frames wit~ slenderness of L/r=140, Tests 0611, 0712, 0931
and 1032. the predicted results are conserJative for the cases
of I-bolt connections (0611 and 0931), and optimistic for the
cases of 2-bolt connections (0712 and 1032). The predicted
mechanism of failure for these tests is c~rrect.
In the case of frames with slenderness ratio of L/ra160, Tests
- 5.57 .
0121. 0522. 1351 and 1451. the calculated results are correct
for test 0121. but are optimisti~ in all other cases. This
pt"hlem is more evident in Test 1451, with main legs of L70x70x6
and all blBcin~s of L40x40x3 angles, and therefore a lower ratio
of main leg-to dIagonal sizes.
It can be seen that PANEL (which was calibrated for the case of
legs with no torsional restra~nts and given ratios of
out·of-plane cross-over deflections) presents some problems in
predicting correct failure loads for these tests. It is to be
noted, however, that the test frames depicted in Figure 1.08
were rather rudimentary, and offered poor control over the most
important variables.
5.3.3 - CIGRE tests reported by Wood [119,63]
Data on the frames and diagonal specimen'l [or these tests are
given in Tables 4.05-a and 4.0S-b of Chapter 4. Results from the
analyses with PANEL are given in Table 5.03 below, in which the
assumed restraint coeffi..:ientsfor the bracings about the x-axis
(from Equation (4.05) in Chapter 2) are given in Column 2, abc.u t
th~ y-axis in Column 3, and the torsional restraint coefficients
at the main leg supports are given in Column 5, ",ith F and P
defined as before. The calculated failure londs are listed in
Column 5, whLch are compared with the test results in Column 6.
As in the test cases descrlbed in the previous Section, the
CIGRE test frames had transverse beams at the top and bottom
sections, as can be seen in Figure 2.01. which imposed
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restrictions to main leg rotations and out-of-plane cross-over
deflections. As all the diagonals were of the same size and hsd
the same cross-sectional properties, the top and bottom struts
were reinforced by a redundant member, as shown in Figure 2.01.
in order to secure failure of the main compression diagonal.
Finally. it has to be considered that complete data on these
tests was not available, except for the basic dimensions of the
frames and frame members. the observed yield stress of material
and the fai~ure stre3S for each test case. The reinforcement of
the struts in the adjacent panels of bracing was simulated in
PANEL by doubling the member's inertia about the minor axis.
Under these conditions, PANEL 1s not applicable for the case of
I-bolt connections (005-0321, se~ Table 5.03, since the
calculated failure loads and the mechanism of failure are not
Experimental results reported by Wood [ '.9 J and CIGRE [63J
Table 5.03: PANEL Comparison of results
--,
I PANEL Test I
I ru nu l t s I p,
I Test f-- -1tsnntionl SxS SyS SzL :ult I fult If.y fy
I
I 1 I 2 I, 5 I 6 I
005 I 1.237 P I I' 'N/A 0.2.88 I
006 I 1.237 P I F II/A 0.273 I
on I 0.888 P I F II/A 0.288 I
on 0.888 p I F N/A 0.270 I
014 4.123 F I F 0.311 0.325 I
015 4.123 F I F 0.319 0.345 I
038 2.951 F I F 0.301 0.260 I
039 2.961 F I F 0.289 0.270 I
040 2.961 F I F 0.355 0.295 I
041 2.961 F I F 0.348 0.265 I
092 9.432 F I F 0.426 0.500 ,
093 9.432 F I F 0.1,16 0.503 I
10& 6.197 F I ~. 0.390 0.318 I
109 6.797 F I l' 0.399 0.393 I
148 4.361, F I F 0.399 0.436 I
149 4.364 F I F 0.399 0.412 I
J..___
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related to the known test results and behaviour of the bracings.
For cases with 2-bolt connections, the predicted results are
accurate, but not in all cases. For tests 038-041, the
calculated results are optImistic, Which is again coincident
with low values of main leg-to-diagonal size ratios.
Fr the remaining tests, the calculated failure loads are
cun~ ~va:.ive, but to a varying degree. and apparently depending
upon the strength of each set of diagonals, see Tables 4.05-8
through 4.05-d.
5.4 - Summary
A computer model for non-linear flexibility analysis of plane
frames with crossed diagonals, ~ANEL, has been developed. Unlike
other models which allow only for single-member analysis or
behaviour about a slngle axis, this model inCludes,
simultaneously and for all members, the end effects of eccentric
forces and nodal restraint about the orthogonal axeb ~hile the
resulting system of equations is solved for the bending effect
and deflection about the principal axes at all the nodes.
Through the extensive computer analyses and comparisons with
pxperimental data described in the previous Sections, it is
clear that PANEL can be used for solution of frames with bracing
arrangements and support conditions simila~ to those presentP~
in this investigation (described in Chapter 2). Of those a ses .
the I-bolt connection arrangement needs some improvement.
50me of the differences between the observed experimental
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results and the f~ilure loads and bracing bphaviour as computed
with PANEL which have become apparent through this research can
be explained by the following details:
- This and other Investigations have been focused on the
behaviour of the ma in diagonals (with measurements ~f il- and
out-of-plane deflections, end rotations. midspan distcrtions
and strain development), and the influence of their eccentric
coune ct ions with the main legs.
- The diagonals in the adjacent panels of bracing were not
investigated. Their def!ection, end rotation and strain
histories are unknown, as is their influence on the nodal
restrictions, and thus on the main strut behaviour and loading
capacity. This is sho~~ by Test 307, see Case VI in Chapter 3,
where it is seen that inversion of the diagonals in the
outside panels of bracing produces an increment in the
resistance of the main strut, with significant reductions of
midspan displacements and nodal rotations.
The size of the c.u t side bracings was lncreased in the present.
investigation, La secure failure of the main strut. The same
effect was obtained in the CIGRE tests [63J by including a
redundant member in the outside panels of bracing. Any
additional effects on the main diagonals from one or the other
solution are not known from anaLv sLs of the ex i st l.nr;data.
The diagonal or main leg in-plane rotations at the connecting
nodes were not recorded, berause the inclinometers (or
rotation transducers) are able to read rotations only within a
ve rt icsI plane (plus or minus a small tolerance). Therefore
the models do not lelude in thelr solutions the influence of
a parameter (i.e. rpstraint coefficient) desrrihing this
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effect. This is clearly shown by the mou e I PANEL's poor
predictions for I-bolt connections. It is clear that a pinned
end condition about the y-axis, represented by zero
restriction from the main leg as simulated in the mo~el, does
not necessarily occur in the tests and may depend on bolt
tensioning.
- The main legs were not investigated experimentally and have
been assumed in all models as symmetril beams with the
orthogonal-flexural and longitudinal-torsional charucteristi~~
of the actual angle sections. Furth~r, the main legs were
assumed to be cOl'nected to the diagonals at their celltroiJal
axes. No eccentricities were considered about any axis of the
main legs, and no assumptions were mac.e concerning the main
legs' behaviour about their principal axes. This is a
significant departure from the actual conditions as
illustrated by i Igu re 5.16. where it can be seen that in fact
the connections were effectively eccentric, as i1' th2 CBse of
the diagonals.
Finally, the above conc0pts are also valid for the
longitudinal dX~S of the main legs, since the tension and
compression supports were located at tht centre of gravity of
the sections, thus along their centroidal longitudin~l axis.
Bu n fact the connections to the bracings are all displaced
from that axis, see Figure 5.16. These diffetences may well
explain the model's poor predictions of main leg rotation
observed in the previous Seltion.
In view of the above, it was concluded that further development
~f PANEL will, without Bddi:ional experimental data, prove
inconvenient and ineffective. However, inclusion of Borne, or
all, of these additional con. i t i on s may well render the problem
- 5.62
intractahle from the thporetical point of view.
In rinsing this analysis it car be said that the calculatpd
re su lts presented in 'I'ah les 5.01 through 5.03, and the predicted
behaviour of the bracing shown in the plots ahnve, are the be&t
approxim~tions that can be obtained with PANEL in its present
format. As the test l'T'''grammpand t.est setup were designed to
evaluate, without any external influence, thp most important
parameters which affect c ross vb rac ing bphav;.our, the mo de I
succeeds, under the same conditions, tu produce accurate
predictions of frame behavlour.
Figure 5.16: Nute the position of the main leg support,
along the centroidal axis. The connections are effected
eccentrically about both orthogonal x- and y-axis.
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It remains r o conduct similar analyses with an alternative
compu t e r model. in order to c o r re l a t e results and to validate
th s p r op o s e d solution. I'h e te f o re , a finite-plement model of
cross-bracing is introduced in the next Chapter, and comparisons
with PANEL are included in the discussions.
CHAPTER 6
AN ALTERNATIVE COMPUTER MODEL USING ABAQUS
6.1 - Introduction
As discussed in the previous Chapter. no suitable computer
package was found, at the time of conducting this research, tc
formulate proper non-linear models for analyses of complex
frames composed of non-symmetrical members. This rest.riction
resulted in the development of a non-linear flexibility model
for thf' pvaluation of cross-bracing systems in the present
Inve st Lga t Lon . The cha rac t erisrLcs and l Imi t at.Icns of that
model, PANEL, were examined .inChapter 5.
It is only very recently that ABAQUS [60), a ge~eral-purpose
finite-element code, has incorporated non-8y~netrical beam
element.s for non-linear analysis of st.ructures, thus
facilitating the modelling of more complicated frame
arrangvmen t s, while at the same time reducing the number of
simplifying assumptions.
An alternativp cross-bracing model is developed in the following
Sections using ABAQUS. Comparisons of results Bre alBa
presented, including test results and predictIons of failure
loads from the computer model PANEL.
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6.2 - De s c ri pt.Lon of the ABAQUS c ron s -Lr acIng model
Th" proposed model. shown in Figure 6.01-a, has the following
characteristics:
- The structure is a three-dimensional frame, where the
elements are rigidly connected to one another. The global
system of coordinates is also shown in Figure 6.01-8, where
node 1 is adopted as origin of coordinates.
All main legs, diagonals and bolts in the structure are
outlined as two-node beams in space (thus with six degrees
of freedom at each nr.de), and are described as general beam
sections, with linear elastic section response. No numerical
integration Bcross the section is considered. Material
properties are given by the Young's modulus E and torsional
shear modulus corresponding to steel.
- The main leg members are given as elements with symme t r Ic
cross-section, with geometric properties corresponding to
the actual steel angle's orthogonal and longitudinal axes.
The supports on the main legb, Bnd the nodes connecting with
the dioRonals, Rre located at the centrp of gravity of these
.rs sume d s ec tLon s , thus w i t hou t introducing any additional
hending or torsional effects. As in the ease of the model
PANEL, behaviour about the main leg's principal axes is not
considered.
Th» d ia gon a ls ' s ert Lona l p ropv rti e s r.re ):,iven about t.heir
principal axes, t hei e f c re including in the analyses their
non-cs yrnmerr Lr c-md i t Lon . Thf' d i rec ti on s of t.he principal
Dxes in the spacp are givpn by the directIon cosines for
- 6.2 -
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Figure 6.011 a) , A'~US mode , for ana Ly s Ls of cross
t "icings. Only the -s t important nodes are indicated.
b) NG~e the posit~~~ diroctions of deflection and
rotation, about the local axes.
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the first local axis, which in this case was selected to be
coincident with the minor v-axis (axis I), a9 indicated in
Figure 6.02. These properties complete the description of
the asymmetric steel angles as part of the structure for
non-linear analysis with ABAQUS. This is an important
improvement with rPRpect to other computer codes.
In addition, each diagonal is divided into four segments or
beam elements between each connecting node, see Figure
6.01-a.
- The diagonal m~mbers are defined along their centroidal
longitudinal axes, which are eccentric with respect to the
point of connection with the main legs. The bolts are thus
beam ~lements connecting the main legs and the diagonals,
and the eccentricities are the norma l framing
eccentricities, as illustrated in Figure 6.
flexural stiffness is given to the bolt ele
A very large
l G, wnich
represents a rigid connection abnut the strut's x-axis.
Figure 6.02: Direction cObinss for the first axis
of a non-Byn~otric section (directions are indicative).
The remaining axes are defined by t.he right-hund Lule.
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The end condition about the y-axis is solved through the
torsional stiffness of the bolt elements as follows: a small
J represents single-bolt conn~crions, and a large J
r.epresents multiple-bolt connections (the central cross-over
joint is always represented as a I-bolt connection), where J
is the section's polar moment of area. These ~alues of the
torsional constant J were calibrated using the experimental
data.
In this way, this ~ss'~eJ arrangement represents the
eccentricity of the ,.r ..,.ecrions ahout both local orchogo-
x- and y-axis, and Iso the end condition about both axe,
see Figure 6.03.
- The structure is &upported at nodes 1 and 2 in the X-, y-
and Z- directiona (fixed displacements) and, initially,
there are no rotational restrictions to the main legs at
these nodes. Horizonta~ restraint to the bracing is given at
nodes 3 and 4 in the X-direct! .n , Finally, out of plane
restraint is given at nodes 13. 14, 33 and 34, thus
simulating the actual testing ccnditions of the frames, see
figure 6.01-a.
The out-of-plane disp~acements of the cross-over joints in
the central and outside panels of bracing are related
through a linear mUlti-point constra.int of the form:
AIUl + A2u2 + .•. Anun a 0.0
in which AI. ui are parameters indicating which nodes
Br~ constrained about B given de~ree o[ freedom (t in thiE
case). and the magnitude of the constraint. TheRe values are
also. in this case. [el.•ted to the pxperimental frames.
- 6.0 -
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- The model described above is analyzed as a static load step,
subject to geometric non linearity, and 20 iterations are
allowed for convergence at each load increment. Output of
streqs and deflection is averaged at nodes.
- Finally, the loads are applieu at nodes 43 and 44, in the
X-direction, see Figure 6.01-a. Direct control is used for
increment of loading, and 20 increments arp selected to
model the step.
The strut's failure is defined by the stress readings at any
of the intennediat~ nodes (i.e. when th~ calculated stress
at the extreme fibre is equal to the yield stress of
material fer that particular case).
As seen in the description of the ABAQUS cross-bracing model of
Figure 6.01-8, considerable care has been taken in order to
sim~late most of the design conditions of the experimental
frames, including the relative positions of the bra~ings and
supports, bolted connections and also strut-end details. Some of
the test cases described in Chapters 3 and 4 were analyzed with
the above ABAQUS model, and the results are prese~ted for
discussion in the following Sections.
- 6.7 -
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6.3 - Ana Lysi.s1)£ cross-bracing with ABAQUS: correlation with
experimental results
6.3.' - Present investigation
Data on the frames and diagonal specimens for these tests are
given in Tables 4.03-a and 4.03-b of Chapter 4. Results from the
analyses with ABAQUS are given in Table 6.01 below. T!)e
parametet:s IxB and IzB in Columns 2-3 of Tahle 6.01 are the
second moment of area and the polar moment of area respectively,
corresponding to the beam element~ simulating the bolts in the
structure. These parameters hH~e been established by calibration
of the ABAQUS model againnt the experimental results. Column 4
gives the main ieg torsional restraint coefficient SzL at the
supports, which is considered in all cases as Pinned. The
calculated failure loads are listed in CoLumn 5, which ar.e
compared with the test results in Col.umn 6.
It can be seen in Table 6.01 that the predicted failure load for
Test 102 with slenderness of L/rc100 is slightly optimistic.
However, it was observed that the mechanism of failure is
correct, with yielding occurring first in the tie at the
cross-over joint (node 23 in Ffgure 6.01-a), and then in the
strut at midspan.
The positive lirections for deflections and rotations are
indicated in Figure 6.01-h. The deflections in the strut at
midspan node 20 and at the cross-over node 24, see Figure
6.01-b, are shown in F'Igure 6.04-8. It can be seen that the
calculated in-plane dnd out-of-plane deflections are very
- 6.8 -
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Present investigqtion
Table 6.01: ABAQUS - Comparison of results
,------,-' ---,
I i ABAQUS Test 1
i i Pr e s e nt, investigation I r e s u Lt s I
I Test f--------,------ -+-------1
!OeSignat.iOnl Il<~ 1 I,B I, S. I !"ult I ,~lt ;
f----- '__ -T_~~(nun~ _:~_ fy -l-,2__j
111213 1415! 6 I
f---- -+---- -1----+-, " --1
I lD2 I 1.OE 5 I 1.OE 3 I P O.~17 0.491 I
I 302 I 1.0E 5 I 1.0E 3 I P 0 436 0.395 I
I 6J2 I 1.OE 5 I 1.OE 3 I P 0.646 U.431 I
I BJI I 1.OE I l.OE-~ I P 0 ..,,', 0.2B8 I
1 802 I I.DE 5 I 1.0£ 3 I P 0.348 0.336 I
1 804 I 1.0E 5 I 1.0E J 1 P 0.343 0.364 1
--L._--.J
similar to the experimental results.
The strut's end rotations 816 at node 16 in Figure 6.01-b are
smaller in the ABAQUS mode I, dee Figure 6.04-b. Also, th..main
leg's torsional rotations 814 at node 14 ~re smaller in the
computer model, as indicated in Figure 6.04-c.
Similar results are recorded foe Test 602 with slenderness of
L/r~130 and inclined legs, see Table 6.11 aDd Figures 6.05-a
through 6.05-c.
Prediction of failure load for Test 302, with slenderness ratio
of 130 and parallel legs, is also optimistic, with a difference
of 10% with respect to the experimental rPBult. Failure in the
~BAQUS model, however, occurs at node 28 in the strut, see
Figure 6.01-b, and this is in agreement with the obsened
failure of crays-bracIng in frames with parallel legs.
1n- and out-of-plane deflections at node 20 and at the
cross-over node 24 on the strut. see Figure 6.0l-b, are shown in
Figure 6.06-a, Bnd in Figure 6.06-b for nodes 26 and 28 in the
- 6.9 -
strut. '.ote that in all cases the ca lcu la red
very simi' a r t) the expe rimental records.
[lee I lou s are
Experimenta: and calculated strut-end rotations at nodes IE and
32 in the model of FigUlt. ti.01-b are shown in Figure 6.0:::-c. The
p red i rti un s are all c orrer t . s i.n lLe r results ,,'P obtained for
the main legs' tocsiJnal rotations bt nodes 14 and 34, which are
shown in Figure 6.06-d.
In the region of slenderness ratio of 160, TJsts 801, 802 and
804 in Table 6.01, the predicted failure loads are generaily
correct, and the strut' ~ failure is correctly predicted by
ABAQlJS at the longest unsupported subspan, node 20 in Figurf'
6.01-b.
The calculated in- and out-of-plane deflections for Test 801
with I-bolt connections are shown in Figure 6.07-a, vzhe re it car
be seen that they are very ele e to the ex~erimental records.
The recorded end rotations at node 16 in the strut are larger
than the predicted rotation3, and the same happens with the main
leg's torsional rotations at node 14, see ~igures 6.01-b, 6.07-b
and 6.07 . As in the case of the PANEL model for I-bolt
connections, the ABAQUS model predictions of leg rotations are
not co~rect, but in this case the predicted rotations are
significantly smaller that the experimental values.
The calculated deflections and ruLdtions at the same nodes for
Tests 802 and 80" with 2-bolt connections are shown jn Figures
6.08-a through 6.0B-c, and Figures 6.09-a through 6.09-c
respectively. Note that the p(edictions of leg rotations improve
for the case of 2-holt connections.
..
Examinat~on of the above comparisons of results hetweer the
- 6.10 .
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experimental frames and the ABAQUS model. allows for the
following ccnc Iv.s ion s to be drawn:
- The calculated failure loads are slightly optimistic at law
valuls of slenderness ratio. and slightly conselvative at
highe~ levels of slenderness.
The me cr I.smof failure is correc t. in all cases. including
the framt with parallel legs.
- The 1n- and out-ot-plane deflections of the bracing are
predicted correctly at all levels of slenderness. and for l-
and 2-bolt connections.
ThE' strut-end flexural .otat Lons are alway', smaLler that the
recorded rotations. Similarly. the leg torsional rotations
- 6.20 -
are smaller than the experimental records, but the
difference increases cunsidera~ly for frames with I-bolt
connect.ions.
The ABAQUS model was also ~sed to examine some full-scale
cross-bracin& tests, as described in the next Section.
6.3.2 - CIGRE tests reported by \food [49,63]
Data on the frames and diagonal specimens for these tests are
given j~ Tables 4.05-a and 4.05-b of Chapter 4, and a typical
frame is shown in Fd gu re 2.01 of Chapter 2. Results from the
analyses with ABAQUS are given in Table 6.02 below. The
parameters IxB and IzB in Columns 2-3 of Table 6.02 are the
second moment of BreD and the polar moment of area respectively,
o rre spond Lnr, to the beam el.ements in the structure simulating
the bolts. Column 4 Rives the main leg torsional restraint
coefficient SzL at the supports, which is considered for these
tests as fixed, as indicated in Figure 2.01. The calculated
failure loads are listed in Co lurnn 5, which are compared wi t h
the test re su lr.s in Column 6.
It can be seen ln Table 6.0~ that the predicted failure loads
are in almost all cases higher than the recorded values (51
higher as an average, with a c.o.v. of 10%). These
approximations are, however, reasonably good. It must be noted
in Table 6.02, Column 2-3, that th« values of flexural and
r.ors iorial s t Lf f ne ss for the 1'01t e lernents in the ABAQUS model
are the same values which were defined for the tests in the
present invpstigatlon (by calibration against the experimental
data), where con d i t Lon s of lhE' frames ',ere substantially
..
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Experimental results repllrtPd by Wood [49J 'lIlt! CIGRE [63J
Table 6.02: ABAQUS - Comp ari son of r esult s
------~-~r-~-"---·--'-----"-~-.---"---"'-~---------r--------,
I ABAQI}3 I TOot I
I r"st' ceponeu by "'Jud (49) I r esul t s I
Test r-----r-------,----------,----+---------j
Dedgn.tionl Ix' I IzB i SzL I ~~ L~~J
I (mm4) I (1Tll114) i I fy fy
)--------------j------,- ,--------t------- ---
! I 2 I I 4 I 5 I 6 I
~--- - ----j-- - -+ ---+-- ----/-------+------1
00' 'l_cL I 1,C£-2 I F .]00 0.288 I
006 I_OF. 'i I 1.0£-2 I r '0,281 0.273
031 l,cE 5 I 1.0E-2 I F 0.l05 0.288
O]L LOE 5 I 1.0E-2 I r 0 304 0.270
014 1,CE I 1.0E 3 I F 0.304 0.325
015 1.0"; .5 I 1.CE I F 0.111 0.345
OJ8 1,OE 5 I 1.0E F 0.293 0.260
039 I 1.CE F 0.283 o.no
040 1.0E.5 l,QC F C.ll1 0.295
041 ,.'l~ 5 1.0E :' I 0.328 0.265
l -..L._ _.__-L ~~.-L __j
different.
Also, the frames in the CIGRE tests hpd lateral bracings for
out-Df-plane restraint, af seen in Figure 2.01, which were not
reproduced in the computer model. Finully. while the beam at the
top of the frame in Fig".re 2.01 was not rigidly conn ed to the
main legs (as stated in the tebt reports [49,63]), a fully-fixed
connection was assumed in the ABAQUS "'''del in order to simplify
the analysis.
TheSe> and other unknown conditions and r+.a rac t erLa t Lc s o f the
actubt ·eats explain the differences between the ~xperimental
Bnd calculat.d results.
6.4 - Comparison ot PANEL and ABAQUS models
Cro ss=b rac ing s y r t erns hay!' bh~ e xam ine d with PANEL, an
!'x;wrimental, flexibility analysis computer model, and ABAQl1S. B
- 6.22 -
